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Abstract 

Machine learning algorithms are first trained with reference input to "learn" its specifics, and this 

process may be supervised or unsupervised. Models are then deployed on unseen input for 

detection purposes. Machine learning methods enable systems to learn from experience, and 

often the system starts with some prior corresponding knowledge that analyzes and tests the data 

acquired. 

 Outlier detection methods have been extensively implemented in a variety of fields like 

medicine, reaction analysis, financial fraud detection, security counter terrorism, intrusion 

detection, etc. In addition, many other areas in the years to come will exploit the properties and 

advantages of outlier detection techniques. There are many definitions for denoting outliers. The 

major work elaborated so far in the field of outlier detection has embraced the statistical 

theoretical framework, (Hawkins, 1980):“An outlier is an observation that deviates so much 

from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different mechanism‖. 

In the data-mining domain, outlier detection schemes are designed to mine exceptional activity 

behaviour of particular data. 

 Traditional schemes published on outlier detection have addressed the task of detecting 

outliers based on the underlying principles of statistical frameworks, such as LOF (Kriegel et al, 

2009), LOCI (Papadimitriou et al. 2003), LoOP (Kriegel et al, 2009), etc. The task of 

discovering outliers has been tackled and covered by various approaches that can be divided into 

global and local outlier techniques. This feature has emerged from the type of a database 

considered as outlier of a particular data point. The difference here stands for the fact that the 

global methods take into consideration the entire database, while the local ones examine only 

some subset of the dataset or space. Local Outlier Factor (LOF) (Kriegel et al, 2009) is the first 

outlier detection algorithm that deals with local outliers and mechanisms that cannot be captured 

by the global methods. LOF has been developed as an emerging need for defining a precise 

degree for an object to be considered an outlier. The term local is referred to a concept of 

locality, in other words, the scale of isolation an object experiences to its neighbourhood. The 

LOF approach has given a careful evaluation of algorithm‘s performance in capturing abnormal 

activities in practical real world data. This is the first attempt to quantify the outliner-ness of 

objects in a dataset. LOF has been deployed in multidimensional datasets; in addition, every 

single item has been associated to a local factor, which shows the degree of each object of being 

outlier. This algorithm is related to the principle of density based clustering, and the local term 

means that limited objects in the surroundings are taken into consideration. The idea underlying 

this approach stands in the assumption that the item in a dataset included in a cluster is assigned 

a local outlier factor that appears to be close to 1. Every LOF object has the upper bound and the 

lower bound, which is the range of lying in the local outlier nature. Moreover, bounds close to 

each other are investigated while for items that do not satisfy this criterion, the approach attempts 

to sharpen the bounds. The new notion here is that the outlier is not a binary property. In order to 

calculate the LOF of each object, this approach presents a new notion, which is the distance, 

designated as k-distance of the object p.    
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 The focus of this dissertation is to create an ensemble algorithm composed of the LOF family 

of algorithms that could exhibit an increase in performance, accuracy and diversity. We 

concentrate on diversity. Our contribution consists in designing a new algorithm upon the greedy 

ensemble algorithm by applying randomization with GRASP procedure. We have tested this new 

approach and provided evidence of enhancement in the diversity of results our novel mechanism 

has generated. Moreover, we have conducted thorough experiments for identifying the 

improvements and drawbacks of our approach. 

 To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel approach that has not been tackled from other 

research work. We hope to extend this work by adding other features to improve further our 

approach in terms of accuracy and diversity. 
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Chapter 1 

 Introduction 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Outlier detection is the field that stems from the notion of the ―Outlier‖. There are many 

definitions in literature given such as: ―an observation which deviates so much from other 

observations as to arouse suspicions that is was generated by a different mechanism” stated by 

Douglas M. Hawkins (Hawkins, 1980). Grubs (1969) has pointed out that ―an outlying 

observation is one that appears to deviate markedly from other members of the sample in which 

it occurs‖. Furthermore, other scientists have provided definitions for an outlier such as Barnett 

and Lewis (1994): ―an observation (or a subset of observations) which appears to be inconsistent 

with the remainder of that set of data. Various researchers such as Johnson and Wichern (1992) 

have viewed an outlier from the perspective of the pattern and have defined it as ―an unusual 

observation that does not seem to belong to pattern of variability produced by other observations. 

These aforementioned statements for defining outliers can help us in understanding in depth 

from different points of view.  

 In order for an activity to be regarded as an outlier it must: occur rarely in a small sample of 

the dataset, it must be inconsistent and it can be distinguished from the other events. The outlier 

detection field is the domain which develops mechanisms for capturing these outlying activities 

and determining the degree of outlier-ness of each data points.  There are many approaches that 

are explored for dealing with the scope. One prominent issue that arises in this case is that a data 

point is considered an outlier because it does not belong to a mathematical theory or because it is 

just different from its neighbors. An outlier can be possibly associated with a data error 

generated by a mechanism or it can be related to an event that has not occurred accordingly. If 

this is found as an error, it can justify the decision of removing the specific data object which is 

suspected to constitute an outlier.  

 It is crucial to highlight in this research that it appears than not all the outliers are a bad event 

that must be eliminated from the dataset. It happens that they may be a significant point of 

change that can show us the way to any problem or activity that is not occurring in the right 

direction. They are the connecting dots and noteworthy hints which can contribute in having a 

clear view of what is happening. In addition, where a person can deem a noise, another one can 

regard it as information (Ng, 1990). Therefore, we cannot draw a clear line whether a data point 

is considered an outlier or not because it depends on the circumstances when the judgment is 

made (Blakeslee, 1990). There are times when it is suggested to get rid of outliers for various 

scopes just like cleaning the data and generating a better characteristic of the phenomenon. In 

these cases, capturing these outliers identifies some faults of the system that should be 

eradicated. Nevertheless, there are circumstances or models in which some outliers can be of 

benefit because they can lead to indicating that the model or the approach is mistaken and 
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inappropriate for analyzing a certain behavior. Therefore, in this context, rather than removing 

the outlier it is urged to change the approach or the mathematical theory which is not suitable for 

a specific task. In the information security domain or intrusion detection system, capturing 

outliers is very meaningful because they indicate where the system has been breached and 

penetrated. Hence, the outliers help the system administrator to flag out the flaws of the system. 

When carrying out outlier detection procedures, it is recommended that rather than regarding 

outliers as wrong and rubbish data, it is better to think of them as attention-grabbing, appealing 

data where we can derive significant information for a specific model. It is of paramount 

importance to analyze thoroughly the outlying activities in order to get a better sense of how and 

why data is diverging from the normal behavior. 

 Data mining as a field, it concerns the disclosing of the exceptional activity behavior of 

particular data (Tang et al. 2002). The traditional schemes that have been published on this 

subject, have addressed the task of detecting outliers based on the underlying principles of 

statistical framework LOF, LOCI, LoOP, etc. The task of discovering outliers has been tackled 

and covered by a variety of approaches that can be divided into global and local outlier 

techniques. This feature has emerged from the type of databases being regarded as outlier of a 

particular data point. The difference here stands in the fact that global methods take into 

consideration the entire database while the local ones examine only some subset of the dataset or 

space.  

 The term ―labeling‖ is associated to the global approaches while determining a score or 

―scoring‖ is linked to the local outlier detection approaches. The global methods are based on the 

assumption that for a data point it is possible to assign a binary property while the local ones 

rather than a binary property, they assign a level of being an outlier which is the outlier factor. 

This factor determines to what extent a data point can be considered an outlier according to its 

neighborhood system and how isolated a data point can be. 

Kriegel et al (2009) have provided the difference for both types of classification: 

 Global approaches possess a reference set which includes the entire database and all the 

data points. These are based on the underlying assumption that there is only one normal 

mechanism. However, they lack identifying other outliers in the reference set and may 

produce false outputs. 

 Local approaches lie in a reference set that enclose a small region space of the data 

objects. Nevertheless, problems arise when choosing the proper reference set or the 

proposed subset of data.  

One key point worth mentioning herein is that there exist some techniques that exhibit both 

global and local properties. Outlier detection is the field which handles the problems or issues of 

capturing the outliers in a set of data and discerning data points that deviate to the normal profile 

of data. Most of the approaches leveraged in the outlier detection area are based on the full 

dimensional Euclidian data space for investigating the characteristic of the data objects and 

discovering prominent outlier data point. One crucial characteristic of complex datasets in the 
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real world is that they cannot specify density with global factors. The local factor is of 

paramount importance in order to indicate outliers in different regions of the set of data.  

 Another field in which this dissertation is based is the Intrusion Detection Systems. In our 

daily life, computer systems exhibit vulnerable security aspects which can render these systems 

susceptible to malevolent intrusions. In order to fix this lack of security, come into play the 

intrusion detection systems. Prevention techniques are not enough for safeguarding completely a 

computer platform. Due to the fact that new scenarios of breaching the system are continuously 

being developed, new techniques for capturing them must emerge. IDS makes possible to detect 

even novel intrusions and vulnerabilities by scrutinizing the behavior of networks. They are 

dubbed as the second line of the defense, given that the IDS starts its work after a threat has been 

divulged (Sommer and Paxson, 2010).  

 An intrusion detection system embodies an important responsibility in disclosing malicious 

events in a computer system or network of computers. Intrusion detection refers to the process of 

observing and scrutinizing entire activities that are happening in a computer system for 

identifying abnormal behavior occurring in a network. This field of expertise is experiencing a 

dramatic growth as more expert hackers are being intruding and penetrating the networks. In 

addition, this research growth goes proportionally to the increase of sensitive data being 

processed every day.  

 Regarding intrusion detection systems, they embody a combination between hardware and 

software frameworks which capture the intrusions in a computer networking system. IDS can 

examine all the activities that occur in a network by collecting information in different fields 

inside a network. Usually, IDSs develop two preliminary assumptions in regarding the data set 

utilized as incoming information: the amount of normal data profile that overcomes the abnormal 

data quantified in numbers and to what extent the attack deviates from the normal data in terms 

of qualitative aspect.  

 Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) encompass software or hardware systems, which are 

incorporated in a network in order to monitor the generated traffic and to flag out the 

compromised activities that might occur. An IDS employs techniques for modeling and 

analyzing intrusive behavior in a computer system (Sommer and Paxson, 2010). We must make a 

difference between IDS and a firewall. While firewall filters all traffic between the internal 

network and the unreliable external network, IDS merely monitors and sniffs the network traffic. 

They cannot drop or ban the network packets (Maheshwar and Singh, 2013). In other words, 

IDS‘s property is to detect the network for any vulnerability. The IDS presents a second wall of 

defense and can be combined together with firewall to detect and prohibit suspicious computer 

activities entering and compromising the internal network.  

 Many algorithms of machine learning have been deployed for intrusion detection purposes. 

Machine learning methods (Deepika et al, 2012) enable systems to learn from experience. 

Usually the system starts with some prior corresponding knowledge that analyzes and tests the 

data acquired. Machine learning techniques rely on explicit or implicit model that accommodate 
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the analyzed patterns in order to be categorized. They can be divided into Genetic Algorithms, 

Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks and Bayesian networks (Kaur et al, 2013). 

 Anomaly and misuse detection systems have often borrowed their schemes from the machine 

learning perspective respectively: information theory, neural networks, association rules, 

classification approaches, instance based-learning algorithms, artificial immune systems and 

many more. Machine learning algorithms are popular because they address many real world 

problems. They are based on explicit and implicit models facilitating the analysis of the patterns 

to be classified. Machine learning tools, which compose anomaly based detection systems, have 

demonstrated to achieve a significant increase of detection rate. This is due to the intrusion 

detection area, which operates with particular properties, thus making the machine learning 

approach harder and onerously.  

 Rather than finding similarities, machine-learning techniques perform better at identifying 

activities that do not pertain to the existing ones. The classic machine learning approach consists 

of a classification problem. Understanding and providing insights of what the system is doing, is 

the best way to enhance the performance of anomaly detection schemes. In intrusion perspective, 

we can always discover a variation that performs slightly better in a specific context. However, 

in this domain insights are of much more benefit than numbers.  

 In this context, we have decided to investigate the first algorithm that tackles the local 

outliers LOF. Our motivation has emerged from intrusion detection system due to the fact that 

information leakage has experienced a dramatic growth these years. Therefore, novel and 

developed techniques for counter measuring these intrusions are required. Our motivation relies 

in the fact that we have spotted some flaws or drawbacks in the greedy ensemble algorithm. This 

heuristic approach results in finding the accurate output by producing the same result of outliers 

with different algorithms. While searching for the best candidate, the greedy ensemble algorithm 

can be isolated in the local maxima. Consequently, it can lose and not capture some outliers 

which may be of great deal of benefit in global perspective of the dataset. We have thought that 

studying in depth this problem would lead to a significant piece of research that could help and 

could be our novel contribution to the ensemble techniques for outlier detection tasks. 

 

1.2 Aims and Objectives 

In this dissertation, we make an effort to work in a field that lies from LOF until the latest outlier 

detection algorithms in our days. We aim to provide to the body of knowledge a state-of-the-art 

research work in the field of outlier detection methods from the first traditional efforts till the 

most well-known mechanisms investigated from the data mining research community. This 

dissertation aims to explore what has been done in the outlier detection area and to analyze the 

behavior of outliers in various circumstances and considering them as indicators in the 

performance of system.  

 After providing a sound theoretical framework and deepening our knowledge in this 

interesting field, this dissertation aims to narrow down in the density based approaches, which 
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are represented from the local methods. We have chosen this sub-direction because it searches 

for outliers that can be found in a small sample of data and in small clusters. We are thrilled by 

this direction of research and we delve deeper into the family of the Local Outlier Factor 

algorithms. We have observed profoundly all LOF variants and looked for gaps and novel paths 

of research by finding issues that have not been tackled yet. 

 We have investigated in depth the greedy ensemble algorithm (Schubert, 2013). It is claimed 

from authors that this simple greedy ensemble appeared to perform pretty well. However, it lacks 

in terms of diversity because it always strives to find the best configuration of outlier detectors. 

Hence, we intend to fill this gap by optimizing the diversity property through randomization 

procedures. 

 Stochastic Local Search (SLS) are methods carried out in order to find solutions for the 

combinatorial optimization problems (Hoos & Stützle, 2005). The SLS algorithms can perform 

well on hard problems; in addition, they are simple and can be implemented smoothly in the 

variety of optimization problems. SLS are known for their robustness, thus making them very 

appealing for real-world tasks. We aim to focus specifically in Greedy Randomized Adaptive 

Search Procedure (GRASP) (Resende & Ribeiro, 1995) pertaining to the group of SLS because 

of its convenience in the implementing process. One disadvantage of the greedy approach is to 

obtain candidate solution with a low degree of diversity. GRASP attempts to alleviate this 

shortcoming by randomizing the construction method in order to yield a substantial variety of 

good starting points. If we compare the greedy heuristic approach with GRASP, we identify that 

the constructive phase of GRASP does not require the solution to be the best with the maximal 

properties. On the contrary, it picks in a random way one of the components, which has been 

considered to be the best of highly ranked solutions components.  

 The proposed framework is based on the combination of greedy ensemble algorithm with the 

GRASP in order to optimize and increase its level of diversity and detection rate. We had this 

idea due to the logic that best outlier results sometimes do not lead to best outcomes. It happens 

that while searching for the best result, it may find out just the local maximum data point, but not 

the global maximum of the whole dataset. Therefore, in order to escape the local maxima, we 

need to employ randomization techniques into the greedy ensemble approach, which exhibits 

greediness properties. By carrying out randomization techniques, we make sure that the search 

will continue in a random data point. We have conceptualized that this kind of methodology can 

lead to a substantial increase of diversity. The main goal of this dissertation is to come up with a 

novel ensemble algorithm that can increase the diversity of the outlier results. When using a 

heuristic greedy ensemble algorithm, mainly it is aimed to find the most accurate outliers; 

however, there are some algorithms that generate the same outlier results. They are not capable 

of capturing new outliers which can be very interesting to be analyzed and can lead to a better 

understanding of the observation. Therefore, we can compromise in the accuracy and boost the 

diversity by inducing a randomization process. Our scope is to enhance the detection rate by 

almost capturing all the outliers in a dataset by implementing this idea in a data mining 

environment. 
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 We aim to undertake several scientific experiments in order to witness the optimization 

incorporated into the greedy ensemble algorithm with GRASP procedure. Our experiments begin 

from running the simple heuristic greedy ensemble till executing the novel randomized greedy 

ensemble algorithm by trying various outlier algorithms, matching and comparing the results. 

Finally, we provide significant evidence of a slight increase in performance and detection rate 

from our novel algorithm when comparing the previous approach. We have utilized ELKI Data 

Mining Framework, open source software based in JAVA, which is very appropriate for the 

scope of our research. ELKI is designed for comparing and evaluating various algorithms in 

terms of precision and recall and enables fair benchmarking of a variety of data mining 

algorithms. In concluding of our dissertation, we reasonably indicate some open issues that we 

intend to deal with in the future work. 

 

1.3 Structure of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is structured as follows: 

 The first chapter is an introduction in the field divided into two crucial aspects 

respectively the background and motivation.  The theoretical framework that our 

dissertation is founded from are data mining and machine learning algorithms in the field 

of outlier detection are of paramount importance and specifically the LOF (Local Outlier 

Factor) which is the direction that has been followed and narrowed down.  

 Chapter 2 presents various intrusion detection systems. Intrusion detection systems are 

widespread in various domains just like fraud detection, healthcare; however, we have 

described all the types of intrusion detection system and highlighted the ones which are 

employed in the outlier detection domain. 

 Chapter 3 consists of main algorithms for Machine learning for Intrusion Detection 

systems. It reviews these algorithms divided in four types of algorithm that are used for 

intrusion detections systems purposes. In different sections, we discuss these algorithms 

pertaining to the classification approaches, association rule mining, neural networks and 

instance based learning from the intrusion detection perspective. 

 Chapter 4 presents outlier detection algorithms as a subfield of the machine learning for 

intrusion detection. After reviewing various directions of outlier detection in density 

based, distance-based and cluster based, we have been concentrated in the family of 

density based approaches for outlier detection  with the most representation algorithm 

LOF Local Outlier Factor, we have reviewed the most substantial algorithm that have 

derived from this. 

 Chapter 5 provides substantially the logic and the preliminary assumption of the 

methodological framework of this dissertation.  It is thoroughly described the design of 

the novel algorithm that we have come up with and our main contribution to the body of 

knowledge related to the field of LOF and outlier detection. The combined pure greedy 
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ensemble algorithm with the GRASP randomizing procedure in ensemble of algorithm 

constitutes the foundation of our novel idea presented in this dissertation. 

 Chapter 6 consists of evaluating experiments being conducted across the ELKI data 

mining platform. In these experiments, it is investigated the randomized ensemble and 

compared with the greedy heuristic approach. It is tested in terms of accuracy and 

diversity especially, because our aim is to increase the diversity by obtaining more 

various outliers.  

 Chapter 7 draws significant conclusions of this research in terms of outliers and 

developing novel enhanced algorithms for outlier detection purposes which can be 

applied in various fields of usage: fraud detection, image recognition, financial forecast, 

weather forecast etc. Along with the conclusions, we have provided further future gaps in 

this field of ensemble algorithm that we were not able to address.  
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Chapter 2  

Intrusion Detection Systems 

2.1 Overview 

Intrusion detection has experienced a dramatic attention with an extensive long history of 

research and scientific attempts for protecting networks. In this section, we explore and 

categorize intrusion detection systems. We provide a general description of the most prominent 

IDSs and their classification in terms of data resource and model of intrusion (Azad and Jha, 

2013).  

2.2 Intrusion Detection Systems 

For computer systems, security is paramount important issue, and there can be some gaps which 

can render these systems vulnerable to intrusions. In order to fix these lacks of security come 

into play. Prevention techniques are not enough for safeguarding completely a computer 

platform. Due to the fact that new scenarios of breaching the systems are continuously being 

developed, new techniques for capturing them must emerge. IDS makes possible to detect even 

novel intrusions and vulnerabilities by scrutinizing the behavior of networks. They are dubbed as 

the second line of the defense, given that the IDS starts its work after a threat has been divulged 

(Sommer and Paxson, 2010).  

 An intrusion detection system embodies an important responsibility in disclosing malicious 

events in a computer system or network of computers. In order comprehend the role and 

functions of an intrusion detection system, it is of benefit to first specify the meaning of intrusion 

as a central keyword. An intrusion is a kind of malicious activity that attempts to compromise 

and breach the security aspects of a computer like: 

-data integrity - this attribute consists of the scope of the data to be ensured during transmission 

from the source to the destination by not being modified. 

-data confidentially – consists of making sure that while being transmitted the data can be 

accessible only to the authorized receiver (D‘silva and Vora, 2013). 

- data availability (D‘silva and Vora, 2013) - when the network system is guaranteeing that the 

data is reachable by the authorized system based on the demand that the user is asking for the 

data.  

 With regard to the intrusion detection term, it refers to the process of observing and 

scrutinizing the entire activities that are happening in a computer system for identifying 

abnormal behavior occurring in a network. This field of expertise is experiencing a dramatic 

growth as more expert hackers are intruding and penetrating networks and goes proportionally to 

the increase of sensitive data being processed every day. Intrusion detection systems embody a 

combination between hardware and software frameworks which capture the intrusions in a 

computer networking system. IDS can examine all the activities that occur in a network by 
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collecting information in different fields inside a network. Usually, an IDS develops two 

preliminary assumptions in regards to the data set being utilized as incoming information: the 

amount of normal data overcoming the abnormal data, and to what extent the attack deviates 

from the normal data.  

 The most commonly occurred intrusion threats work throughout the network by exploiting 

the network protocols in order to affect the target system. These connections are regarded as 

abnormal while the other connections in which can be utilized the network protocols are marked 

as normal connections and links. The attacks are classified into four main categories: DoS-

Denial of Service when the hacker attempts to not consent the authorized users to access their 

service which are eligible for in a specific system (Djenouri et al, 2005), Probe – Surveillance 

and probing- in this attack, it is investigated the network in order to spot some well known 

vulnerabilities of the system on which the attacker intends to compromise. These attacks are of a 

very significant importance for the attacker who plans to attack in the future (Djenouri et al, 

2005). RCL-Remote to local, it is refers to unauthorized hackers who can obtain local access to 

a specific system from a remote machine and then compromise the target machine and make use 

of its weaknesses. The last most developed attack is the U2R-use to Root, which aims to attack 

and obtain super user privileges. This happens when the specific machine is already under attack.  

 Intrusion detection systems (IDS) encompass software or hardware systems, which are 

incorporated in a network in order to monitor the generated traffic and to flag out the 

compromised activities that might occur. An IDS employs techniques for modeling and 

analyzing intrusive behavior in a computer system (Sommer and Paxson, 2010). We must make a 

difference between IDS and a firewall. While firewall filters all traffic between the internal 

network and the unreliable external network, IDS merely monitors and sniffs the network traffic. 

They cannot drop or ban the network packets (Maheshwar and Singh, 2013). In other words, 

IDS‘s property is to detect and to sniff the network for any network vulnerability. The IDS 

presents a second wall of defense and can be combined together with a firewall to detect and 

prohibit suspicious computer activities entering and compromising the internal network.  

 An IDS is composed of its core element known as the sensor (engine that analyzes data). The 

sensor retrieves data from three major sources directions: Own IDS knowledge base, Syslog and 

Audit. The ultimate goal of the sensor is to filter the information retrieved from data and to drop 

any irrelevant data obtained from the event set associated with the protected system. In other 

words, it warns the system when suspicious activity occurs.  

 The concept of an intrusion is a group of activities that aim to breach the data integrity, or 

make computer system vulnerable to fraudulent behaviors. An intrusion detection system is 

designed to safeguard all the network interactions in order to disclose well known attacks or even 

to discern for unknown threats that havened exists before. The major responsibility for IDS is to 

inform and flag out any susceptible behaviors to the system administrator.  

 In terms of technology used for detection and identification of the suspicious activity, IDSs 

are classified in signature-based and anomaly-based types. The both approaches have been vastly 

covered by various research scientists. Nevertheless the misuse detectors are found to be in the 
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form of signature base system that has the objective to scan the traffic of a network for 

characteristic byte sequences. The major function of intrusion detection is to defend the network, 

and to examine intrusions among normal audit data (Maheshwar and Singh, 2013); this can be 

deemed as a classification problem. Below it is provided a graphical representation of the state-

of-the-art of Intrusion Detection systems and approaches that it consists of. 

 

 
Figure 2.1: State-of-the-Art of Intrusion detection System (Azad and Jha, 2013) 

 

One major objective of an intrusion detection system (IDS) is to disclose undesired activities 

with high precision and detection rate while providing low false positive results. It makes use of 

all the statistical data from the network. The intrusion detection architecture (Mitrokotsa et al, 

2007) could be distributed or cooperative distributed and hierarchical. In distributive IDS a set of 

independent IDS agent create the IDS system. Every local IDS agent has two major elements 

(Mitrokotsa et al, 2007): the data collection, a component which selects the local audit data and 

the activity logs as well and intrusion detection engine which detects the local abnormal data by 

having a reference local audit data. This scenario functions as follows: If the Intrusion Detection 

Engine finds an intrusion then this leads to the activation of the Response Engine. The Intrusion 

Response Engine is in charge of sending local and global alarm in order to notify its surrounding 

node and its global nodes.  

 A distributed IDS collects the data and examines it in multiple hosts, in contrast with the 

centralized IDS where the data is gathered and investigated in a centralized fashion. The two 

strategies of collecting the data may apply to host-based and network-based intrusion detection 

as well or it can incorporate a combination of the two methods. IDS can provide reaction in two 

distinct manners: Active where some actions are developed some actions for reaction to the 

intruding event. This can be a logging of service, disruption of the connection, etc. Regarding the 

passive reaction, it can produce alarms and warnings. It carries out audit information and 

examination in IDS in the real time and in the interval based time. The real time intrusion 

detection systems executes frequently for detecting intruders and generates outcomes in real time 
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which is related to the fact that the IDS can respond very quickly to the intruding activity. 

Besides the real-time IDSs, security researchers have developed periodical IDS, which consist of 

executing periodical intrusions occurring on specific intervals. 

 One of key challenge an IDS has to overcome is the fact of being overloaded with data 

packets. In wireless networks, it is of paramount importance to choose the features that can best 

specify the conduct of the network. When it comes to wireless networks, it is composed of many 

nodes, which can interact with other nodes throughout messages. Hence the node‘s performance 

can be generated by observing the traffic of the network. Every node is comprised as an 

elementary unit which monitors its surrounding neighbors and constructs a profile along the 

offline training. Consecutively, this built profile is utilized as a threshold to identify anomalous 

behavior in the whole network. This scenario is appropriate for small networks. 

 An IDS in order to accomplish it goals employs one or more detection engines (Snap et al, 

1999. These engines specify whether the target event matches an abnormal or a normal profile 

activity. These detection engine frameworks can be categorized as follows (Panos, 2010): 

 a) signature-based systems function based on predefined set of patterns in order to capture 

threats 

 b) specification-based engines which depend on a set of constraints that may be a specification 

of precise steps of operation of a particular program and aim to observe the carrying out of the 

aforementioned programs concerning these restriction  

c) anomaly-based engines which incorporate specific models of data just like normal profile of 

data of the nodes‘ conduct and flag out those nodes which experience a substantial deviation 

from these patterns. 

 A considerable number of IDS literature and research works that have been elaborated are 

focused on the anomaly based detection because of its benefit that it can impose regarding the 

attacks, which appear to be novel and not tackled before. This advantage is associated by a 

substantial number of challenges just like the high false alarm rates, the requirement of the 

adaptability into the dynamic networks circumstances. There is a significant piece of work which 

has aimed to tackle these restrictions by incorporating novel techniques and strategies (Xenakis 

et al, 2011) (Sun et al, 2007) (Mishra et al, 2004.) (Azer et al 2005) (Li, and Wei, 2004). 

 

2.3 Types of IDS 

There are some various approaches for implementing intrusion detection systems. Below we 

provide a thorough review of the most compelling techniques area of Intrusion Detection 

System. 

 

2.3.1 Stack based Intrusion Detection System (SIDS) 

Intrusion detection systems based on the stack of the protocols are responsible for integrating 

precisely with TCP/IP protocol stack, which enables the system to observe packets as they are 
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distributed through the OSI layers. IDSs pull the packet when they identify any compromised 

behavior before the application can process the packet. 

 

2.3.2 Network Based Intrusion Detection System  

The Network-based Intrusion Detection systems (NIDS) are the most traditional approaches and 

they are classified based on the style of the detection that they carry out. These kinds of intrusion 

detection systems monitor the network packets and detect network attacks. NIDS listen to the 

packets in a segment of the network allowing them to detect distributed attacks. NIDS monitor 

traffic of the network; it consists of sensors to detect packets, a data analyzer to make sense of 

data. It generates alarms when it encounters suspicious activity. These systems cope with 

detecting intrusions in the networks (Kaur and Singh, 2015). The threats are divulged through 

particular methods that model the data and detect anomalous sequences that can constitute a set 

of anomalies. 

 Its major drawback is not being aware of the behavior in the internal environment (Gwadera 

et al. 2005b, 2004). The cause of these abnormal data can come from outside where hackers need 

network information in order to breach the networks. The generated data can change in terms of 

granularity, because it can be produced from packet level, routers etc. The data to be examined 

from a network-based intrusion detection system is high dimensional typically with a mix of 

continuous attributes (Chandola et al, 2009). One challenge that these systems have to overcome 

is the nature of anomalies that continues to change and be altered during time. Hence, they have 

to adapt to the networks in order to escape the actual intrusion detection system. 

 

 
Table 2.1: Examples of network-based intrusion detection 
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2.3.3 Host-based Intrusion Detection System  

The Host-based Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS) detect intrusive activities and malevolent 

behavior on the host. It controls the privileged access of the host in order to monitor components 

of host that are not accessible to other systems. It monitors internal and external activity from the 

computer. It is viewed as an individual device; this approach is not aware of what is happening in 

the whole picture of network environment. Its major disadvantage is that HIDS cannot detect 

attacks targeted to the host that does not have HIDS installed. 

 With the development of Internet, hackers are developing novel malware every day. While 

new malware is developed, IDSs are also evolving and becoming more sophisticated. They need 

to be a step ahead compared to hackers, with regard to improving and being able to detect the 

dramatic growth of attacks. IDSs detect fraudulent behavior by looking for known weaknesses 

and known attack patters (signature-based) or normal behavior (anomaly-based). Therefore, it is 

difficult to indicate all potential attacks because IDSs need to know all probable attacks in order 

to achieve a satisfying protection. Whenever IDSs encounters novel attacks, IDS manufacturers 

develop rules and signature for that novel threat. In practice, some manufactures may not be 

aware of new attacks distributed in the network. Another pitfall of IDS is the management of its 

sensitivity. Many IDSs generate high false alarm rates, in other word they flag out many 

intrusion alerts, which do not consist of any malevolent behavior. This leads to hurdles on 

handling and inspecting alerts from security professionals. On the other hand, if we lower the 

sensitivity of IDS we might encounter the problem of missing attacks of paramount importance, 

which can lead to insecure networks and hosts. A major challenge in this case is to determine the 

optimal sensitivity of IDS. 

 In the most of host-based Intrusion Detection System various type of data are gathered for 

different activities, just like operating system log, the traffic of the network or other behavior and 

action that the network conducts. These data may have an unseal profile because of the malicious 

code that they are composed of. Host-based intrusion application generally generates discrete 

data because of the numerous events which diagnose various attacks and behaviors are extracted 

from a collection of discrete instance (Singh et al, 2009). Below in the table 2.2, it is provided a 

summary of some compelling research works, which have employed the host based intrusion 

detection scenario.  

 The host based intrusion detection systems handle the operating system call traces 

(Chandola, 2009). The deviated patterns are translated into malevolent behaviors. The key factor 

for making the distinct between normal and abnormal activity is the occurrence or the frequency 

of the events. In the host-based method, all the activities pertain to the same alphabet; the factor 

of occurrence that determines one data point from another. The operating system calls can be 

produced by programs (Hofmeyr et al, 1998) or by users system (Lane and Brodley, 1999). The 

alphabet is composed of 183 system calls (Chandola, 2009). Various programs execute various 

system calls in specific sequences. The data can be categorized in various levels just like 

program level and user level. In the host based intrusion detection system, it is entailed to deal 

with the sequential nature of data. The broad spectrum of these techniques has to model data 

sequence or to calculate similarities between patterns. 
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Table 2.2: Examples of host based techniques for intrusion detection 

 

2.4.4 Anomaly Based Intrusion Detection System 

Anomaly Based Intrusion Detection Systems (Panos et al, 2011) operates on the concept that the 

attack behavior diverges from the normal profile behavior. Firstly, it identifies the baseline of 

normal profile, and then the new event is compared with the normal behavior. If the new activity 

deviates from the normal profile then it is regarded as anomalous by generating an alarm. The 

variations between the normal profile and the monitoring feature are analyzed by making use of 

various techniques like statistical analysis, machine learning and data mining techniques. 

Anomaly based IDS systems suffer from high rates of false positive alarms and can introduce 

heavy processing overheads on computation resources. Their main advantage is the detection of 

unknown attacks. Anomaly based detection has to be adaptive to be able to face the dynamic 

change of the network. Their normal profile should represent the normal network operation. The 

dynamic change must be incorporated immediately into the normal profile. Most current IDSs 

employ both techniques to achieve better detection capability.  

 Anomaly detection is responsible for discovering patterns in a specific dataset that do not 

follow the characteristic of a normal profile of data. The patterns are called anomalies or dubbed 

outliers, and constitute vulnerabilities to several areas. The anomaly detection approaches are 

categorized in many approaches according to the availability of the predefined data (Tan et al, 

2005). Many of the prior systems employ signature based methods to identify unknown and 

exceptional behave or, for the reason that they generate a very small number of the false 

positives rates when compared to the anomaly based models. However, the anomaly based 

techniques are more preferred because these incorporate the ability to capture zero-day attacks or 

in few words novel attacks that have been known in existing methods. From the data mining 

perspective, the anomaly base detection are categorized in three major groups which are based 

on the assumption that a domain expert has to label the data in normal or abnormal profile or to 

design an anomaly detection model. 

 One key challenge for the anomaly based detection systems is the huge volume of data and a 

trend of an exponential increase of the sensitive data (Panos et al, 2010). These techniques must 
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evolve and be computationally effective in order to deal with increase of data size. Another 

concern to be discussed thoroughly is the high false alarm detection rate which is due to the large 

sizes of input. Marked data corresponds to the normal behavior available, while there are no 

disposed labels for intrusion. This is due to the fact that data points constitute a low percentage 

of false alarms; this can make the investigation very compelling for data analysts and 

professional security engineers. Therefore, semi supervised and unsupervised techniques are 

preferred in this area. 

 First, we need to determine the meaning of an anomaly and provide details for this term, 

which is of fundamental importance to disclosing the properties of anomaly detection systems. 

There have been explored a vast definitions for anomaly (D‘silva and Vora, 2013), (Grubbs 

(1969) as an outlying observation. Outlier is one that appears to deviate markedly from other 

members of the sample in which it occurs. Another definition is provided from Barnett and 

Lewis (1994) according to them it is an observation (or a subset of observations) which appears 

to be inconsistent with the remainder of that set of data. John (1995) have stated that ―an outlier 

can be also considered as a surprising veridical data, a situation in which a point otherwise 

belonging to class A, but in actual is placed in class B, thereby making the true (veridical) 

classification of that point surprising to the observer. Due to Aggarwal and Yu (2001) outliers 

may be regarded as noise points which lie outside a set of undefined clusters or alternatively 

outliers may be determined as the points that lie in the outer space of the clusters set. Others 

definition and attempts to define the anomaly as concepts has been developed from Chandola et 

al. (2009), which have considered them as patterns in data that do not conform to well defined 

notion of the normal behaviors. 

 Savage (2014) has pointed out that anomalies are determined as regions of the network 

whose structure differs from the expected normal model. An anomaly is described as unusual 

behavior which showcases a distinguished activity compared to the others which are taking place 

at the same environment. It can be interchangeably used instead of anomaly the term outlier or 

abnormality or exception. One can find some misconceptions regarding the concept of anomaly 

when reading various literature and definitions about anomalies.  

 In the Aggarwal and Yu (2001), it is advocated that anomalies distinguish from noisy data 

which is regarded as a random error and has no relevance with the process of analyzing the data. 

The noisy data can be found in the fraud detection of credit cards, the noisy data can be referred 

to one person‘s purchase actions. Therefore, these noisy data cannot be considered as anomalies 

because it would not be cost effective to examine every interactions and activity of individuals. 

In contrary, it is applied the removal of the noise before conducting the anomaly detection 

process.  

 Anomaly detection has been considered closely with novelty detection, which is concerned 

with the detection of novel behaviors that have not been addressed before. The anomalies which 

are occurring in the data can lead to substantial concerns which need to be addressed specifically 

and accurately. There are extensive examples that illustrate the fundamental importance just like 

some attackers may build a set of false identities and exploit them to interact with random users 
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(Mahoney and Chan, 2003). These anomalies are very sensitive because if we tackle them, it 

may be a tremendous loss of data. However, in our daily life, the detection strategy and the 

scenario of being divulged together with its countermeasure are experiencing a significant rise. 

 In the Fig. 2.2, there are depicted anomalies in a two dimensional set of data. The data is 

divided into two clusters thereby two normal profile data region N1 and N2. The majority of the 

data points are positioned into these two normal spaces and hence the data objects, which are 

located significantly far away from these normal data regions, are reported as anomalies 

behavior. There are many scopes and intentions for introducing anomalies data for example it 

may be for credit card fraud purposes, cyber intrusion, hactivism or crashing and denying the 

service to a system. These reasons make sense to the security analysts and they draw a profound 

attention to data scientists, as well. 

 Anomaly detection has some similarities, but it is differs from the noise removal (Teng et al, 

1990) and noise accommodation in (Rousseeuw and Leroy 1987), both techniques tackle the 

noisy data. On the other hand, the noise can be described (Chandola et al, 2009) as an occurrence 

that is out of interest to the data scientists, however, it exhibits a burden for discovering the real 

outliers. The noise removal aims to remove and get rid of the entire set of unwanted data points 

before any data examination has been conduct. Regarding, noise accommodation, it specifies the 

immunizing a statistical model of estimation versus the anomalies monitoring (Huber, 1974). 

One other direction relevant to the area of the anomaly detection is deemed the novelty detection. 

 Markou and Singh (2003a, 2003b), Saunders and Gero (2000), rely on dealing with novel 

previously unobserved anomalies. The difference among novel patterns and anomalies is that the 

novel patters are integrated into the model of normal data after the process that has detected 

them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: A demonstration of data set divided into two clusters and the presence of anomalies 
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2.3.4.1 Related work of anomaly detection approaches 

There is a large body of work focused on anomaly detection for symbolic sequences (Forrest, et 

al, 1999), (Gao et al, 2002), (Gonzalez and Dasgupta, 2003), (Hofmeyr et al, 1998) (Lee and 

Stolfo, 1998), (Lee, et al, 1997), (Michael and Ghosh, 2000), and (Sun et al, 2006) (Budalakoti et 

al, 2006). Their implementations have been in various applications and fields. One of earliest 

methods was introduced in (Forrest et al, 1996), which exploited lookahead pairs in order to 

define anomalous sequence of system calls. Another piece of work is presented in (Hofmeyr, 

1998) which proposed a window based techniques STIDE and demonstrated that STIDE can 

have more advantages over the lookahead pairs based techniques in terms of performance in 

operating systems domain. Extensive techniques and approaches have been introduced for 

identifying anomalies in the system data call using Hidden Markov Models (Qiao et al, 2002). 

Some others have utilized Finite State Automata (FSA) (Michael and Ghosh, 2000) and 

classification mechanisms, as well RIPPER (Lee and Stolfo, 1998), (Lee et al, 1997).  

 All these research works have demonstrated the applicability of specific models focused only 

on the system call and some other have conducted a comparative analysis with the STIDE 

approach. Even though, there exist many reviews and comparative analysis of the traditional 

schemes for anomaly detection (Hodge and Austin, 2004), they are not focused on the sequence 

anomaly detection. In (Forrest et al, 1999), it is presented a comparative evaluation of models on 

the system call intrusion detection dataset comparing from prominent techniques respectively: 

STUDE, t-STIVE, HMM based and RIPPER. Markovian techniques designate a probabilistic 

anomaly score to each event incorporating modeling techniques such Finite State Automata 

(FSA), Hidden Markov Models and Probabilistic Suffix Trees (PST). 

 

 

Figure 2.3: The structure of relevant fields in which anomaly detection is applied 
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The crucial value of anomaly detection is based on the fact that anomalies in data set can be 

transformed into critical information in a vast variety of domains. An anomalous traffic in a 

networking system can specify an attacked computer is sending out sensitive data to an 

unauthorized destination (Kumar, 2005). Anomalies in image recognition may signify a presence 

of malicious cells (Spence et al. 2000) while credit card transaction data could show a sign of 

identity theft (Aleskerov et al. 1997). Outliers and anomalies have been explored even in the 

statistics community as early in the 19th century (Edgeworth, 1887). Some of these strategies are 

developed for a specific purpose or domain while some others are more general and standard. 

Hodge and Austin (2004) have explored a profound survey focused on the anomaly detection 

methodologies applied in the machine learning and statistical area, as well.  

 Another survey in (Agyemang et al, 2006) has been conducted for the anomaly detection 

schemes in terms of numeric and symbolic data. A very thorough piece of work has been 

introduced in (Markou and Singh, 2003a) and (Markou and Singh, 2003b), which have explored 

new techniques by exploiting neural networks together with the statistical mechanisms. In 

addition, Patcha and Park (2007) and Snyder (2001) have introduced a review of anomaly 

detection approaches incorporated particularly for cyber intrusion detection. Various books and 

literature focused on statistics has been reviewed in (Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987); (Barnett and 

Lewis , 1994), (Hawkins 1980) and in many other review articles (Beckman and Cook 1983); 

(Bakar et al. 2006). 

 Another direction in which anomaly based detection has been expanded in web protocols. In 

Axelsson (1999), this method identifies the abnormal demand according to the assessment of 

three attributes: request type, request length and payload distribution. In addition, one attempt for 

reflecting the anomaly detection in this field is Krugel (2002), which converts abnormal requests 

into signatures or patterns by exploiting the anomaly extension attribute. One other significant 

piece of research dubbed as MINDS is elaborated in (Stevanovic, 2012). MINDS is a framework 

aiming to capture the abnormal event in the network layers by utilizing various components just 

like scan detection, summarization components. Hidden Markov patterns have been exploited for 

detecting anomaly. This system uses a web server logs in education phase, and the system is 

trained to disclose the threats occurring to a target application. These systems impose some 

advantages and some shortcomings, as well. One challenge that might arise is the incapability 

detecting kinds of attacks (Mabzooll and Lighvan, 2014). Another drawback that it may face is 

the dramatic number of false alarms. These systems are implemented according on the theory 

that web access logs related to the threats are not so necessary when compared with the normal 

web access logs together with the adaption with the other systems that will cooperate or been 

upgrade. According to Portnoye et al. (2001), anomaly detection methods create models of 

normal data and then try to identify variations and fluctuation from the normal characteristics 

which is deemed to be normal.  

 Ekman and Holst (2008) have pointed out that: ―anomaly detection says nothing about the 

detection approach and it actually says nothing about what to detect‖. In reality the anomaly 

detection field is specified as process that intends to disclose apparently something and in 
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addition it does not define in particular what to detect. Some research scientists advocate that the 

definition and the notion given for an anomaly are relevant to the particular type of the data in 

the real world and in the area that these anomaly techniques are been undertaken. Hence, the 

anomaly notion is regarded as a relative concept rather an absolute concept, some behavior or 

event which is divergent related to the statistical model, it may be thoroughly comprehendible 

just like some model to the model. 

 Silvia Gil Casals (2014) has pointed out some reasons why anomaly based IDSs have been 

proposed for conducting statistical measure of network traffic. Network Behaviors Analysis has 

come up with solutions in order to indicate anomalous behavior and events in networks. These 

approaches integrate the data from several nodes for offline under the Netflos format Cisco 

Technologies (Cisco, 2015). These technology frameworks have the capability to capture threats 

that are regarded as protocol anomalies, probes or Denial of Service (DoS). It is certain that the 

anomaly detection systems can represent the benefit over the other methods that are able to 

detect unknown threats and vulnerabilities; in addition they do not demand for frequent update of 

the novel attacks signatures. Nevertheless, the normal traffic activities might require updates; the 

alleviation here consists in conducting the update autonomously. The concern of examining and 

investigating in every activity that does not follow the prior existing normal profile dataset as an 

anomaly can lead to a dramatic experience of a high false alarm detection rate. Another 

challenge to overcome is the evolving and transforming of the anomalies which can induce the 

raise of the missed anomalies. 

 One compelling survey conducted for common commercial methods for IDS is presented in 

(Singh et al, 2009). They have demonstrated that the majority of methods were signature-based 

IDS and a minority of methods has incorporated anomaly-based notions and models. The scope 

of the anomaly-based techniques is not substituting the signature based IDS, but to complement 

them and stand both in the body language. In (Owezarski, 2007), It is illustrated that an anomaly 

detection system is better than a random detection process, which means that the tossing coin to 

define proved that some of them are slightly better than a random detection Process (for example 

holding a die to determine whether an instance is malicious or normal). 

 

2.3.4.2. Supervised Anomaly Detection Approaches 

These methods detect many anomalies in the fraud detection field, in intrusion detection, fault 

and in healthcare for diagnosing a disease. Usually it is more crucial to indicate all the outliers 

and anomalies than the normal instances. In the supervised approaches are demanded the labeled 

data to be referred as normal profile data or abnormal in the training step. The pre -classified data 

are very difficult to be generated in the real word. These methods can not represent the normal 

and abnormal activity of data. There are two crucial application methods for it: The one that 

domain experts pre-label the data which pertain to the normal profile and every data which do to 

not follow this model are deemed as abnormal data. Another approach to follow is to possess the 

predefined set of abnormal set of data and many objects to not related to set of abnormal data are 

reported as normal. The most important task pertained to the supervised methods is to enable the 
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classifier to learn on the data. There are vast methods for building a classifier that have been 

explored from many research communities, thus a classifier can be build upon neural networks 

(Brotherton et al, 2002) (Augusteijn and Folkert, 2002),  support vector machines (Ma  and  

Perkins . 2003) (Ma  and  Perkins. 2003)  (Ratsch G et al, 2002) and based on Bayesian networks 

(GEP and Tiao , 1968)  and (Abraham and GEP , 1978), etc.  

 These approaches should take into account that anomalous data points are a very small 

number when compared to the number of normal data points. Hence, in these systems can 

possibly emerge imbalance class problem, which necessitate being overcome with oversampling 

or makeup artificial anomaly methods. In the process of selecting the classification methods, the 

most important concentration must be paid to the recall measure; in few words, to detect 

efficiently and accurately the abnormal behaviors. The methods that are applied in the supervised 

fashion suppose an availability of the training data set that has labeled instances for normal and 

abnormal profile of data. Therefore, in this situation it is suggested to create a predictive model 

for normal vs. abnormal pattern. Subsequently, any kind of novel data is matched up against the 

predicted model in order to make sense of which it pertains to.  

 These supervised-based anomaly detection methods are faced with some challenges: the first 

one is referred to the fact that abnormal patters are in very small number of percentage of the 

likelihood of being in the dataset compared to the normal profile data in the training phase. This 

concern is dubbed as the imbalance class distribution and has been tackled in the machine 

learning research community (Joshi et al, 2001), (Joshi et al, 2002), (Chawla et al, 2004), (Phua 

et al, 2004), (Weiss et al, 1998), (Vilalt et al, 2002) and (Ma and Perkins, 2003a.). Secondly, to 

attain the precise and representative labels, particularly for the anomaly pattern usually is 

challenging. An extensive body of work has been explored to tackle this problem (Theiler and 

Cai, 2003) (Steinwart et al, 2005), (Abe et al, 2006) 

 

2.3.4.3 Semi-supervised Anomaly Detection Approaches  

The semi-supervised methods are named accordingly because of normal class to be learned just 

like in supervised algorithm, and it captures some properties of the unsupervised approaches 

because the algorithm begins to learn by training itself.  

 Researchers employ these approaches with two set of data namely, labeled and unlabeled 

(Chandola et al, 2009). These methods are applied when few patterns are labeled normal in a 

complete dataset. Therefore, the classifier established for the training phase will use a few 

number of labeled data. Subsequently, a normal data model is constructed and will serve as a 

reference set for distinguishing the abnormal data, which do not follow the characteristic of this 

model. This procedure is dubbed as self-training which is particularly used in semi-supervised 

anomaly detection approaches is. Another scenario in semi supervised methods is the co-training 

techniques employed when classifiers are being trained by each other. When compared to co-

training, self-training is more susceptible to errors. The semi-supervised methods for anomaly 

detection are employed in static and in dynamic data. One data point is accounted for abnormal 

data if it is positioned on the outer side of the boundary and in contrast, if it is inside the 
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boundary it is reported as having a normal profile. One shortcoming that can be raised in semi-

supervised methods is the availability of the labeled data, hence, it is hard to forecast every kind 

of anomaly data, and in addition it is cumbersome to construct a model for anomalies. 

 

2.3.4.4 Unsupervised Anomaly Detection Approaches 

The key underlying idea of unsupervised approaches for anomaly detection is utilizing a definite 

standard for having a clear view of what a normal profile of data should constitute that can be the 

nearest neighbor, spectrum based criteria or even clustering based approaches (Knorr and Ng, 

1998), Chandola et al, (2009), (Aner and Goldstein, 2012). In contrast of supervised and semi 

supervised anomaly detection method, these do not call for labeled data due to the training phase. 

Many of these approaches are conceived for batch learning and for systems with high complexity 

and very memory consuming. 

 Regarding models that are introduced in the field of anomaly detection for intrusion 

detections, these are based on the preliminary assumption that the training data can be 

categorized in normal and abnormal profile data. There is an extensive body of work in 

classification methods, which create a classifier based on the labeled data as a reference and 

apply this classifier to label the new data point from the testing phase (Baker et al, 1999), 

(Barbara et al, 2001), (Ratsch, et al,2002) and (Song et al,2002). 

 Another direction of employing anomaly detection is the statistical based anomaly detection; 

they are dramatically increasing in popularity in the research community, (Young, 1980), (Lauer, 

2001) and (Mahoney and Chan, 2003). The idea extracted from these approaches is based in the 

fact that the normal profile data is situated in high probability region while the abnormal ones 

happen to be positioned in low probability space. The reference data here is provided by a 

statistical model which represents the normal shape of data. The problem here is that it is 

cumbersome to generate a precise and efficient distribution model in real world datasets. 

Other pieces of work in anomaly detection are the Clustering-based methods (Jain et al, 1999). 

The main idea behind clustering is grouping similar data patterns into clusters just like K-means, 

DBSCAN, and GMM (Xu and Wunsch, 2005). In addition, the normal data fall into the big 

clusters while the abnormal behavior pertain to the scattered clustered (Basu et al, 2004) (Guha 

et al, 2000), (He, et al, 2002) and (He et al, 2003). However, the distribution of the cluster is 

intricate to be determined when it comes to real world data.  

 An interesting line of research focused on anomaly detection are the approaches base on 

nearest neighbor, which rely on the assumption that the normal data are allocated in the dense 

region, in contrast the abnormal one are situated in sparse subspaces. These approaches can be 

divided into two major classifications: one that employs the k-
th

 nearest neighbor (Eskin et al, 

2002) and the other that incorporates relatively density (Breunig et al, 2000). 

 The unsupervised methods implicate that the normal data points can form some clusters with 

particular attributes. In general, the data with the normal profile is predicted to fall into a specific 

pattern while the abnormal data seems to deviate from the normal model. One concern that might 

arise in the unsupervised methods is that some even abnormal data can exhibit the same pattern. 
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Some unsupervised methods do not work accurately because they generate a large number of 

false alarms particularly when the set of normal data experience a sort of sparsity. Usually, 

unsupervised anomaly detection techniques are based on clusters which are created according to 

a similarity measure, thereby the data points not resembling to any model of the similarity based 

clusters, are flagged as outlier. A major requirement for the unsupervised methods is the previous 

accessibility of the data before the processing phase. Hence those are aimed to deal with static 

data only. They may face some issues for example when the data points do not follow any of the 

similarity based clusters and they are reported anomalous. However, this decision can be wrong 

because the data points can constitute a noise rather than malevolent behaviors. Another issue 

that needs to be overcome is the problem that in the unsupervised methods, clusters are built in 

the first place and then the anomalies are determined. This strategy can lead to not a cost-

effective way because of the number of anomalies that are found in the set of data; way too small 

than the normal profile data. 

 

2.3.5 Signature Based Intrusion Detection System 

Signature-based IDS often have borrowed their schemes from the machine learning perspective 

respectively: information theory, neural networks, association rules, classification approaches, 

instance based-learning algorithms, artificial immune systems and many more. They are based 

on predefined set of patterns to detect attacks. Signature-based IDSs compare data packets with 

the signatures or attributes of known intrusions to decide whether or not the observed traffic is 

malicious (Xua et al, 2013). This approach is employed only in known attacks. It utilizes a set of 

rules to indicate intrusions by observing known and documented events. This system is 

connected to large databases, which store prior attacks. Thus, if the database is not regularly 

updated, there is risk of not capturing the attack. Signature definitions in database must be more 

specific so that variations of known attacks are not missed. This leads to a large database, which 

can grab much memory to the system. Signature-based IDSs are efficient in detecting known 

intrusions with monomorphic signatures. However, they are not efficient in detecting unknown 

intrusions or intrusions with polymorphic signatures. 

 Signature-based approaches employ a database of attack signatures and are applied as a 

method for pocket monitoring. Consequently, the system memorizes patterns or sequences of 

prior known threats by gathering significant information and deploys these patterns for putting 

side by side the already known attacks and the current behavior or event that is happening into 

the system. Generally, the IDSs are looking for a particular vulnerability that has already been 

recorded. It resembles just like a virus detection scenario. These systems based on misuse 

detection or signature detection observes the activity with precise description of the profile of a 

malevolent behavior. While in comparison to the anomaly detection, the system has a definition 

of the abnormal activity and report the behavior, which are distinct from the normal profile of the 

data points. 

 Some challenges that these systems have to overcome which are worth noting herein, is that 

it cannot make a decision when a novel threat can occur. In contrast to signature based detection 
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approaches, anomaly based techniques always match the event with the normal behavior to 

identify the attack and it enables the system to identify even novel attacks because they do not 

follow the right characteristics and features of the normal behavior.  

 The majority of the IDS commercially used are signature based techniques, which demand 

for a database of the previous threats or a collection of pre-selected rules in order to conduct 

pattern matching and avert security issues infringement (for example malicious signature in 

antivirus or searching for string signatures in the payloads, etc). These kinds of IDS have the 

benefit over the other approaches due to the fact of exhibiting accurate and precise results by 

performing in a low false positive detection rate because threats are accurately well specified 

within its surroundings, which lead to facilitation of the prevention measures. Nevertheless, these 

solutions and cures carried out in these systems have began to experience a dramatic plummet 

due to the evolvement of the novel attacks and their complexity, which are designed from the 

crackers in a way that can avoid many security countermeasures. One shortcoming of the 

signature based methods is that they call for a recurrent informing and update procedure of the 

encountered attacks. Furthermore, such signatures are deemed to be as too much time-consuming 

and not cost-effective to be generated as they are obtained manually by the security 

professionals. In addition, the difficulty of the generalized signature leads to the fact that they are 

not always appropriate and applicable for various fields of employment. These kind of 

approaches based on signature find it very difficult and probably impossible to identify the zero 

day attach and usually they are applied for inward threat than outward or global threats when it 

comes to the network perspective. 

 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we have presented a detailed picture of intrusion detection systems and what 

challenges these systems incorporate. We have made a systematic classification of the most well-

known types of intrusion detection systems. These systems are categorized as below: 

 Stack based Intrusion Detection Systems (SIDS)-responsible for integrating precisely 

with TCP/IP protocol stack, which enables the system to observe packets as they are 

distributed through the OSI layer.  

 Network Based Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) - listen to the packets in a segment 

of the network allowing them to detect distributed attacks consisting of sensors to detect 

packets, a data analyzer to make sense of data. It generates alarms when it encounters 

suspicious activities. Its major drawback is not being aware of the behavior in the internal 

environment  

 Host-based Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS) - detect intrusive activities on the host 

by controlling the privileged access of the host by monitoring internal and external 

activity from the computer. Its major disadvantage is that HIDS cannot detect attacks 

targeted to the host that does not have HIDS installed. We have focused particularly in 

the anomaly based approach, a type of intrusion detection system, in which it can be 
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incorporated density- based algorithms for outlier detection purposes for detecting 

malevolent behavior considering them as outlier 

 Anomaly Based Intrusion Detection System- operates on the concept that the attack 

behavior diverges from the normal profile behavior. Firstly, it identifies the baseline of 

normal profile, and then the new event is compared with the normal behavior. However, 

the anomaly based techniques are more preferred because they incorporate the ability to 

capture zero-day attacks or in few words novel attacks that have not been known in 

existing methods. Regarding the data mining perception, the anomaly base detection is 

categorized in three major groups: (supervised, semi supervised and unsupervised 

anomaly detection approaches) based on the assumption that domain experts have to label 

the data in normal or abnormal profile. One key challenge for the anomaly detection 

systems is the huge volume of data. Another concern is the high false alarm detection rate 

which is due to the large sizes of input. This is due to the fact that the million data points 

have a low percentage of false alarms. Therefore, semi supervised and unsupervised 

techniques are favorites in this area. 

 Signature Based Intrusion Detection System- are based on explicit and implicit models 

facilitating the analysis of the patterns to be classified. They demand for a database of the 

previous threats or a collection of pre-selected rules in order to conduct pattern matching 

and avert security issues infringement.  They exhibit accurate and precise results by 

producing low false alarm detection rate. One drawback is that they call for a recurrent 

informing and update procedure of the encountered attacks. 
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Chapter 3 

Machine learning for Intrusion Detection 

3.1 Overview  

In this section, we present a thorough survey of machine learning techniques for intrusion 

detection developed by the data mining research community. To our best knowledge, these are 

the latest works been discussed in this field of interest, so far. The chapter is structured into four 

directions of machine learning methods corresponding to the most well-known techniques 

employed, respectively: classification approaches, association rules mining techniques, neural 

networks and instance-based learning approaches. Moreover, we deal and explore the most 

prominent approaches for each of the aforementioned methods for IDS. Finally, we discuss the 

advantages and disadvantages of these machine learning scenarios for IDS by providing a 

detailed summary about these four directions. 

  

3.2 Machine Learning Approaches for IDS 

Machine learning algorithms are first trained with reference input to "learn" its specifics and this 

process maybe supervised or unsupervised. Models are then deployed on unseen input for 

detection purposes. Machine learning methods (Deepika et al. 2012) enables systems to learn 

from experience. Usually the system starts with some prior corresponding knowledge that 

analyzes and tests the data acquired. Machine learning techniques rely on explicit or implicit 

model that accommodate the analyzed patterns for categorization purpose. Machine learning-

based techniques can be classified into: genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic, neural networks and 

Bayesian networks (Kaur et al. 2013). 

 Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) represent a mechanism that monitors and investigates 

events occurring in a computer system. An IDS incorporates methods and complex techniques 

for modeling and discovering abnormal behaviors. They try to determine whether the network is 

experiencing any malicious activity or not. Usually, IDSs constitute a form of a process, a 

device, or a combination of both that monitors system and network activity against unauthorized 

malicious events. The major goal of IDSs is to detect the attempt before the attacker has already 

done any harm to the network. IDSs are not only responsible for monitoring network activity, but 

even for auditing system configuration for vulnerabilities and analyzing data integrity. An IDS 

performs three key functions: monitoring, detecting and generating alarms. IDS should not be 

confused with firewalls; firewalls protect information flow and prevent intrusions, while IDS 

identifies whether the network is subject to any attack, or if any vulnerability has penetrated the 

firewall security.  

 Anomaly and misuse detection systems often have borrowed their schemes from the machine 

learning perspective, respectively: information theory, neural networks, association rules, 
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classification approaches, instance based-learning algorithms, artificial immune systems and 

many more. Machine learning algorithms are popular because they address many real world 

problems. They are based on explicit and implicit models facilitating the analysis of pattern 

classification. Machine learning tools, which make up anomaly-based detection systems, have 

demonstrated to achieve a significant increase of detection rate. The intrusion detection area 

operates with particular properties that make machine learning approaches harder and onerously. 

Rather than finding similarities, machine learning techniques perform better at identifying 

activities that do not pertain to the existing ones. The classic machine learning approach consists 

of a classification problem. Understanding and providing insights of what the system is doing, is 

the best way to enhance the performance of anomaly detection schemes. Intrusion detection 

domain benefits a lot from studying the behavior of some previous combination of machine 

learning with particular feature set. In intrusion perspective, we can always discover a method 

that performs slightly better in a specific context. However, in this domain, insights are of much 

more benefit than numbers.  

 Extensive research is conducted in this area focusing on IDS based-machine learning and 

data mining technologies. The model and the context in which they operate can determine the 

type of machine learning algorithm to be employed. Machine learning methods help to easily 

conduct data summarization and visualization. Therefore, they aim to facilitate security 

professionals in indicating systems‘ flaws.  

 With the remarkable development of internet, hackers are writing novel malware every day. 

While new malware is developed, IDSs are also evolving and becoming more sophisticated. 

They should be a step ahead compared to hackers and able to detect the dramatic growth of 

attacks. IDSs detect fraudulent behavior by looking for known attack patters (signature-based) or 

normal behavior (anomaly-based). Therefore, it is difficult to indicate all potential attacks 

because IDSs need to know all probable attacks in order to achieve a satisfying protection. 

Whenever IDSs encounter novel attacks, IDS‘s manufacturers develop rules and signature for 

that novel threat. In practice, some manufactures may not be aware of new attacks distributed in 

the network; as a result, this novel attack will not be captured by the IDS. Another pitfall of IDSs 

is the management of their sensitivity. Many IDSs generate high false alarm rates, in other word, 

they flag out many intrusion alerts, which do not consist of any malevolent behavior. This leads 

to hurdles on handling alerts from security professionals. On the other hand, if we drop off the 

sensitivity of IDS, we might encounter the missing attacks problem. This can lead to insecure 

networks and hosts. Consequently, a major challenge in this case is to determine the optimal IDS 

sensitivity. 

 

3.3 Classification Approaches 

Classification is the process of learning a function that maps data objects to a subset of a given 

class set. A classifier is trained with a labeled set of training objects specifying each class. The 

two major objectives of classification are: to find a good general mapping, which accurately 
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predicts the class of unknown data and discover an understandable class model for every class. In 

this section, we review the most interesting body of work carried out so far regarding 

classification approaches for IDS. At this point, we focus on intrusion detection systems based 

on classification algorithms.  

 A simple technique to employ intrusion detection is to make use of a classifier, so that IDS 

can determine if the investigated data is "normal" or "abnormal". Classification algorithms have 

been largely used for intrusion detection in wired computer networks. Zhang and Lee (2003) 

proposed the first significant intrusion detection system for wireless networks. They described a 

new model for intrusion detection and response. Their contribution consists of the design of 

distributed and cooperative anomaly-based IDSs. This work has served as a guide to subsequent 

research in this area. They specifically focused on anomaly detection related to routing updates 

of Media Access Control (MAC) layer and mobile application layer. They have advocated that 

intrusion detection architecture in mobile computing environments should be distributed and 

cooperative. Intrusion detection should comprise all the networking layers in an integrated cross-

layer manner. This paper highlighted the anomaly detection systems constructed by routing 

protocols‘ information. They pointed out that protocols with strong correlation with different 

types of information have the tendency to better detect intrusive behavior.  

 Huang and Lee (2003) presented another interesting approach concerning classification 

techniques for IDS. They provided detailed information about intrusions from anomaly 

detection. They stated that for several known attacks, a rule can be applied to identify the type of 

attack after an anomaly is reported. They proposed a novel architecture; a detection agent that 

runs on each monitoring node collaborates with the other agent on investigating where intrusion 

came from, and additionally, manage the response. They made use of a set of statistical features 

resulting from routing tables, and afterward, they applied the classification decision-tree 

induction algorithm to detect "normal" versus "abnormal" behavior. 

 Deng (2003) presented two novel intrusion detection frameworks: one consisting of a 

hierarchical architecture and the other of a distributed-based architecture. Both approaches were 

focused on the network layer and based on the SVM Support Vector Machines classification 

algorithm. Their main contribution was that a hierarchical distributed approach might be a better 

approach compared to a thoroughly distributed framework.  

 An interesting line of research related to classification algorithms employed in IDS is the 

work proposed in (Huang et al. 2003). The authors have developed a novel technique based on 

cross-feature analysis. They derived conclusion that exists a strong feature correlation in normal 

behavior patterns that can be utilized to identify the deviations from the normal behavior. 

Researchers observed that the number of dropped packets was increasing rapidly without any 

change of the network. The relationship of packets being dropped and routed entries can be 

detected by analyzing normal patterns. Regarding cross-feature analysis approach, the paper has 

investigated correlations between each feature and the entire features. Researchers have turned 

the anomaly detection issue into a set of classification sub-problems. The outcome of each 

classifier is combined for building the detector. They have demonstrated through experiments‘ 
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results that IDS models trained by employing this cross-feature analysis approach can succeed in 

capturing routing abnormal activities. Finally, the authors have provided insights regarding some 

drawbacks including computation cost and the generality of this model.  In terms of model 

generality, at the same time, it can be a benefit to explore and implement this framework in 

different datasets. 

 Bose and Bharathimurugan (2007) developed a Bayesian classifier for IDS. They proposed a 

new anomaly detection system for each node of the network. Each node has respectively a 

detection subsystem for MAC, routing and application layer. Subsequently, collected data for 

each layer is elected for normal transaction. This body of work implemented the Bayesian 

classification algorithm, Markov chain construction algorithm and association rules mining 

algorithm. Data from detection subsystems such as MAC routing and applications layers 

respectively are integrated at the local integration module, and the collection of this data is 

processed in the global integration module. 

 In classification approaches, building ensembles from single classifiers is a field of interest 

that has a strong-grounded theoretical framework. The major goal for employing ensemble 

classification algorithms is raising effectiveness and outperforming the single classifiers. In order 

to build a better ensemble than single classifiers, researchers while examining ensembles have 

come up with two strong criteria: accuracy and diversity. Cabrera (2008) described a three-level 

hierarchical system for collecting and processing data by employing ensembles. Anomaly 

indexes are examined throughout the process of clustering algorithms. The complete ensemble of 

classification algorithms is tested under two types of routing protocol and attacks. Finally, 

researchers derived interesting conclusion regarding benefits of detection accuracy, which can 

enhance when moving up in the node-cluster hierarchy. 

 Ghodratnama (2010) disseminated a nearest neighbor-based classifier model for cost-

sensitive issues. In this paper, it is determined the distance function in a parametric form, which 

is used for tuning the NN classifiers. Feature and instance weighting algorithms attempting to 

lower the average cost are introduced. The contribution of this work is in demonstrating the 

novel model to be successful in reducing the average cost of classification comparing to the 

baseline of NN. It can reduce the time of classification of basic NN when eliminating excessive 

features and instances. This paper made use of KDD datasets while examining the cost sensitive 

problem of classification for IDS in wired networks. 

 An interesting line of research is related to classification decisions having the minimum 

expected cost. Regarding authentication systems, the cost of unauthorized access is larger than 

denying the wrong access to users. Analogically to IDS, generating false alarms has a substantial 

lower cost than missing a dangerous intrusion. A considerable body of work has been explored in 

the line of cost-sensitive IDS. Mitrokotsa & Dimitrakakis (2012) discussed five well-known 

supervised classifiers over a number of metrics to measure their performance in the dataset. The 

major objective of this paper is to explore the relationship between classification performance 

and the cost matrix; the way how these properties correlate with each other. Another scope of 

this paper is to discuss techniques for tuning classifiers while previously unseen attacks may 
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occur during the testing procedure. Subsequently, they have designed a sequential cross-

validation procedure in order to raise the classifiers' robustness. Authors claimed that weighted 

cost matrices could be more beneficial with more statistical classifiers. In addition, sequential 

classifiers can have a substantial effect for some kinds of classifiers. An open issue in this paper 

would be implementing this approach on real-world data or validating these results in simulators 

whose metrics and parameter can be derived from real data. 

 A growing body of work has been focused on feature-selection techniques for IDS. Feature-

selection is the technique of selecting a subset of relevant features from the dataset in order to 

build robust IDS (Mukamala and Sund, 2006). Feature-selection can be assessed as a substantial 

asset to construct classification models. Another major advantage that this algorithm provides is 

the elimination of useless features, which contributes to enhancing detection accuracy, thus, 

enhancing the entire performance of the detection framework. 

 We have deemed appropriate to thoroughly present the research work of Visumathi and 

Shunmunganathan (2012). The authors have developed an efficient forward-feature selection 

combined with enhanced Decision Tree Support Vector machine classifier, which has been 

applied to the KDD 99 Cup dataset and addresses. The aforementioned algorithm selects 

important features from KDD Cup Dataset in order to reduce classification time. These features 

are used in Enhanced Decision Tree Support Vector Machine (EDTSVM) classifier to develop 

an intrusion detection system. Related work proposed an architecture for IDS consisting of six 

components: KDD cup dataset, user interface module, pre-processing module (FFS algorithm), 

classification module (EDTSVM) and decision making module. Pre-processing module 

comprises the forward-feature selection algorithm utilized for effective pre-processing of dataset. 

This mechanism selects only the valuable attributes from dataset using the projection operation 

of relational algebra. Data cleaning, data integration and data transformation are carried out on 

the selected data for performing effective pre-processing. The classification module is 

represented by Enhanced Decision Tree Support Vector Machine (EDTSVM), which is based on 

genetic algorithms. DTSVM is a binary tree with m-1 inner nodes; each node is a SVM binary 

classifier. One point to highlight herein is that if the classification performance is not good at the 

upper nodes, then the overall performance might be affected. The enhanced DTSVM algorithm 

provides an effective classification. The classification consists of three steps respectively; 

decision tree formation, application of Enhanced Multiclass SVM for classification leading to 

intrusion detection and intrusion prevention. 

 Regarding the experimental phase, EDTSVM provides better detection accuracy when 

compared to other methods and mechanisms. Another experiment is conducted for EDSCM to be 

tested under three kinds of dataset attacks: Probe attack, DoS attack or other attacks. In all cases, 

the EDTSVM outperforms the DTSVM algorithm; it provides better accuracy and higher 

detection rate. This is due to pre-processing properly data using information gain ratio, and 

hence, only necessary attributes are selected. This approach improves accuracy by 1% when 

compared to previous methods. 
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3.4 Association Rule Mining algorithms 

Association rule mining methods have drawn a lot of attention in data mining community. These 

techniques are very useful for discovering relevant relationships between variables hidden in 

large datasets. They intend to identify strong rules in databases using different measures of 

interestingness (Piatetsky-Shapiro and Gregory, 1991). Association-rule mining algorithms have 

been used to find correlations between services of one session and forecast the future (Cliftom 

and Gengo, 2000). Association-rule mining methods identify associations (patterns or relations) 

among database attributes and their values. They pertain to the pattern-discovery technique 

group, which do not serve to solve classification problems; they neither classify samples into 

some target classes nor prediction problems. Additionally, they do not predict the development 

of attribute values. Association-rule mining algorithms generally search for any association 

among any attributes present in the database (Maheshwar and Singh, 2013). In association-rule 

mining, efficiency is of paramount importance. 

 The following body of work reviewed below is related to cross-layer detection technology 

incorporated with association-rule mining algorithms. Shrestha at al. (2010) have introduced a 

new IDS framework based on cross-layer, which acts jointly with all the layers of OSI Protocol 

Stack. It aims to capture weaknesses in the system. Furthermore, they have employed an 

association module to perform the leakage between OSI and IDS module. After association-rules 

are released from multiple segments of training data set, then, they are aggregated into a rule set. 

This helps in lowering the overhead of data collection. Fixed-width algorithm is implemented to 

enhance the detection rate. The proposed cross-layer based IDS is appropriate to detect DoS 

attacks and sinkhole attacks. The downside of this mechanism is lacking of IDS robustness and 

needing to perform further simulation results with broader semantic information. To authors' 

perspective, many traditional intrusion detection systems are limited in terms of collecting 

training data from real world. Moreover, the process of manually determining whether is normal 

or abnormal behavior is very time consuming. The association algorithm Apriori provides traffic 

feature, and subsequently is followed by a clustering algorithm. Both of them are used 

substantial tools for helping in anomaly detection. 

 Anjana and Dev (2011) have proposed a cross-layer IDS in order to disclose different types 

of DoS attacks. In addition, they have made use of clustering and data mining techniques for 

detecting the frequency of intrusive behaviors. Authors have introduced an IDS architecture 

composed of several modules: local data collection, local detection, cooperative detection and 

alert management module. This approach is undertaken by utilizing various layers of protocol 

stack. It incorporates fixed clustering algorithm for anomaly detection, and additionally, makes 

use of Adaptive Association Rule Mining technique for achieving traffic features for the 

association process. Subsequently, it follows up with clustering fixed width algorithm, which is 

responsible for increasing the detection rate. The fixed-width algorithm helps in finding out and 

capturing DoS at different layers. This approach leads to an increasing speed in detecting illegal 

activity when compared to other conventional models. The major contribution of this paper is 
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that they achieved some significant results regarding their novel technique, which carries out 

lesser traffic when intrusion is included in the system compared to prior IDSs developed so far. 

 Another interesting work, which follows up the direction of association-rule mining for IDS, 

is presented in (Anjana and Bhuvaneswaran, 2011). They have disseminated an efficient cross-

layer based IDS to detect malicious node and various types of DoS attacks. The proposed 

framework helps in identifying weaknesses in wireless networks. This approach engages a fixed 

width-clustering algorithm for accurately capturing malicious activity in networks. The 

association algorithm carries out the connection between OSI protocol stack and IDS 

architecture. Additionally, they are making use of the association rule mining technique dubbed 

as Fast Apriori algorithm for the association process aiming to raise the detection efficiency and 

to perform the association algorithm faster. 

 Previous scientific works have been focused on cross-layer based IDSs. Ponsam and 

Srinivasan (2014) presented another approach, which followed the multilayer-IDSs methods. 

Many intrusion detection systems have received a great attention from various research 

communities; however, still they are facing weaknesses and abnormal activities due to multilayer 

attacks. This work attempted to fill this gap in the body of knowledge. They disseminated a 

multilayer-intrusion based detection system by incorporating fixed-width algorithms combined 

with Apriori association rule mining. In the intrusion detection phase, it is utilized the Apriori 

algorithm, then subsequently, it is followed up by the fixed-width algorithm in order to capture 

various vulnerability that might appear. Authors justified their findings in the experimental phase 

by deriving in the significant conclusion that Multilayer IDS outperformed the Single Layer IDS. 

 One interesting piece of paper relevant to this section of association-rule mining for intrusion 

detection system is presented in (Mabu, at al., 2010). The paper explores a new fuzzy class-

association-rule mining method based on genetic network programming (GNP) aiming to detect 

network intrusions. GNP used directed graph structures instead of strings in genetic algorithms. 

The introduced model can handle mixed databases containing discrete and continuous attributes, 

and at the same time, build significant class-association rules deliberately raising the detection 

proficiency. This method is relevant to both misuse and anomaly detection. Experimental 

evaluations provided interesting findings that this novel approach has achieved significant 

growth in detection rates when compared to other machine learning techniques.  

 Another interesting piece of work was discussed in (Changue, 2009). The research work 

examined an association-rule mining based intrusion detection algorithm in wireless networks. A 

comparative analysis with classification approach was explored through conducting experiments 

based on adopting Apriori and fuzzy association rule-mining algorithms. They improved the 

performance of intrusion detection systems in terms of accuracy, detection rate, comparison 

evaluation and analysis of experiments outcome. This paper provided meaningful findings 

regarding wireless networks IDS. Incorporating fuzzy association rules is without doubts an 

applicable and efficient method. 

 The previous association-rule mining techniques extracted associations that may occur only 

between data that satisfy the minimum support confidence set by users. Nevertheless, they do not 

http://link.springer.com/search?facet-author=%22V.+Anjana+Devi%22
http://link.springer.com/search?facet-author=%22R.+S.+Bhuvaneswaran%22
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=p_Authors:.QT.Mabu,%20S..QT.&searchWithin=p_Author_Ids:37272290100&newsearch=true
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take into consideration the interval of time in which the rules are valid. Hence, an interesting 

study research covering this gap is represented in (Somasundaram and Lakshmana, 2013). The 

researchers developed a new IDS based on Conditional Random Field (CRF). Deploying the 

aforementioned algorithm helped in enhancing the accuracy of IDS. Authors proposed a new 

temporal association rule-mining algorithm, which was an extension of Apriori algorithm with 

new temporal conditions. Moreover, the CRF based feature algorithm was useful to select 

valuable attributes from datasets. Finally, experimental findings concluded the proposed 

approach captured abnormalities with low false alarm rate and significantly high detection rate. 

 

3.5 Artificial Neural Network Approaches 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a collection of treatments, which provides the desired 

output by doing simple processing on the set of input (Deepika et al., 2012). ANNs encompass a 

family of statistical learning algorithms encouraged by neural networks in biological domain. 

Additionally, they are used to determine approximate functions depending on considerable 

number of inputs. The processing of ANNs is benchmarked from natural neurons, and they are 

developed like a learning process. Moreover, ANNs provide a general, practical method for 

learning real-valued, discrete-valued, and vector-valued functions from examples. In the hidden 

layer is performed the processing phase. In addition, the hidden layer is positioned among the 

input and the output set of the application. The main goal of neural networks is to learn 

coefficients according to data input and data outputs. The major advantages of ANN are high 

computation rate, learning ability through pattern presentation, prediction of unknown patterns 

and flexibility to deal with noisy patterns. They provide a significant tool to detect compromised 

nodes. When it comes to involving and applying artificial neural networks in IDSs, firstly, NN 

must be exposed to normal data formats and known attacks in order to regulate and arrange 

coefficients accordingly throughout the training part. 

 Mitrokotsa and Kominos (2007) proposed an efficient detection approach combined with an 

ntrusion Detection Engine based on neural networks (NN) and an authenticated intrusion 

response, which relied on the innovation key agreement protocol. Intrusion detection engine was 

based on neural networks known as emergent Self Organizing Maps (eSOMs). This work 

combined machine learning techniques, information visualization and key agreement protocol. 

Each node of ad-hoc network created a map that reproduced its security state and disseminated 

the map to all neighboring nodes. Each node knew the security status of its neighbor by 

generating a global map. The paper provided a visual depiction of the normal-attack state on 

each node of an ad-hoc network. Then, key agreement protocol was combined with eSOMs in 

order to make sure that the exploitation of information and visualization will not be harmed by 

any malicious activity. Using key agreement protocol made this approach capable to generate 

local and global keys. The proposed IDS architecture was made of multiple local IDS agents, 

which were locally responsible for detecting potential vulnerabilities. All local IDS together 

created the entire IDS system. The best matches of the trained dataset and the corresponding 
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dataset were manually divided into groups representing normal and abnormal behaviors. 

Afterward, the region of the map representing the cluster that can be used for classification on 

normal dataset was identified. One drawback of this method was exhibiting high false alarm rate, 

which was caused due to hurdles the classifier eSOM faced in order to discriminate changes in 

the behavior of the node. The main benefit of Intrusion Detection Engine and Intrusion Response 

Engine was the visual representation of the normal-attack state in mobile ad-hoc networks. This 

approach had the capability to respond immediately in case an attack occurs by selecting the 

most secure node, as U-Matrix Map indicated for forwarding information. The key agreement 

protocol was used to verify the reliability and alteration of maps. 

 The following-up work of Mitrokotsa and Kominos consisted of Neural Networks based 

IDSs and watermarking techniques (Mitrokotsa et al., 2007). In this paper, they presented an 

intrusion detection engine based on neural networks combined simultaneously with a protection 

method based on watermarking techniques. They explored the strength of information 

visualization to better safeguard networks in terms of detecting flaws. Furthermore, they 

authenticated maps provided from intelligent techniques applications by implementing a novel 

watermarking embedded method. Results showed based on various evaluation metrics this novel 

framework leads to high efficiency and accuracy in the detection process. The contribution of 

this paper was to use for the first time the combination of neural networks and watermarking 

approaches for IDSs. NN provided information visualization in order to achieve intrusion 

responses. Some open issues that aroused in this context are that IDSs incorporating eSom need 

to go through trainings in regular intervals. This may cause overheads, and as a result, may affect 

efficiency and accuracy of algorithms. Another major shortcoming of this method was not 

detecting different kinds of attacks. 

 One particular approach was presented in (Shao et al, 2010). They attempted to build a 

fruitful intrusion detection based on cooperative framework combining clustering techniques and 

Back Propagation Network (BPN). In one hand, clustering architecture ensured network 

scalability and fault tolerance, on the other hand, back-propagation neural network was deemed   

the appropriate for anomaly detection. The contribution of this research paper was in exploring 

the comparison between BPN and Finite State Machine (FSM) by adding another method to the 

family of anomaly-based detection approaches. This paper focused on few attacks namely, 

packet drop attack and changing serial number attack. The fact that packet related feature was 

too limited constituted a substantial shortcoming for the proposed architecture. 

 One research work regarding ANNs employed in the IDS perspective was introduced in 

(Moradi, et al., 2011). They discussed a mechanism of intrusion detection based on neural 

networks aiming to detect DoS attacks. Experimental phase aimed to inspect the results of ANN 

modeling for capturing DoS attacks. This body of work provided significant evidence that the 

employed approach can effectively achieve high detection rate when used for capturing DoS 

attacks.  The contribution of this paper to the field of IDS was in the successful employment of 

ANN modeling for detecting specific DoS attacks. However, there were some gaps to be filled in 

the future work such as improving limited feature selected for data collection. Furthermore, 
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another drawback to overcome was concentrating on specific attack. This approach should be 

employed in various attacks rather than only in DoS attack.  

 Cannady (2010) illustrated a new design aiming to improve and better safeguard mobile ad-

hoc networks. This body of work comprised the incorporation of learning vector quantization 

based on neural networks enabling identification attacks pattern in a distributed landscape. The 

goal of this study research was to demonstrate that can be designed an intrusion detection 

mechanism able to detect distributed attacks. This research facilitated the IDS for capturing 

complex attacks. This approach made use of Learning Vector Quantization algorithm (LQV), 

which aimed to discover distributed attacks' instances and patterns. LQV comprised a self-

organizing map (SOM) algorithm related to the classification process and a competitive 

multilayer neural network. Furthermore, SOM outcome served as input for the multilayer NN 

concerning pattern recognition. The significant contributions this paper provided to the body of 

knowledge were the development of a new approach and extension of current research in 

detecting malicious events. However, this mechanism posed limitation to the identification of 

relatively straightforward attacks, for instance, routing protocols. 

 In conclusion, we summarize that ANNs provide the appropriate properties for intrusion 

detection. Due to their ability to learn patterns in the data sets and generalize known patterns to 

new ones, ANNs are effective and efficient approaches to employed in misuse and anomaly 

detection. Some benefits of IDSs combined with ANN schemes are the flexibility regarding 

noisy/missing data (Cannady, 1998) and disposing the capability of continuously learning during 

the run time (Cannady, 1998). However, ANNs are stated to be less sensitive when it comes to 

selected input data. Additionally, when features appear to be irrelevant, ANNs are not able to 

learn to neglect it. Two ANNs‘ drawbacks are emphasized in (Cannady, 1998): the first is the 

training requirements because large amounts of training data are needed and the second flaw 

constitutes the difficulty of defining the topology of ANNs, which is deemed significantly time-

consuming. 

 

3.6 Instance-Based Learning Approaches 

In this section, we present the most relevant instance-based learning techniques been explored in 

the landscape of IDSs. Instance-Based Learning (IBL) encompasses techniques for obtaining a 

more flexible system when compared with most of expert systems, specifically concerning 

dynamic networks. IBLs find out the solution based on prior solved instances and cases. Hence, 

they do not require knowledge engineering to figure out rules. Instances can be updated 

automatically, and the system can learn by its own experience throughout its performance. The 

most prominent approach pertained to instance-based learning methods is certainly the nearest 

neighbor, which is conceptually a straightforward approach and operates to approximate real-

valued or discrete-valued target functions. The learning process constitutes mainly to store the 

actual training data. When discovering a new query instance, a set of related instance is retrieved 

from memory. Moreover, it is performed the classification of the above-mentioned new 
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instances. The k-NN algorithm classifies an instance by applying the criteria of majority vote 

among labels of the k-nearest neighbors.  

 Abdel-Fattah (2010) proposed one promising strategy based on k-NN algorithms in order to 

detect compromised activity. They introduced a novel IDS model, which consisted of a 

combination of conformal predictor K-Nearest eighbor algorithm with distance-based outlier 

detection algorithm dubbed as CPDoD algorithm. This approach employed two different 

parameters to enhance the detection performance. Firstly, the nonconformity metric measured 

whether the unknown instance is more similar to the normal instance or to the abnormal one. The 

second parameter was represented from the outlier factor LFOD. LFOD algorithm identified the 

similarity to the normal class, thereby detecting the malicious activity. This algorithm utilized 

machine learning and data mining techniques. This method pertains to the group of transductive 

machine learning techniques. This work proposed a detection framework, which deployed and 

combined Anomaly and Signature detection in order to detect intrusion more efficiently. This 

algorithm worked as follows: CP-kNN computes the nonconformity score of the query point and 

provides a sequence of p-value. Afterward, this algorithm predicts the points with the largest p-

value that belong to the class. The nonconformity score estimates how much suitable is the new 

example to the one class compared to the other classes. Moreover, the outlier factor LDOF 

estimates the absolute deviation from the class of interest. The event, which is significantly far 

from the nonconformity score of the normal data, is dubbed as malicious. Authors implemented 

and tested the detection framework over three types of attacks: Black Hole attack, resource 

consumption attack and dropping packet attack. It appeared that this algorithm performed better 

than the two others under three common dataset attacks, and achieved a high detection 

performance with low false positive rate.  

 Similarly, another application incorporated IBL in the area of IDS was described in Abdel-

Fattah, (Zulkhairi, et al., 2010). Although, traditional mechanisms have had trouble in gathering 

real time attacks, researchers have been triggered to dig into and overcome it by designing a 

novel intrusion scheme to accurately detect malicious attempts. This research paper introduced a 

distributed and cooperative model combining flexibility of anomaly detection with signature-

based detection accuracy. The novel approach employed a cooperative anomaly detection 

combined with machine learning techniques. Specifically, this body of work focused on 

Conformal Prediction K-Nearest Neighbor (CP-KNN) and Distance-Based Outlier Detection 

(DOD). Subsequently, they provided evidence of new details and information attacks. They 

categorized attacks in strong and weak ones, and additionally, they put special treatment for all 

of them. They applied the proposed algorithm under three common attacks respectively resource 

consumption attack, dropping routing traffic attack and black hole attack in order to evaluate the 

performance of cooperative and distributed intrusion detection architecture. According to 

experimental results, the paper demonstrated the novel approach can significantly detect 

abnormal activities with low positive rates while achieving higher detection rate. 

 Lalliand Palanisamy (2014) explored further K-NN approaches for IDS. The paper attempted 

to project a unique intrusion detection model. This model was operating with CP-KNN 
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(Conformal Prediction K-Nearest Neighbor) algorithmic rule to classify the audit prior 

knowledge for anomaly detection. The non-conformity score value was utilized to lower the 

classification duration for multilevel iteration. This novel work accurately detected abnormalities 

with high true positive rate and low false positive rate. Authors highlighted that the method was 

robust, and at the same time, it resulted in a good performance despite of employment of the 

feature section. However, conformal prediction for k-nearest neighbor (CP-KNN) was utilized to 

estimate the resemblance between new instance and other samples undertaking the K-nearest 

neighbor method. The novel work demonstrated accurate detection of several abnormalities with 

high true positive rates, low false positive rates and a high confidence rate. When introducing 

noisy data to the proposed method, it retained its good detection performance.  

 As a summary of IBL, we can emphasize that this artificial intelligent approach is efficient 

and effective in developing event correlation and has high memory requirements (Hanemann, 

2006), as it is necessary to store a large number of cases (Lane & Brodley, 1999). Furthermore, 

the main advantage is that instead of providing a decision function for the entire input space, it is 

likely to generate decisions locally and differently for each of the examples. One major 

shortcoming of instance-based approaches is exhibiting high cost for classifying new instances. 

This happens because the computation process is carried out at the classification time instead of 

the time when training examples are encountered for the first time. In addition, another weakness 

of IBL approaches is considering all attributes of instances in the process of retrieving the similar 

stored training example. 

 

3.7 Summary 

In this chapter, we have reviewed machine learning based detection systems for IDS by 

categorizing them in four specific approaches: 

 Classification approaches are quite a limited field when compared to the body of work 

that researchers have been explored in other domains. Therefore, we suggest this field to 

be further investigated in order to enhance classification-based IDS direction. Many 

traditional intrusion detection systems are limited in terms of collecting training data 

from real world. Deciding manually whether it is normal or abnormal behavior makes 

this process very time consuming.  

 In association-rule mining, the efficiency is of paramount importance. The most 

prominent algorithm of the association rule mining approaches is the Apriori algorithm, 

which is used as a fundamental method for anomaly detection. Association-rules mining 

algorithms employ lesser traffic when intrusion is included in the system compared to the 

prior IDSs been developed so far. However, Association-rule mining approaches lack 

robustness.  

 ANNs provide the appropriate properties for intrusion detection due to their ability to 

learn patterns in data sets and capability of generalizing known patterns to new ones. This 

leads to making ANN approach effective and efficient for both misuse and anomaly 
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detection. Intrusion detection scheme can benefit of ANN flexibility regarding noisy data. 

However, ANNs are less sensitive to the selected input data; when features appears to be 

irrelevant ANNs are not able to learn to neglect it. In addition, ANNs need large amounts 

of training data and face challenges when defining the topology of the ANN, which is 

deemed significantly time-consuming. 

 IBLs are efficient and effective in developing event correlation and have high memory 

requirements, as it is necessary to store a large number of cases. The main advantage of 

IBL is that instead of providing a decision function for the entire input space, it generates 

the result locally and differently for each of the examples. One major shortcoming of 

instance-based approaches is exhibiting high cost for classifying new instances. In 

addition, another weakness of IBL approaches is considering all attributes of instances in 

the process of retrieving the similar stored training example. 
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Chapter 4 

Outlier Detection 

4.1 Overview of Outlier Detections Approaches 

Outlier detection methods have been extensively implemented in various fields such as medicine, 

reaction analysis, financial fraud detection, security counter terrorism, intrusion detection 

systems, etc. Many other fields will exploit the properties and advantages of outlier detection 

techniques in the years to come. There are many definitions for describing an outlier. The major 

works elaborated so far in the field of outlier detection have embraced the statistical theoretical 

framework. Outliers was explained for the first time by (Hawkins, 1980):“An outlier is an 

observation that deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was 

generated by a different mechanism‖. Then, this definition was refined by (Knorr and Ng, 2000), 

who provided the second definition for defining outliers: “An object o in a data set D is a 

Distance-Based (p, d)-outlier if at least fraction p of the objects in D lies greater than distance d 

from o”. The latter notion given for an outlier reflects only some specific types of outliers, and it 

lacks in the representative aspect. Its flaws stand for the fact that it views outliers in the global 

perspective in the set of data. Subsequently, it neglects the structure of dataset, which is 

becoming more and more compound, relational and intricate.  

 Barnett and Lewis (1994) have conceptualized the term of outlier: ―An observation (or subset 

of observations) which appears to be inconsistent with the remainder of that set of data.‖ Being 

inconsistent and how to quantify this inconsistency has been addressed in many approaches. In 

the data-mining domain, outlier detection schemes are designed to mine the particles of 

information retrieval in datasets. As a field, it concerns the disclosing of exceptional activity 

behavior of particular data (Tang et al. 2002). The traditional schemes been published and 

worked on this subject have addressed the task of detecting outlier based on the underlying 

principles of statistics. The task of discovering outliers has been tackled and covered by a variety 

of approaches divided into global and local outlier techniques. This feature has emerged from 

various types of databases. The difference here stands for the fact that global methods take into 

consideration the entire database while the local ones examine only some subset of the dataset or 

space. The term ―labeling‖ is associated to the global approaches while determining a score or 

―scoring‖ is linked to the local outlier detections approaches. Global methods are based on the 

assumption that for a data point is possible to be assigned a binary property of it. On the other 

hand, rather than a binary property, the local ones stipulate a level for being an outlier. This level 

is dubbed as the outlier factor. This factor determines to what extent a data point can be 

considered an outlier according to its neighborhood system, and how isolated a data point can be. 

Kriegel et al. (2009) provided the difference for both types of the following classification: 
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 Global approaches possess a reference set, which includes the entire database and all the 

data points. They are based on the underlying assumption that there is only one normal 

mechanism. However, they lack on identifying other outliers in the reference set and may 

produce false outputs. 

 Local approaches lie in a reference set that encloses a small region space of data objects. 

They do not presume any number of the normal mechanism. Nevertheless, their concerns 

arise when choosing the proper reference set or the proposed subset of data.  

 

One key point worth mentioning herein is that exist some techniques that have properties of 

global and local, as well. Outlier detection is the field which handles the problems of capturing 

the outliers in a set of data. It aims to discern mechanisms that deviate to the normal profile of 

data. Most of the approaches leveraged in the outlier detection area are based on the full 

dimensional Euclidian data space in order to investigate the characteristic of data objects and to 

discover prominent outlier data points. 

 Density based cluster analysis is based on the notion of clusters (Ester et.al 1996). The 

density of a data point is estimated by the number of data points inside the bounds of a given 

area. The clustering algorithm DBSCAN (Ester et al, 1996) formulated that for every data point 

within a cluster, its neighborhood system with a specific radius has to hold a minimum of 

number objects, which is a measure denoted as (MinPts). Moreover, this object, which is 

surrounded by minimum neighbors, is regarded as core object. Regarding clusters, they are 

deemed as maximal sets of density-connected data points. On the other hand, a data point is 

determined to be directly density reachable from an object if this point is found in the 

neighborhood of o. One crucial characteristic of real world complex dataset is the fact that they 

cannot be specified with global factor density. The local factor is of paramount importance in 

order to indicate outliers in different regions of the set of data. Density-based approaches are 

developed in order to create an ordering for representing the structure of density based 

clustering. The cluster ordering of datasets relies in the concepts of core distance and reachability 

distance (Optics) (Ankerst et al 1999). 

 

4.2 Statistical Models 

Below, we are surveying and briefing the main directions of outlier detection, which have 

emerged in the recent decades. Many techniques have been elaborated and they can be 

categorized in the following directions: 

 

4.2.1 Distribution-based Approaches 

The approaches that fall in category of outlier detection are truly and fundamentally statistical 

models. In order to fit the data in the best way possible, these methods incorporate standard 

distributions such as normal distribution, Poisson, Gaussian distribution, etc. Regarding these 
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approaches, outliers are data points which diverge from the distribution model (Barnett and 

Lewis, 1994), (Hawkins 1980), and (Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987). Their basic idea lies on a 

given type of statistical distribution, which calculates the mean and standard deviation with the 

underlying presumption that all objects should be produced by the same mechanism that can be 

the Gaussian distribution. The data points, which have lower potential to be generated by the 

given distribution, are flagged out as outliers. The assumption incorporated here is that normal 

data objects go after a well-known distribution, and outliers diverge very evidently from the 

chosen distribution. The probability density function of a multivariate distribution is (Kriegel et 

al, 2009):  

 (4.1) 

                                        

  

 

 

where   is the mean value of all points and Σ is the covariance matrix from the mean 

 

Various scenarios of hundred tests have been examined, which are related to discordance test 

(Barnett and Lewis, 1994). These tests have derived conclusion that these distribution-based 

approaches have very few levels of freedom, and are employed straight to the feature space. 

They are not appropriate for high dimensional data and complex relational databases. As a result, 

they suffer from the ―the curse of dimensionality‖, which happens when increasing dataset 

dimensions, and as result, the outlier methods are not able to identify all kinds of outliers.  These 

models face hurdles when data do not consist of previous existing knowledge and it is 

ambiguous how the data points are going to be distributed. In this case, it is required a cost 

consuming test for defining the best model for accommodating the data. 

 One compelling problem that arises in distribution-based approaches is encountering the 

curse of dimensionality; the larger the degree of freedom the more similar MDist values for all 

points. Another problem is the robustness composed of mean and standard deviation, which are 

very vulnerable to outliers. In addition, the two parameters (mean and standard deviation) are 

calculated for the current set of data. These methods experience challenges when data 

distribution is fixed because of the fact of not having the possibility to include any mixture 

model. Even though, these are global methods, they produce even scoring values for data points. 
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Figure 4.1: Statistical Distribution-based Approaches 

 

4.2.2 Depth-based Approaches  

These techniques are designed according to the computational geometry (Johnson et al, 1998) 

and calculate various layers of k-d convex. Moreover, each data object is mapped as a point in a 

k-d space and is associated with a depth. The data points, which fall into the outer layer are 

flagged as outliers. The notion of depth has been vastly tackled by (Preparata and Shamos, 

1988). The theoretical framework supports the idea depth-based approaches can be applicable 

when using large arbitrary values of k. However, in practical experimental evaluations, they have 

been inefficient for large set of data with k >4 (Johnson et al, 1998) (Preparata and Shamos 

1988). This is due to the fact that k-d-convex computation has a low complexity of Ω (n k/2). Yet 

again, this approach it is not suitable for high dimensional data and has troubles dealing with 

complex datasets of real world. The underlying process behind depth-based approaches is: first, 

the method searches for an outlier, which may be situated at the border of data set region, but 

also not linked or related to the statistical distribution. Afterward, it arranges the data points in 

convex hull layers. Moreover, the data points, which are positioned in the outer layer, are flagged 

as being outliers. 

 
Figure 4.2: Demonstration of Depth-based Approaches, (Johnson et al. 1998) 
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The assumption in this context is formulated in the sense that outliers are allocated at the border 

of the data region while normal profile data is found in the center of the space. A model of depth 

based approaches is (Tukey, 1977), which has mapped the data points in the convex hull of a full 

data space by having a depth with a value of 1. Furthermore, after removing all the points with 

depth 1, the remaining point in the convex hull are assigned a depth of 2. Finally, the data points 

which have a          are accounted for outliers. Some algorithms worth mentioning are 

explored in Ruts and Rousseeuw, (1996), and Johnson et al, (1998). 

 Some concluding remarks inferred from these methods are that they resemble the statistical 

distribution approaches; nevertheless, they are dependent from the type of distribution that might 

be selected. When it comes to the convex hull estimation, it is generally efficient only in 2D and 

3D spaces. It utilizes a global reference for identifying outlier detection. Additionally, it can 

output a label and can include a scoring value by assuming the depth as score values. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3:  Depth and convex hulls (Preparata and Shamos, 1988) 

 

4.2.3 Deviation-based Approaches 

These approaches work with a given dataset that can be either local group of data or local subset. 

The condition here for determining outliers is not fitting the normal characteristic of the set. 

Therefore, the outliers are the points, which are positioned in the outmost edges of the data set. 

One important model to be described herein is the (Arning et al, 1996). This model functions 

with a given smoothing factor that calculates for each data point to what extent decreased the  

value of variance when data points are removed from the database. The elements been part of 

exception set are deemed outliers. These elements apply the following statement: 

 

SF(E) ≥SF(I) for all I ⊆DB            (4.2) 

 

These approaches compared to classical ones have similarities according to the idea they 

incorporate, but at the same time do not experience any dependency from the prior statistical 
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distribution that can be chosen. They have naïve solution in the O (2n) complexity for n data 

points. It can consent to implement random sampling or first search procedure. One advantage 

that these algorithms have is being applicable to any sort of data. However, they fall into the 

group of global methods, and this imposes many constraints in complex large data sets. 

 

4.3 Model Based on Spatial Proximity 

The idea behind model based on spatial proximity is to discover outliers by focusing on 

clustering concern (Jain et.al. 1999). One interesting clustering technique proposed from 

(Barbar´a and Chen, 2000) is utilizing fractal dimension is. Nevertheless, this algorithm has not 

been illustrated or employed in real world datasets. Overall, the previous three methodologies 

lack of addressing the high dimensional data or complex dataset. However, researchers have 

come up with two other directions to solve the concerns this kind of dataset imposes. 

 

4.3.1 Distance-based Approaches  

The direction of distance-based outlier detection has been developed by (Knorr and Ng 1997), 

(Knorr and Ng, 1999), (Knorr et al, 2000) and (Knorr and Ng, 1998). They came up with specific 

definition of a distance-based outlier, which is: ―An object in a data set P is a distance-based 

outlier if at least a fraction β of the objects in P are further than r from it.‖ The definition is 

founded on the preliminary assumption of the global criterion defined by two exclusively 

constraints r and β. These key ideas can cause issues when it comes to data distributed in 

scattered dataset or in very dense spaces. The outlier in a distance-based perspective is regarded 

an object that given a fraction of all objects in the database have a distance bigger than a given 

threshold. Many techniques have been developed utilizing the idea of distance-based outlier 

detection such as (DuMouchel and Schonlau, 1998) and (Fawcett and Provost, 1997). These 

models are based on the distance to k-nearest neighbors. These three ideas respectively, counting 

neighbors, comparing to a particular threshold and using k nearest neighbors comprise simple 

density estimates. Distance-based approaches consist of assessing a point according to its 

neighbor. Normal data objects have dense neighborhood while outliers have sparse neighborhood 

system. 

 One important key model is presented in (Knorr and Ng, 1997). When given the radius and 

the percentage, a point p is reported to be an outlier if at most   percent, all other points have a 

distance to the point less than  . 

 

          (   )  *  
    (*         (   )  +)

    *   +
     (4.3) 
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Figure 4.4: Distance based outlier detection approach 

 

Another technique pertaining to the group of distance-based approaches is index-based approach 

proposed from (Knorr and Ng, 1998). This approach calculates the range using spatial index 

structure. Moreover, it excludes points from the examination if its surroundings hold more than 

Card(DB). Another model dubbed as nested-loop based (Knorr and Ng, 1998). This technique 

divides buffer in two parts and makes use of the second part to scan or compare all points with 

the points from the first part. 

 One method proposed from (Knorr and Ng, 1999) is based on the DB outlier model. This 

method figures out the minimal subset of attributes that specify the degree of being an outlier. 

Outlier score based on k-NN distances takes a k-NN distance of the neighboring point, 

(Ramaswamy et.al, 2000). One other method merges the distance of a point to all 1NN, 2NN, k-

NN as an outlier score (Angiulli and Pizzuti, 2002). A simple k-NN-distance model proposed in 

(Angiulli and Pizzuti, 2002) incorporates linearization in a multidimensional data set using space 

fill curves. In addition, ID representation is partitioned into micro clusters. ORCA algorithm 

(Bay, and Schwabacher 2003) has randomization and simple pruning. If a point has a score 

greater than the top-n outlier, this method removes this point for further consideration. 

  Ghoting et al. (2006) had the underlying idea to increase the cut off as quickly as possible by 

increasing pruning power. That method calculated the approximate k-NN for every point to get a 

better cut off for approximate k-NN search into micro clusters. Subsequently, k-NNs are 

searched only in the internal part of the micro cluster. Algorithms for both k-NN distance models 

which use micro clusters are explored in (McCallum et al 2000) and (Tao et al. 2006).  

 

4.3.2 Density-based Approaches 

This direction of research is formulated in (Breunig et al, 2000). It is based on one local factor, 

which is assigned to every data point in a dataset and is measured depending on the local density 

of neighbors system of the specific data point. The neighborhood density is determined by the 
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distance to the nearest neighbor MinPts. One refinement of this approach was provided from (Jin 

et al, 2001). They elaborated a technique to disclose the top-n outliers by utilizing clusters for a 

given value of MinPts. The problem with LOF is how to choose the value of MinPts because this 

figure should accommodate the need to assign the size of these clusters. Likewise, if choosing a 

shortsighted neighborhood, in other words, with a low number of neighbors it is possible to miss 

outliers in mini clusters. This technique is vulnerable to the choice of MinPts.  

 Density approaches examine the ratios between the local density around an object and the 

local density around its neighboring data points. LOF performs the density estimate for every 

object o of a database D with an average density estimates for k. The general idea is to compare 

the density around a point with the density of its local neighbors. The outlier score is produced 

by calculating the relative density of a point when compared to its neighbors. The density based 

approaches differ from each other by the way they assess density. These methods are based on 

the assumption that around a normal data point the density is close to the density of its neighbors 

while the density of a reported outlier significantly deviates from the neighbor‘s density. 

 

4.4 Adaption of a variety of models for a specific problems                                          

4.4.1 High Dimensional Data 

Real world data applications generate everyday high dimensional data. To incorporate data 

mining techniques in high dimensional datasets, the algorithm must cope with the curse of 

dimensionality. In high dimensional space, the previous distance function such as Euclidian 

distance function is not applicable. The previous approaches cannot be used for real world data 

because in high dimensional datasets, data is mapped in a scattered fashion, and they are loosely 

spread in regards to other surrounding points. The data points are arranged in a sparse profile / 

Therefore, they cannot create a cluster; this is the constraint in which is based the local factor 

major idea. Nevertheless, from the global perspective, these sparse data can form various mini-

clusters. Outliers are the data points, which do not fall in any other group.  

 Previous outlier methods assumptions are based on the idea that the majority of data points 

are grouped in large clusters. They lack in handling sparse datasets because mini clusters 

produce high false detection rate implying a low performance. Another challenge for the 

previous approaches is choosing parameters for real world data. In order to overcome the burden 

of selecting parameters, community researchers have suggested a top-n style outlier detection 

method, which consists of a ranked list identifier for introducing the level of being an outlier. 

Furthermore, this method substituted the binary outlier property inherited from previous 

methods.  

 Some challenges experienced from these approaches are the curse of dimensionality and the 

relative contrast between distances that decrease with the rising of dimensionality. Another 

challenge to cope with is the sparsity of data implying that all points can be deemed as outliers. 

This leads to making the neighborhood concept pointless and negligible as an assumption. 

Because of these challenges, research scientists have come up with significant and insightful 
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solutions: to utilize more robust distance functions, look for full dimensional outliers and 

discover outliers in subspace of the entire space. ABOD comprise a model ABOD – angle-based 

outlier degree (Kriegel et al. 2008), which is rational because angle are a more stable measure 

than distances in high dimensional dataset domain. An outlier is regarded when most of the other 

data points are positioned in the same angles. On the counterpart, if many data points are situated 

in different directions, the data point does not constitute an outlier. 

 This field highlights the idea that outliers are found at the border of data distribution, and the 

non-outlier points appeared to be found in the center of data distribution. The model, which 

apply this assumption, takes into account a specific point p and the angle between px and py for 

any position in the space x and y in the database. The spectrum of all these angles comprises a 

score for the degree of being an outlier for a data point. 

 

Figure 4.5: The difference between scattered data and high dimensional data 

 

 

 

 

(4.4) 

 

The point to which is assigned a small ABOD is outlier, otherwise if the ABODF is large they 

are regarded as non outlier items. 
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Figure 4.6: Graphical comparison between inner point and outliers taken from: (Kriegel et al, 

2008) 

 In concluding of this section, we can foster that experimental evaluations can enable us to 

distinguish between different approaches, thus, finding their similarities, common characteristics, 

and even their distinct features. A key step that leads to unification and generalization of the 

outlier scores from different density based approaches is to compute probability values and to 

unify the score by normalizing them (Kriegel et al. 2009a): Every outlier detection algorithm can 

be compared and examined in depth based on the following attributes (Achtert et al. 2010): 

visualization, new models, performance issues, complex data types and high-dimensional data. 

 

4.4.2 Subspace Outlier Detection  

The SOD algorithm is a compelling mechanism, which captures outliers without manipulating 

the data model, but delivering a radius query for every data point in the database. If it appears to 

be a low number of outliers, they are regarded as outliers. This approach has outperformed and 

has an advantage over the existing methods because it takes into consideration the structure and 

completes index structure of databases. Subspace outlier detection domain has been widely 

explored from the community research. They have addressed the complex issues of determining 

outliers in a high dimensional datasets (Zimek et al, 2013) and (Zimek et al, 2012). 

 

4.4.3 Kernel Density Estimates Approaches 

Another aspect that has been extensively elaborated in the field of outlier detection is addressing 

the locality aspect of a data point in density based outlier detection in low dimensional data. 

Although, these schemes are not so widespread in the data mining community, kernel density 

estimation is an area that has drawn an unprecedented attention in statistical approaches since 

1950. This is due to the fact that these statistical techniques do not impose much focus on the 

complexity of databases and their intricate structure. KDE constitutes a quadratic complexity and 

can achieve approximation and validation through grid base binning (Silverman 1982) by 

incorporating Fast Fourier Transforms.  

The grid based density estimation does not perform well for local outlier detection tasks because 

of the differences in density that disappeared under the grid resolution. Kernel density estimation 
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is a crucial concept that if incorporated to density based outlier detection; it can prove an 

enhancement in the quality of this area of outlier detection. 

 To sum up, a variety of extensive approaches for outlier detection purposes produce 

alternatives for outlier scores, which imply having various methods for density estimation. 

Thanks to the fact they are generated from different ideas and logic backgrounds, they are 

applicable for various problems of real world datasets. 

 

4.5 Approaches for Density-Based Outlier Detection 

4.5.1 OPTICS-OF: Identifying Local Outliers  

The Optics approach is based on the underlying assumption that being outlier in not a binary 

property, but it may assign a sort of degree to all of the data points. In addition, this assumption 

denotes to what extent data points are isolated concerning their neighborhood system. This 

approach proposes an idea, which is grounded in the theoretical concepts of density – based 

outlier area of research. A data point is reported to be a local outlier, which implies that the 

degree of outlier-ness of specific data objects is defined from the structure of its surrounding 

neighbors. This research work elaborated the formal definition of local outliers. Data points are 

not deemed precisely as outliers or non-outliers, but data points are been assigned a degree of 

being an outlier by computing an outlier factor. It is formulated a definition of what an outlier 

factor can consist of, and its aim is to withdraw the properties of the relative isolation with 

respect to their neighborhood system. The outlier factors are deemed local when considering the 

structure of neighbors‘ clusters that surround the data points. This underlying idea is extremely 

suitable for a variety of outliers. The principles implemented in this approach are based on the 

concepts and theoretical framework of density-based outlier detection. In addition, it is 

demonstrated how to examine the cluster structure and the factors of determining the outlier-ness 

of the data point, as well.  

 The Optics algorithm examined a walk through the set of data and determined for every 

object o the core distance and the smallest reachability distance according to a prior object 

tackled during the walk. This underling walk accomplished the important constraint that when 

having a set of objects C, this set formed a density-based cluster about MinPts. The rechability 

plot consisting of reachability values of all objects mapped into OPTICS provided an easy way 

to understand the visualization of the clustering structure. The constraint of the reachability 

defined the presence of outliers; a low reachability referred to a data point within a cluster and 

high reachability showed the presence of noise or a jump from one cluster to another one. In this 

approach was revealed that there were two clusters; one cluster is more condensed and the other 

had sparse data objects inside it. 

In order to calculate the local factor of OPTICS MinPts(p) algorithm for all objects, it is required 

to conduct three walks through the dataset. In the first round is assessed NMinPts(p) and the core 

distance, MinPts(p). While in the second walk is determined the reachability-

distance¥,MinPts(p,o) of p related to its neighbors. Finally, on the third round, the outlier factor 
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denoted as OF(p) is calculated. The execution time of the entire algorithm is basically computed 

from the first round because the nearest neighbors‘ queries in multidimensional set of data are 

required to be computed. Therefore, the algorithm complexity is estimated as   (  

                                            ) . This led to the conclusion that the 

execution time of OPTICS algorithm was k-nearest-neighbor‘s dependent. If no index support 

was incorporated, the n
th

 search should go through the complete dataset. In this case the order of 

magnitude would be estimated as O(n2). However, if a tree-based spatial index with e R*-tree 

was implemented (Beckmann et al, 1990) or the X-tree (Berchthold et al, 1996),  it could 

dramatically affect the execution time by minimizing  the complexity to O (n log n).  

 When OPTICS was applied to particular set of data in order to perform cluster analysis, it 

was possible to decrease the computational cost for outlier detection tasks. The algorithm 

extracted the e-neighborhood Ne(p) for every object in the dataset, where e was an input. The e-

neighborhoods was utilized as a first walk along the dataset. However, if the neighborhood 

system, did not consist of MinPts data points, then it was suggested to conduct a MinPts-nearest- 

neighbor search. In different scenarios, it could be extracted and in the other cases, we could 

retrieve NMinPts(p) from Ne(p) . 

 In conclusion, regarding Optics algorithm, we can reinforce that this algorithm displayed for 

the first time the binary property of outliers. Additionally, it defined for the first time the 

definition of an outlier factor, which determined the degree of the outlier-ness. The definition 

was based on the theoretical framework of density-based outlier detection approaches and cluster 

analysis. Due to experimental evaluation, this method concluded and analyzed how to assess the 

cluster structure and the outlier factor adequately.  

 

4.5.2 LOF – Local Outlier Factor  

Local Outlier Factor algorithm (LOF) (Breuning et al, 2000) has been developed as an emerging 

need for defining a precise degree for an object of being an outlier. The term local is referred to 

the concept of locality. The degree of being an outlier is determined on the scale of isolation an 

object experiences related to its neighborhood. This work has given a careful evaluation of the 

performance of algorithms in capturing abnormal activities in practical real world data. This is 

the first attempt to quantify the outliner-ness of data points in a dataset. 
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Figure 4.7:  Outliers (Breuning et al, 2000) 

 
Figure 4.8: Outliers (Breuning et al, 2000) 

 

This approach has been deployed in multidimensional dataset; in addition, every single item has 

been associated to a local factor, which shows the degree of each object of being outlier. This 

algorithm is grounded on the principles of density-based clustering algorithms. Moreover, the 

term of local outliers means that limited objects in the surroundings are taken into consideration. 

The underlying idea of this approach is based on the assumption that the items in a dataset, 

which are integrated in a cluster, have local factors close to one. Every object has its upper 

bound and lower bound. Moreover, the data objects, which have both bounds close to each other 

are further investigated, while for items who do not satisfy this criterion, the approach attempts 

to sharpen the bounds.  

 The local outlier factor (LOF) of an object is composed of a crucial parameter denoted as 

MinPts, which consists of the number of nearest neighbors extracted for calculating the outlier-

ness of the specific object (Breuning et al, 2000). This parameter determines the values of LOF 

and is strongly related to it. Some specific MinPts can help in disclosing local outliers. This 

approach has provided an example, which is satisfactory when existing different densities. 

Previous pieces of work have developed the fundamental meaning of outlier in general cases, 

which is not suited when the concept of density comes into play. Therefore, this approach has 

filled this gap in the body of knowledge. The new notion presented in this approach is 
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introducing that outliers are not determined by the binary property. In order to calculate the LOF 

of each object, this approach presents a new notion, which is the distance designated as k-

distance of the object p. 

 

Definition 1 (Breuning et al, 2000): (k-distance of an object p) ( LOF ref) 

For any positive integer k, the k-distance of object p, denoted as k-distance (p), is defined as the 

distance d(p,o) between p and an object o Î D such that: 

(i) for at least k objects o‘ÎD \ {p} it holds that d(p,o’) £ d(p,o), and 

(ii) for at most k-1 objects o‘ÎD \ {p} it holds that 

d(p,o’) d(p,o). 

 

Definition 2 (Breuning et al, 2000): (k-distance neighborhood of an object p) the k-distance 

neighborhood of p contains every object whose distance from p is not greater than the k-distance, 

i.e. Nk-distance(p)(p) = { q D\{p} | d(p, q kdistance(p) }. 

 

  (4.5) 
 

MinPts is a very important parameter to define the concept of density by determining a minimum 

number of items being in a neighborhood (Ester et al.: 1996), (Agrawal et al, 1998), and (Wang 

et al, 1997). The local outlier factor examines the degree of capturing the fundamental properties 

of local outliers. The objects, which lie deep inside a cluster, are deemed to have local factor 

close to1. On the other hand, for other objects that may be out of the cluster this work provided a 

theorem for lower and upper bound. According to this research work, the upper and the lower 

bound are linked to MinPts- parameter. Therefore, the given values of MintPts are chosen to 

determine the computation of LOF. Moreover, this method has provided evidence of LOF 

dependence from MinPts parameter. Experiments show that by increasing the value of MinPts, 

statistical fluctuations of LOF are decreased. When LOF value varies non-monotonically, it 

changes more sharply. The reasonable value of MintPts can be 2; generally, it is recommended to 

be not lower than 10, so that, undesired statistical fluctuations are removed. Another assumption 

that can be made in determining the value of MintPts is considering it as the minimum number of 

objects a cluster should enclose. Hence, the values of MintPts are dependent from the application 

in which the approach is deployed. In this paper, significant instructions are introduced in order 

to choose the value of MintPts upper bound, which is the largest number of the objects that can 

be found nearby target objects. 

 In summary, this approach captures the outlier-ness of data objects as a quantifying degree in 

which the target object is not surrounded by a considerable amount of neighborhood. This 

algorithm does not consider outliers a binary property. This methodology for discovering outliers 

has demonstrated to work efficiently with large datasets and in datasets incorporating the first 
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query of nearest neighbor by index structure. As a first algorithm in the field of local methods, it 

should suggest a lot room for improvement. One key particular gap to fill in is enhancing the 

performance and quality of calculating the LOF factor. 

 

4.5.3 Local Correlation Integral Method  

After determining local factors through MintPts parameter in the LOF algorithm, another follow 

up research work was introduced as a novel mechanism significantly efficient in capturing 

outliers or even group of outliers. This algorithm estimated the degree of an object being an 

outlier by entitling it the Local Correlation Integral (LOCI) (Papadimitriou et al, 2003).  Its 

advantageous property over previous works relied on the fact that it provided an automatic 

cutoff, which was dictated from data considering the distribution of the distance among the pairs 

of points. Furthermore, it introduced a plot for every object in which all the information about 

the close by objects of the target object was encompassed. This was managed by specifying 

clusters or micro clusters (groups of outliers), their distances and other requirement measuring 

parameters. This algorithm incorporated novel features such as the single output score for each 

item in the dataset that cannot be found in prior existing works. Moreover, this algorithm 

exhibited low order of magnitude, therefore, it can be computed fast in datasets by generating 

results in short amount of time. Another LOCI contribution was coming up with a linear 

approximate approach aLOCI (Papadimitriou et al, 2003), which carried out approximated 

computation to speed up the outlier detection process. 

  LOCI approach aimed to disclose outliers in large multidimensional datasets. First, authors 

have presented a new factor, which determined the degree of outlier-ness namely MDEF, which 

stands for Multi-granularity Deviation Factor. This parameter can handle and estimate the 

variations of density and has the capability to reveal not only outlying points, but every group of 

outlying clusters. Authors claimed that their definition and logic of capturing outliers were 

simpler than the existing attempts of LOF. These ideas were of substantial benefit not only to 

KDD expert, but event to domain exerts in the real world. 

 According to LOCI algorithm, a point is an outlier if its MDEF is substantially far from the 

local averages. Moreover, another concept linked to MDEF is computing the average standard 

deviation of MDEF when it comes to the neighborhood. The factor MDEF is strongly linked to 

the correlation integral, which is an aggregated measure (Belussi and Faloutsos, 2001). This 

work introduced some scenarios such as box counting for decreasing the order of algorithm‘s 

magnitude by accelerating its performance.  

 A key difference between this approach and previous ones was that existing methods had to 

iterate for every object of neighborhood and cluster while the approximate LOCI did not have to 

go over this process. The LOCI plot provided an extensive visual evidence of outlier-ness scores. 

As each point was associated with a plot, users were provided the opportunity to dig more in 

depth to detected outliers. Furthermore, this was another novel contribution, which previous 

works did not incorporate. Significant evidences were introduced in order to foster the linearity 
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of the algorithm related to data size and dimensionality, as well. The approximate LOCI 

algorithm compared to LOCI can disclose outliers very quickly and can outperform the latter. 

 
 

Figure 4.9: Local density vs. multi-granularity  
 

The approximation of calculated aggregates was very suitable for large data sets. Moreover, it 

thoroughly attempted to adjust the measure of distance and to determine the concept of being 

close enough. This unclear issue was more complicated in terms of raising the dimensionality of 

data. The multi-granularity deviation factor (MDEF) consisted of r the neighborhood of a point 

pi within a r distance. As a result, MDEF represented the variation of local neighbors‘ density 

from the average density within the r neighborhood. The MDEF was regarded 0 when an object 

exhibited a match between those two comparative values. Otherwise, this factor would grow 

considerably apart from 0. 

 

Definition 1 (MDEF) For any pi, r and α we define the multi-granularity deviation factor 

(MDEF) at radius (or scale) r as: 

 

    (      )   
 (      )    (     )

 (      )
 

(4.6) 

               
 (     )

 (      )
    

 

This approach was founded on the average standard deviation of the neighbors over the sampling 

neighbors pi: 

 
    (      )   

  (      )

 (      )

          (4.7) 

 

There was a key idea behind the need of using sampling neighborhood a>1 for speeding up the 

approximate estimation of MDEF factor. This approach enabled researchers to use statistical 

intuitive and probabilistic measures for revealing outlier objects. LOCI detection algorithm was 

incorporated to match various scenarios. Besides the computation of MDEF, there was another 

issue like sampling neighborhood; the scale strongly related to the range of distance. In addition, 
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the threshold should be determined whether it was an outlier or non-outlier based on the results 

of each MDEF. The large sampling neighborhood was chosen in order to make sure that it 

possessed adequate samples by      . 

 Regarding the full scale, MDEFs were inspected for a variety of samplings and are estimated 

due to the number of sampling neighbors. The sampling neighborhood should not be too small 

because it might risk introducing statistical inaccuracy. One crucial property of this algorithm 

was flagging outliers based on deviation. This algorithm compared the distances of pair wise 

distribution in every point with sampling neighborhood‘s distribution distance. Making use of 

local deviation provided solution to the problem of outliers. Therefore, this algorithm can be 

employed successfully in real world datasets. Below, the figure 4.1, presents the exact LOCI 

algorithm. 

 
Algorithm 4.1: The exact LOCI algorithm 

The approximation algorithm aLOCI is an enhancement of LOCI scheme and scales linearly 

with the increase of the data size and the dimensionality. In addition, it is noteworthy faster than 

any prior density-based approach deployed for outlier detection purposes. In the figure 4.2 

below, insights of the improved LOCI algorithm are provided.  

 

Algorithm 4.2:The approximate algorithm aLOCI 
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LOCI and aLOCI can be employed in various synthetic datasets and by interpreting results 

through LOCI plots. When compared to the LOF algorithm, the-state-of-the-art in density based 

outlier detection; this algorithm cannot tell or determine the level of outlier score to be 

sufficiently high or not. The novelty of LOCI relies on incorporating an automatic method of 

flagging outlier. 

 In conclusion, the major novelty this algorithm was to find out not only outliers, but even 

micro group of outliers. Furthermore, it introduced novel methods based on cut off dictated data 

for deciding if a point an outlier or non-outlier. In addition, this approach is appropriate for a 

variety of datasets. It handles not only the local density, which has been covered from past 

approaches, but even the multiple granularities. A point is associated not only with its outlier 

factor, but with a wide visual. Its derivative approach consists of the approximate aLOCI, which 

provides fast results, and it is considered as a practical linear approximation algorithm. 

 

4.5.4 Angle-Based Outlier Detection 

One crucial challenge of outlier detection algorithms is to capture outliers in large datasets. As a 

result, the scope of this field is to develop various techniques and models for a variety of data 

points in a dataset. Previous schemes estimated distances in a data space of Euclidean full 

dimensions. However, when it comes to high-dimensional data, these mechanisms are not 

appropriate owing to the dimensionality factor. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to 

develop novel techniques performing on high dimensional datasets. Angle–Base Outlier 

Detection (ABOD) (Kriegel et al, 2008) is based on examining the angles‘ variances to a point 

compared to the neighboring data points.   

 This approach facilitates the problem that arises when having an increase in the degree of 

dimensionality like in distance-based algorithms, which suffer from high dimensional datasets 

when finding out outlying behaviors. With the increase of dimensionality, the parameter of 

distance as a crucial factor for comparing data points becomes pointless and does not make 

sense.  

 The key idea underlying ABOD mechanism (Kriegel et al, 2008) is not only utilizing the 

distance across various data points, but particularly the angles and the directions of the vectors. It 

is intended to compare the angles between pairs of distance vectors to the vectors of other points. 

The proposal of this approach can be explained by assuming that for a data point within a cluster 

the angles among different vectors pairs of other points differ extensively. When reaching the 

border of the cluster the variance will decrease. Out of the border of the cluster, the pair angles 

will become smaller because the majority of the points are grouped in different directions. The 

following figure illustrates the prominent idea underlying the ABOD approach:  
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Figure 4.10: Angle-based Outlier Detection illustration (Kriegel et al, 2008) 

 

For an outlier, the angles to pair points are deemed very small while the variance of the border 

points is slightly higher. Additionally, a high degree is associated to the data points, which are 

located within a cluster. The condition of determining the outlier data point is formulated: if the 

spectrum of angles associated to a point is wide, then many other objects encircle the data point 

in question located in the inner part of the cluster. Otherwise, if the spectrum of angles linked to 

a point is excessively small, then other data points will be located only in specific directions. 

Hence, small angles entail we are dealing with a data point considered an outlier. The 

designation of ABOD factor for each data points is provided from the estimation of the scalar 

product of difference vectors of any three points A    and all the pairs of the vectors (B, C) of 

all the remaining data points. The variance weighting factor is of paramount importance while 

the angle of pair points differ for a bigger distance. ABOF factor comprises the variance of over 

all angles of the target point of A. 

.   (4.8) 

The angle-based outlier factor ABOF constitutes the variance of the angles among vectors of all 

pairs in all the possible directions in D weighted by the distance of the points. The ABOD 

algorithm allocates the ABOF factor to each of the objects in a dataset and obtains an output list 

of ordered points based on their estimated factor. 
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Figure 4.11: The sorted data points due to ABOF factor (Kriegel et al, 2008) 

 

In the figure 4.11, it is clearly illustrated that the data point with the rank 1 is the utmost outlier, 

and then the points positioned in the border of the cluster are regarded with a higher ABOF 

factor. The highest factor is designated to the points located within the cluster. The distance 

represents just one criteria of discerning outliers. However, the angle variance is another 

criterion to disclose outliers more precisely in high dimensional dataset where the past LOF 

variants and distance-base approaches exhibit detrimental results. Another novel idea that ABOD 

constitutes is allowing a distinct ranking of points in the border compared to points in the internal 

cluster. This idea is not covered in previous variants of LOF. The major advantage of ABOD is 

the fact of being totally independent from various parameters. The explanation of why a point is 

considered an outlier relies in the difference vector to the most similar points in the 

neighborhood group. 

 One downside of ABOD is the time–complexity of  O(n
3
),  as it must take into account all 

the points pairs. This order of magnitude is bigger when compared to the LOF O(n
2  k). 

Therefore, it is appropriate to come up with a variant of ABOD, which outperforms the basic 

ABOD in terms of speed up and time. This approximation algorithm is entitled FastABOD. The 

proposal is focused in utilizing the pairs of points that constitute the largest variance weight in 

ABOF. This enhanced approach aims to choose the pairs among the k nearest neighbor for 

yielding significant approximations.  

                                                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  (4.9) 
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The approximate ABOF factor comprises the variance of the angles among difference vectors of 

A comparing to the all pairs weighted by points distance. This algorithm has enhanced the order 

of magnitude of the basic algorithm by resulting in O(n
2 

+ nk
2
). This increase in performance 

leads to make this algorithm appropriate for many large datasets.  The approximation being 

carried out is linked to the number k of the nearest neighbors. The worth of this approximation 

can deprecate with increasing of dimensions in higher dimensional datasets. 

 The FastABOD experiences deterioration with increasing of dimensions of the dataset. 

Authors have come up with another enhancement of the basic ABOD with approximations with a 

lower bound by making possible to rank the best candidates outliers. The key idea in this 

approximation is to choose candidates according to the lower bound. Afterwards, it revises the 

list in order that the left behind candidates must have lower ABOF factor in the end because the 

ones with the highest factor has been prior investigated. LB-ABOF is a significant approximation 

of ABOF to find estimates when it is necessary. 

 According to the conservative approximation LB-ABOF, it is proposed the procedure LB-

ABOD as an efficient algorithm to find the top outliers based ABOF. For every point, k points of 

the strongest weight then LB-ABOF factor of the strongest weight then LB-ABOF factor are 

found out. Moreover, data points are arranged in a list according to their designated LB-ABOF. 

Subsequently, the precise ABOF factor is estimated for the first data points, and they are moved 

to the output list. Again, it is removed from the result list the next best candidate if it has a 

smaller ABPF. If the candidate with largest ABOF is smaller than the smallest from the ABOF 

candidate list then the algorithm is terminated. The second approximate algorithm of the basic 

ABOD is a combination of FastABOD by employing scalability related to the dataset size. Its 

time complexity is equal to FastABOD O(n
2
+n∙k

2
). Another enhancement is resulting in  O 

(r∙n
2
). The quality of speed up according to ABOD is linked to the lower bound and the resulting 

number r of objects. 

 Generally, the distance-based algorithms for outlier detection are not limited to vector spaces. 

regarding ABOD, it is useful to develop a scalar product for comparison purposes for data 
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points. A vast kernel function is proposed in (Gartner, 2003). Since kernel function is a scalar 

product in a kernel space, it can be employed for capturing outliers in difference fields. 

 Overall, this approach has the big advantage of being independent of any parameter, and it is 

founded on the value of variance between pairs of points. Hence, this makes it appropriate for 

higher dimensional datasets. Furthermore, an enhancement of the simple ABOD is the 

FastABOD for speeding up the basic algorithm and being fit for low dimensional datasets. 

Through various and profound experiments, significant evidence provided that this novel scheme 

has the ability to sort the best candidates deemed outliers with high precision and recall. 

 

4.5.5 Local Outlier Probabilities Outlier Detection Algorithm  

In this work, Kriegel et al,  (2009) have provided answer to the question of how to interpret and 

analyze the value of outlier factor by presenting a novel local density-based outlier detection 

scheme where the outlier score is between [0; 1]. This outlier score resembles the probability of 

points to be deemed as outlying activity. This approach developed a scoring method involving 

normalization in order to obtain independency from the distribution of data. This mechanism 

represents a combination between prior local outlier schemes, LOF and LOCI, and other local 

variants with probabilistic notions in order to adjust the computation of the outlier score of a 

specific object in a dataset. 

 These probabilistic concepts are diffused to introduce a significant tolerance to data that can 

incorporate noise. The key idea of this approach is founded on the assumption of having a D set 

of n data points and d is denoted as the set of distance functions used for detecting outliers. A 

novel probabilistic distance where        to a context where is specified as pdist (o, S) is given: 

 

      , (   )        (   )-         (4.10) 

 

The major difference to the normal profile is the set of statistical points for allowing some errors. 

The reciprocal of the probabilistic distance can be viewed as estimation for the density. 

                                                   ( )   
 

     (   )
                                                                   (4.11) 

 

                                (   )   √
∑  (   )    

   
                                                                      (4.12) 

 

 

In this algorithm, it cannot be presumed that the values of the distance are normally distributed.  

The set S appeared to be attained through a k-nearest neighbor query around the object O. In 

addition, S is thought to be found nearby the object O. Due to these assumptions, it is estimated 

the probabilistic distance of O with respect to S with the significance λ (a factor that manages the 

approximation of the density and normalizing scores): 
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                                                       (     )       (   )                                          (4.13) 

 

This estimation of the pdist, in other words, shows the density close to O grounded on S.  This 

probabilistic algorithm is grounded in the supposition that the set S is centered near the data point 

O and the distances resemble the positive side of a normal distribution. Nevertheless, it is 

required to be examined the case when o can be distinguished far away from the centroids cs, 

which are created based on equation, E[d(cS; s)]  E[d(o; s)]. Generally, it must be provided 

greater distances and larger values of     than when using the centroid cs of S. The second 

assumption is related to assuming the distribution of distances from the data point o. Therefore, 

this derives the conclusion the vector of full dimensional space is mapped in subspace of 

distances assumed to behave as normally distributed. This leads to the fact this approach can be 

employed in many types of data distribution. Moreover, this scheme encompasses a significant 

combination between density-based principles and theoretical concepts of statistical approaches.  

The Probabilistic Local Outlier Factor (PLOF) emerging in this algorithm serves for evaluating 

the density of the object surroundings: 

 

               
( )   

     (     ( ))

    ( ) ,     (     ( ))-
                                                           (4.14) 

 

The PLOF factor is computed as the ratio of densities around the target data point based on the 

context set S and the expected values of the densities of the object surroundings. This value is not 

normalized, and consequently, normalization must be incorporated in order to make scaling 

independent from data distribution by computing the nPLOF: 

 

                                                   √ ,(    )                                              (4.15) 

 

 

This is regarded as the standard deviation of the PLOF values with a mean of 0. To perform the 

normalization, the Gaussian Error Function is applied in order to come up with a probability 

value as the Local Outlier Probability (LoOP): 

 

     ( )      *0, erf (
       ( )

      √ 
)+       (4.16) 

 

The value of LoOP is near 0 for objects, which are included in the region of the density and 

approximately is close to 1 for data points deemed as outliers. The advantages of LoOP over 

other variants of density-based approaches lie in the fact that while an outlier score estimated by 

other techniques will obtain different scales of outlier-ness for different spaces and cannot be 

generalized, the LoOP scores are reliable in the whole dataset and in multiple datasets, as well. 
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Figure 4.12: LOF values (Kriegel et al, 2009) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.13: LoOP values (Kriegel et al,  2009) 

 

In the above figures, 4.12 and 4.13, is showcased the difference between LoOP and LOF, which 

is the first density-based algorithm on a synthetic dataset. The difference on k-distance is small. 

However, for some data points generally regarded with a value below 3, LoOP have associated 
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them to a probability of 85%. Moreover, another shortcoming of LOF consists because LOF is 

designed for datasets having a uniform density. The 16% percentage of probability designated by 

the LoOP can report an outlier, but at the same time, it can be just a data point out of the 

centroid. 

 Overall, the density-based approaches are based on the assumption of computing outlier 

scores for every data point in the dataset. They cannot be standardized, and in many times they 

face difficulties in the analysis, thus making cumbersome comparing scores from the same data. 

The advantage of this approach over the predecessors is assigning to every data point a 

probability score, which can be easily compared over one dataset and different datasets. 

  

4.5.6 The Local Distance-base Outlier Factor  

The Local Distance-base Outlier Factor (LDOF) (Zhang et al, 2009) is a parameter to assess 

whether a data point is an outlier employed in scarce datasets. It utilizes the relative position of a 

data point in relation to its neighbors by computing the degree diverging from related neighbor. 

There are some significant properties LDOF constitutes such as the lower-bound and its false 

detection probability. One key mechanism carried out from this method is selecting the top-n 

approach where data points associated to a higher LDOF factor are flagged as outliers. This 

novel scheme can outperform existing approaches, especially in dissipated data by discerning 

outliers more accurately. The higher the degree of deviation from its neighbor, the higher is the 

probability for a data point to be accounted for as an outlier. 

 The model of scattered data resembles the distribution of stars in the sky, where they can 

appear to be located in random fashion while from the galaxy point of view; they can be 

involved in many galaxies. The small clusters contain few numbers of data points; however, they 

are regarded as normal clusters. In this case, outliers are the data points positioned very far from 

the small clusters. The definition of a data point being an outlier in the scattered data is altered: 

―an outlier should be an object deviating from any other group of objects‖. 

 When it comes to scattered data sets, their neighborhood has two major attributes: items in 

small clusters are loosely distributed and when the size of the neighborhood is large, outliers are 

investigated in not only one mini-cluster, but many more. The sparsity of the target data point‘s 

surrounding is increased when many data objects should belong to different small clusters. 

Because top-n K-NN and top-n LOF are not appropriate for sparse datasets, it is suggested to 

estimate the degree of the data point‘s divergence from its surroundings by computing an outlier 

factor. The figure 4.14 below illustrates an example when the outlier data point is situated far 

away from clusters, and with the help of LDOF, it is estimated its degree of being an outlier. 
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Figure 4.14: xp is the outlying data object in a sparse data set, b) the LDOF factor helping 

definition in helping in estimating the degree of outlier-ness (Zhang et al, 2009) 

 

 

 Assume we have xp which comprises the K-NN distance; the k-nearest neighbor distances of xp 

is equal the average distance from xp to all objects in Np. The k-nearest neighbor is determined 

as:  

 

      
 

 
∑     (          )    (4.17) 

 
The k-nearest neighbor internal distance of xp is estimated as the average distance among objects 

in Np. 

 

 

      
 

 (   )
  ∑     (                     )  (4.18) 

 

 

Finally, the local distancebased outlier factor can be computed as follows (Zhang et al, 2009): 

     (  )    
     

   
                   (4.19) 

 

The LDOF represents the divergence degree of a specific data point from its neighbors. Thus, the 

LDOF constitutes the distance ratio, which shows the distance between the target data point and 

its neighborhood. If LDOF is smaller than 1, this figure indicates that the data object  is situated 

in the inner mini-cluster, otherwise, when the factor is resulted to be larger than 1, it can be 

concluded that the data point is far away from the cluster of neighbors; thus, we are dealing with 

an outlier. 
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One of the crucial characteristic of LDOF is the lower bound, which means that if the LDOF of a 

data point is larger than 1 than the item in question is an outlier. Another compelling property of 

LDOF is the false–detection probability related to the problem of real dataset in which is 

cumbersome to assign factors. Therefore, it is assumed a false detection probability when it is 

given a size k of the neighborhood. 

 The LDOF experiences hurdles to estimate a threshold for pointing out outliers. Hence, it is 

carried out a top-n style outlier detection scheme, which outputs to the data points the largest 

LDOFs. Another problem emerging is how to choose the k parameter. Sometimes, it is 

advocated that it is of good advantage to incorporate large sizes of k, but with the increase of k 

arises the problem to become a global method. In this situation, authors have come up with a 

clear intuitive idea; the lower bound of an appropriate k is selected if the effective dimension of 

dataset is m, and m points are sufficient as neighbors to a target object. Afterward, the size k is 

deemed appropriate to be k > m. When k reaches the dimension of the dataset,  the detection rate 

is enhanced.  This is reason k parameter is so easy to be selected in LDOF scheme than any other 

previous existing method. This is a significant advantage of this novel approach over other LOF 

variants. 

 The algorithm complexity is determined by the query of k-nearest neighbors, which is 

accounted for the most computational amount work and the other of magnitude is O (N
2
). 

Moreover, if a sort of index tree-based spatial is employed as the X-tree or R-tree (Breunig et al 

1999), (Breunig et al 2000), the performance can be improved in O (NlogN). 

 Overall, LDOF can deal with outliers in scattered datasets where other previous approaches 

suffered. It makes use of a local distance-based outlier factor to estimate the degree in which a 

data point can diverge from its surrounding system. Experimental outputs have provided 

evidence of the capability of this mechanism to discern efficiently outliers with significant 

accuracy and to be stable when increasing the k parameter size. 

 

4.5.7 Outlier Detection in Axis-Parallel Subspaces of High Dimensional Data  

This algorithm is designed for identifying outliers in different subspaces of high dimensional 

data. For every data points, it is elaborated a subspace with parallel axis making sense of 

deviation from the neighborhood system. This approach has the ability to scale significantly well 

to high dimensional datasets compared to previous outlier detection schemes. Daily applications 

generate high dimensional data. In addition, manipulating these types of datasets is linked with 

the curse of dimensionality. In these high dimensional datasets, the principles of Euclidian space 

cannot be appropriate to distinguish points from one another because data points are 

approximately equally positioned from each other. Subsequently, it cannot be disclosed an 

outlier because they cannot deviate so much from their neighborhood system. Therefore, the 

distance is not a proper measure for discovering outliers. Another issue to be pointed out is that 

there are wide models that have generated data, but only a subset of features is of benefit 

(Kriegel et al, 2009).  
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Consecutively, these subsets are different for different ways employed for releasing data. As a 

result, the outlier detection process is meaningful and worthwhile when it takes into account only 

the subsets of related features. Below, the figure 4.15 illustrates the key idea underlying this 

approach. 

 

 
Figure 4.15: General idea of Subspace Outlier Detection algorithm, 

(Kriegel et al, 2009) 

 

The points highlighted with crosses are obtained by a method, which requires a low variance 

close to a specific value in the attribute A. On the other hand, the values of A2 are found to be 

distributed in a uniform fashion and are not relevant to this mechanism. To capture outliers in 

subspaces is of paramount interest for the research community because in high dimensional data 

can be presumed to be in uniform distributions in a full dimensional space. This subspace 

algorithm is an unsupervised technique, as subspaces are usually not known. 

 The novel idea implying this approach is to examine for each data object the quality of fitting 

into the subspace mapped by some orientation points together. This subspace constitutes a hyper 

plane with parallel axis with any dimensions. The condition is: when the data object differs 
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substantially from the indicated hyperplane then, it is regarded as an outlier in that subspace 

perpendicular to the hyperplane. It is assumed that D     is a database containing n points in a 

d-dimensional feature space. Dist is the parameter of distance measuring the distance of points in 

D.  On one hand, the subspace hyperplane constitutes a set of points S, which is the subspace 

with the high point variants. On the other hand, another hyperplane holding the subspace where 

the variance of the data points is low is perpendicular with the previous hyperplane. The variance 

             is estimated as follows: 

 

        
∑     (     )    

    ( )
   (4.20) 

 

where     ( ) is defined as the cardinality of the set S  

 

 

The variance for an attribute is estimated as follows: 
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The subspace hyperplane denoted as  ( ( )) of   ( ) is defined by a tuple of the mean value 

μR(p) of R(p). The vector which defines the subspace is vR(p) of R(p), i.e. H(R(p)) =(μR(p), 

vR(p)).  To what extent a point deviates from a subspace hyperplane H(S) is determined as the 

subspace perpendicular to the hyperplane. This can be estimated by incorporating a Euclidean 

distance: 
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                               (4.22) 

 

 

A measure of 0 shows the point p in question fits properly in the hyperplane of the subspace 

 ( ( )) implying that it does not comprise any outlier. A significant high value provides 

evidence that the target data point p is considered an outlier. The degree of subspace outlier can 

be determined as below: 

    ( )( )   
    (   ( ( )))

 |  ( )| 
                          (4.23) 

 

where the R(P) represents a set of references of objects      

 

Unlike other LOF variants approaches, SOD provides a clear justification for a point to be an 

outlier. It can be generated a subspace in which we have a given outlier. The inverted vector, 
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defines the subspace perpendicular to the hyperplane reference subspace. This proposed scheme 

encompasses not only a quantitative outlier approach, but a qualitative, as well. 

 Another issue is how to select the reference set, which helps in computing the factor defining 

the degree of being an outlier for a particular data point. Distance is not a proper metric to be 

used for differentiating data points from one another because of the curse of dimensionality. 

With the increase of dimensionality, the concept of local neighborhood appears to become 

pointless. Therefore, a shared-near-neighbor approach assesses the similarity of points regarding 

the number of mutual nearest neighbor, and in addition, nearest neighbor ranking of the data can 

make quite sense in the SOD. The key idea of this scenario lies in the fact that two random points 

been produced by the same mechanism perhaps can be neighbors or have mutual neighbors. If 

irrelevant attributes are incorporated, it is possible to confuse the relationship these points have 

with each other. Nevertheless, the points yielded from the same method still will be around the 

nearest neighbors of the two random points that we have selected. The reference set R (p) is 

represented by the set of the nearest neighbors using shared near neighbors.  

 The SOD approach is based on two key input parameters: one is the k-parameter defining the 

number of nearest neighbors sufficient to grasp the necessary points and the second is l that 

determines reference set size. The second one must be selected not too small for the 

aforementioned reasons of the first parameter. The complexity of SOD is based on the 

computation of the set of k-nearest neighbors of every n points estimated as   (    ) . In 

addition, the amount of time spent for the worst case can be decreased and improved the 

performance of the algorithm to the value of  (       ) by implementing a spatial index 

structure to the nearest neighbor queries. Subsequently, for each of data points must be computed 

the reference set based on SNN needing an amount of work of  (   ). Furthermore, the mean 

and the variance must be calculated by increasing the order of magnitude with a value of  (  

 ). Overall, SOD complexity is estimated as  (    ). When compared to previous approaches, 

it can be derived the conclusion that SOD has a comparable value of complexity. 

 Experimental evaluations reinforce SOD can provide significant information, when 

compared to ABOD; it does not exhibit any superiority. They approximately yield the same type 

of outliers. However, it may be of paramount importance that most of the outliers captured by 

ABOD are global kinds while the SOD is more proficient at identifying the local outliers. This 

approach can detect more insightful and accurately outliers in high dimensional dataset than LOF 

variants by not increasing any computation costs. 

 

4.5.8 Generalized Outlier Detection with Flexible Kernel Density Estimates  

The KDEOS is a generalization of the density-based approaches related to the estimation of 

kernel density. This model can be adjusted and adapted to capture unusual local developments in 

a set of data. Furthermore, this method can have extensibility attributes by consenting to add 

domain knowledge and particular requisites. It is illustrated this mechanism undertakes 

scalability on large datasets in the real world.  This approach tackles the local density in low 

dimensional data. This algorithm can be viewed as an enhancement and refinement of previous 
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variants of density-based algorithms such as: LOF, LOCI, (Latecki et al. 2007), (Jin et al. 2006.) 

This algorithm has a strong relation with statistical principles, but at the same time, it is more 

flexible than earlier algorithms.  

 This method is novel because it pays attention to the statistical properties of kernel density 

estimation. Moreover, it utilizes these estimations of density for outlier detection purposes.  The 

KDEOS does not deviate so much from previous methods and is a very simple method. First, this 

model computes the density estimation, and moreover, it compares and examines those results 

with the local neighborhood system. In this methodology, it is recommended to be implemented 

the classic kernel density estimation. The Kernel function utilized herein is decided to be either 

the Gaussian or Epanechnikov kernels of bandwidth h and with a dimensionality d. 
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Some radial versions exist by having the duty to determine only one tone of bandwidth, not the 

all the matrices bandwidth. These are called the balloon estimators and sample smoothing 

estimators. In this method, it is incorporated balloon estimator because the research in kernel 

density estimation indicates significant profit both in theoretical and experimental field. For the 

robustness attribute, it is performed   ( )       *          (   )  + in order to avert the 

division by 0 and for resistance purpose to outliers in KNN. It is advised that for calculating 

density estimation, researchers should refer to fundamental and well-known strategies. If it is 

provided a database of indexes for speeding up k-nearest neighbor queries, in this case it may be 

useful having density estimation in order to manipulate these indexes. 

When the kernel function  (   )   does not result to any weight beyond the k- nearest 

neighbor, this is the case when it is not needed a density estimation. If a factor for scaling is 

included, the result can be: 

 

       ( )   ∑   ( )(   )     ( )                              (4.26) 

 

Regarding the problem of choosing the k- parameter, it is proposed to cover a range of              

            in order to generate a series of density estimates that can be associated to one 

density estimate for one parameter    This method resembles LOCI method, however, it is more 

elegant and effective because the values of k are determined precisely and accurately. 

Incorporating this alteration enables this method to be included in an ensemble strategy while 

generating more consistent outputs.   
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When it comes to the function of density comparison, another comparison scenario is exploited 

by full dimensional outlier detection algorithm LOF. It is supposed that local densities and even 

variability in itself are susceptible to the locality principle, as well. Subsequently, for 

standardizing the deviation from the normal density is deployed the transformation of z-score: 

 

 (   )  (    )     (4.27) 

 

Another alternative, if the research scientist requires more statistical foundation, can be applied 

to the median absolute deviation MAD (Hampel, 1974). Nevertheless, small sample size data 

mean outperforms the median. The median and the MAD become more vigorous for outlier just 

for large values of data. A z score of +3 suggests a deviation of 3 standard deviations. 

 

 ( )                (   ( ) *   ( )+      ( )                   (4.28) 

 

As long as the outputs score may be approximated in a normal distribution, it is applied the 

normal density function   to the dynamic range [0-1] and apply rescaling (Kriegel, et al. 2012): 

    (   )    
  (   )

   
         (29) 

 

the KDEOS formulated outlier score is as follows: 

 

     (   )       (   ( ( ))  )                      (4.30) 

 

where   is the expected rate of the outliers which can reasonably be regarded as a threshold 

 

The algorithm of the KDEOS approach is as follows: 
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Algorithm 4.3: Algorithm of KDEOS 

 

The complexity of the above algorithm is based on the simple calculation of KDEOS scores. 

Nevertheless, as long as authors are committed to incorporate domain knowledge and other 

requirements into the code, the whole complexity of the algorithm is not very high only if the 

frameworks of estimation can produce efficient neighbor set. The underlying code is appeared to 

be surprisingly parallel. Therefore, if the set of neighbor can be computed prior to this, the main 

loops can be run in a parallel fashion. The order of magnitude of this KDEOS scheme is close to 

the complexity of LOF and many other variants of LOF for outlier detection purposes. Generally, 

most of the amount of work performed from this algorithm is accounted for the computation of 

the k-NN. Spatial index structure can cause a slight decrease of the complexity from  (  ) to 

 (      ). Computational cost can be included from complex kernel function. When compared 

to data management, the cost of estimating the distance is negligible. 

  According to experimental evaluations, KDEOS experiences much more stable results, 

especially when utilizing large range of k. Another advantage over previous models is the ease of 

selecting the k parameter, which must be sufficiently large to grasp the kernel density estimation. 
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However, for low values of k, the density estimates are not insightful ,and in this case it does not 

produce good results.   

 This approach is a combination of various prior works that have implemented density 

estimation with statistical background. Consecutively, the KDEOS can be viewed in a 

perspective to be adapted for particular purposes. Density estimate by KDE is established in the 

first step while the robust statistics in the second one. User oriented score constitutes a 

compelling combination for outlier detection. In addition, many of these scenarios can be fitted 

to accommodate various problems in real world data. 

 

4.6 Summary 

In this chapter we have presented the area of outlier detection as a general overview, and then we 

have narrowed down to describe more in depth the direction of density–based outlier detection 

with its well-known representative Local Outlier Factor algorithm. We have not only scrutinized 

LOF, but even its variants that have been developed so far. All these algorithms will compose 

our novel randomized ensemble approach. This is our main contribution that is covered 

extensively in the subsequent chapters. The outlier detection has developed various directions of 

research in the recent decade:  

Statistical Approaches including: 

 Distribution-based approaches - incorporate standard distribution as the Normal 

distribution, Poissson, etc to fit the data in the best way possible. They calculate the mean 

and the standard deviation with the underlying presumption that all objects are produced 

by the same mechanism. 

 Depth-based approaches - are designed according to the computational geometry and 

calculate various layers of k-d convex. Moreover, each data object is mapped as a point 

in a k-d space and is associated to a depth.  The data points which fall into the outer layer 

are flagged as outliers.  

 Deviation-based approaches- work with a given data set that can be either local group of 

data or local subset. The outliers are the points, which are positioned in the outmost edges 

of the data set. The elements part of exception set are deemed outliers. 

 

Model Based on Spatial Proximity including: 

 Distance-based approaches - have a specific definition of a distance-based outlier, which 

is: ―An object in a data set P is a distance-based outlier if at least a fraction β of the 

objects in P are further than r from it‖. The definition is founded on the preliminary 

assumption of the global criterion defined by two exclusively constraints r and β. 

 Density-based approaches - are based on one local factor assigned to every data point in 

the dataset,  and this factor  is measured depending on the local density of the 

neighborhood system of the specific data point. The neighborhood density is determined 

by the distance to nearest neighbor MinPts. The problem with LOF is how to choose the 
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value of MinPts because this figure should accommodate the need to be as large as the 

size of these clusters. Density approaches examines the ratio among local density around 

an object and a local density around its neighboring data points.  

 Local Outlier Factor - has been developed as an emerging need for defining a precise 

degree for an object of being an outlier. This algorithm attempts to quantify the outliner-

ness of objects in a dataset. This is the first algorithm dealing with the notion of locality 

in outlier detection. Rather than considering outliers as a binary property, this approach 

captures the outlier-ness as a quantifying degree in which the target object is surrounded 

by a considerable amount of neighborhood. One key particular gap to fill in is enhancing 

the performance and the quality of calculating the LOF factor by a variety of scenarios. 

 LOCI - aimed to find out not only outliers, but also even micro group of outliers. It 

handled not only the local density, but also even the multiple granularities. A point is not 

only associated with its outlier factor, but in this approach it has a wide visual plot for 

getting lots of insights from it.  

 ABOD - is independent of any parameter and is founded on the value of variance 

between pairs of points. This makes it appropriate for higher dimensional datasets. 

FastABOD is the enhanced variant for speeding up the basic algorithm and being fit for 

low dimensional datasets.  

 LoOP - the advantage of this approach over the prior density-based techniques is 

assigning to every data point a probability score, which enables this factor to be easily 

compared over one dataset and different datasets. 

 LDOF- identifies outliers in scattered dataset where other previous approaches suffer. It 

makes use of a local distance based outlier factor to estimate the degree in which a data 

point can diverge from its surrounding system.  

 KDEOS - is a formulation based on the estimation of kernel density. This model can be 

adjusted to capture unusual local developments in a set of data. Furthermore, this method 

can have extensibility attributes by consenting to add domain knowledge and particular 

requirements. This mechanism undertakes scalability on large datasets in the real world.  

This approach tackles the local density-based outlier detection in low dimensional data. It 

established density estimates by KDE firstly and robust statistics in the second step. In 

addition, many of these scenarios can be appropriate to accommodate various problems 

in real world data. 
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Chapter 5    

Randomized Ensemble-based Outlier Detection 

5.1 Overview 

In this chapter, we introduce our main idea to randomize greedy heuristic ensemble algorithm. 

We have designed a novel algorithm based on the previous existing greedy ensemble approach 

and have elaborated in depth the idea to combine a greedy algorithm with GRASP randomization 

procedure. Furthermore, we provided the preliminary assumption and logic behind our scheme 

and finally introduced the design of our new algorithm. In this chapter, we propose a novel 

strategy for constructing an ensemble-based approach by randomizing the ensemble in order to 

find the whole truth and not to be stuck in the local maxima.  

 The remaining part of the chapter discloses related background providing motivations for 

ensemble-based analysis. The third section comprises the description of the previous work of 

heuristic greedy ensemble (Shubert, 2012). By randomizing this ensemble algorithm, we intend 

to enhance the detection rate and mitigate false positive alarms.  After disclosing the motivation 

underlying this line of research, the next section deals with the proposed strategy explored in 

depth and reasons why we have chosen to follow up this idea by providing empirical results. The 

proposed framework is based on the combination of greedy ensemble algorithm with the 

randomization procedure that is borrowed from the Stochastic Local Search algorithm GRASP. 

The pseudo code is implemented in Java language inELKI data mining platform, which is 

specifically employed for outlier detection tasks. 

 

5.2 Theoretical Background 

The exponential growth of large databases has lead to the need for monitoring, examining and 

predicting economical flow, weather forecast or other various procedures in real world data. Rare 

events distinguished from daily basis processes can harm or can deteriorate the performance of 

these systems. These rare behaviors are called outliers or anomalies, which can happen very 

infrequently. Outlier detection has found substantial attention from many areas of research 

respectively in disclosing malicious transactions in the banking system, intrusions detection 

systems, privacy data in healthcare databases, etc. Outlier detection for IDSs deals with cyber 

attacks aiming to compromise systems and possess subscriber‘s private information. They are 

called outliers because the number of intruders is usually a small fraction when compared to the 

whole network traffic. Even though, outliers apparently are rare events, they pose an intrinsic 

threat to systems, thereby, making outlier detection require a lot of attention, so that, it can be 

expanded and deepened. 

 Data mining and machine learning algorithms have emerged for solving outlier detection 

tasks. These methods are classified in two major directions: supervised and unsupervised 
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learning. Supervised methods consist of making their prediction through labeled data (known 

data), then utilize this information in order to classify every data point. These systems suffer 

from the necessity to have always labeled data. This leads to a very time-consuming process for 

the application. Therefore, this limitation makes the system incapable of identifying novel 

outlying activities. 

 The second direction, unsupervised learning methods, instead of demanding labeled data 

consists of regarding outliers as data member with different profile compared to the normal 

profile. This decision is based on similarity measures like feature selection, weighting, distance 

measures, etc. The unsupervised methods are called interchangeably as anomaly detection or 

outlier detection methods. These techniques can capture novel outliers that are deviations from 

normal behaviors, nevertheless at the same time; they have the major drawback of experiencing 

false positive high rates. This occurs due to assigning unknown data as outliers because this data 

is unseen or unexamined before. Outlier detection is quite an active field of research; hence, data 

mining communities have categorized outlier detection methods by four different groups 

(Schubert, 2012): statistical reasoning, distance-based, density-based and modeled-based 

approaches. 

 Regarding statistical reasoning (Hadi et al, 2009), data points are represented as a stochastic 

distribution where outliers are identified based on the relationship they have with the stochastic 

distribution of data points. Statistical reasoning approaches endure various limitations in higher 

dimensionality data because they face significant intricacy in computing the multidimensional 

distribution of data.  

 On the other hand, distance-based approaches proposed by (Angiulli et al , 2002)  Knorr et al 

(2000), (Orair et al 2010), (Ramaswamy et al 2000), (Vu and Gopalkrishnan et al 2009),  and 

Zhang et al. (2009) are intended to enhance and mitigate the shortcomings that statistical 

approaches pose to outlier detection problems. Their key idea is based on estimating distances 

between data points and assigning scores to data. The event, which has the larger score, is 

pronounced as an outlier. 

 Various pieces of density-based approaches are presented, as well: Breunig, et al, 2000), 

(Vries et al, 2010), (Keller et al, 2012) and (Kriegel et al, 2009). They rely on computing the 

local neighborhoods‘ densities. When the density of a data point is small, it appears this data is 

far away from the normal behavior, therefore, it is considered as an outlier. Other methods as 

clustering techniques are employed in order to indentify outliers when they are positioned inside 

a cluster. 

 Referring to model-based techniques, they determine the normal behavior by making use of 

predictive models such as: neural networks or unsupervised support vector machines. Outliers 

are discerned as deviations from the learned model.  

 An open issue that concerns all outlier methods, which is not profoundly explored, is the 

evaluation of the rankings of outlier scores. Various outlier methods are evaluated using 

precision and recall, underlying the true positive rate for top k results in data set that contains 

outliers. The detection rate provides insights regarding the number of outliers detected correctly. 
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In addition, the false alarm rate represents the number of outliers, which are considered having a 

normal behavior. The Receiving Operator Curve (ROC) embodies the tradeoff between detection 

rates with false alarm rates. If we assume to explore the ROC of an ideal system, we would have 

0 false alarms and a performance with a detection rate of 100%. Typically, as a measure for the 

performance of outlier detection algorithm is assumed the area under ROC curve named AUC. 

The ideal AUC curve that pertains to the ideal ROC has the value of 1. Consequently, real 

systems, which do not perform so well in practice, have an AUC, lower than 1. 

 Making use of just one algorithm such as density-based or distance-based does not 

summarize entire kinds of outliers because there are methods good at detecting some kinds of 

outliers and others which perform better in other domains. Therefore, in order to provide the 

whole truth, it is appropriate to integrate different outlier detection outcomes by means of an 

ensemble-based approach coming up with a consensus finding. 

  Ensemble analysis is a method, which aims to reduce model dependence from specific 

datasets or data locality. Usually, ensemble approaches are referred as the combination of data 

outcomes executed in independent ways. Rather than making use of one kind of outlier 

algorithm, ensembles utilize several algorithms to help in increasing the robustness and 

alleviating the limitation each algorithm can pose if it was individually employed.  

 First ensemble approaches proposed in literature have pertained to classification and 

clustering problems. Ensemble analysis has found a broad attention particularly in the context of 

data mining problems. Ensemble-based approaches for outlier detection are more difficult to be 

employed compared to the classification or clustering domain due to the combination of small 

sample space and its unsupervised nature.  Hence, outliers are hard to be assessed specifically on 

real world data. This is the reason the state of-the-art of ensemble analysis for outlier detection 

has been neglected from the research community and has not been profoundly analyzed in depth. 

 Ensembles methods for outlier detection have inherited from ensemble-based classification 

two major properties of constructing an ensemble namely: accuracy (to be better than random) 

and diversity (to perform different errors in different algorithms) in order to enhance the 

detection process. Diversity is intended to overcome making the same errors due to correlated 

output results. On the other hand, accuracy consists of having high performance detection rate 

and additionally, low false detection rates. The two fundamental criteria for ensemble-based 

methods are necessary and at the same time sufficient. Moreover, referring to the diversity 

condition, if some individual algorithms correlate with each other, then all of them at the same 

time will be wrong for a certain data point leading to an unprofitable process of combining them 

together. If they are different from each other and perform in uncorrelated way, one algorithm 

may be wrong, but the others may perform correctly.  This is the fundamental property ensemble 

analysis provides to outlier detection problems.  
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5.3 Outlier Detection Ensembles methods 

The key principle in order to construct an ensemble with a certain performance is to make use of 

outlier detectors, which generate uncorrelated results. To significantly measure, the correlation 

between the outcomes of individual outlier methods is the crucial step to construct a good 

ensemble. The main idea of combining various results is not only important in ensemble 

clustering, but also even in related approaches such as subspace clustering and alternative 

clustering (Zimek et al, 2013). By transferring the idea of clustering in the outlier detection 

model, it yields in a reasonable improvement compared to individual models. The difference 

between ensemble clustering techniques and ensemble for outlier detection relies on the design 

of ensemble methods for outlier detection. Typically is deemed cumbersome to arrange and to 

employ ensemble analysis for outlier detection purposes. This is due to the quality assessment 

for outlier detection framework, which is particular because outlier detection models do not 

partition, but rank the data. As a result, the combination of outlier detection outcomes calls for 

different methods than the partition scheme explored in the ensemble clustering. 

 Ensemble algorithms can be classified (Aggarwal, 2012) by component independence relying 

on the dependence of different components if they do depend on one another. In classification, 

when different components of the ensemble are not independent, this can boost the problem, by 

executing specific component depending on the result of preceding executions: 

 Sequential ensembles are composed of a certain algorithm or a set of algorithms, which 

are executed sequentially, so that the application in the future can be affected from the 

prior applications. The outcome is a weighted combination of the result of the last 

application. Referring to classification domain, boosting methods pertain to the 

classification of sequential ensembles. 

 Independent ensembles refer to several algorithms, which are employed in a complete 

data or in some portion of the data. The selection is performed independently from the 

results provided from different algorithm applications. Moreover, the outcomes from 

different algorithms are aggregated in order to achieve outliers that are considered more 

robust. 

 

Another kind of classification of ensemble methods is based on component type (Aggarwal, 

2012). Individual components of ensembles are determined in terms of their data and model 

choice. The underlying principle is to select a subset of data or to select a particular algorithm. 

The classification in terms of component type is linked to the classification of component 

independence. For this reason, data-centered ensembles are typically sequential while in model-

centered they are generally independent. 

 Inducement of diversity in ensemble framework can be performed from various directions. 

Diversity can be significantly induced by choosing different algorithms. Constructing an 

ensemble from various individual algorithms apparently is the most popular and attractive 

direction. Mixing different outcomes into a single outlier detection result can lead to disclosing 
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many kinds of different outliers. Another major source for increasing diversity is 

parameterization (adjusting various parameters such as number of neighbors and distance 

functions). Referring to k- parameter in kNN-based algorithms, it is assumed the score 

distribution and some simple variance based on rescaling can stay still. Generally, they do not 

improve so much from the results of an individual outlier.  

 This method is not a good idea for constructing an effective ensemble as long as the model 

can be unstable. On the other hand, by differentiating the distance function can be obtained 

diversity to some extent, specifically when diverse paradigm-based parameters of distance are 

chosen. Different distance metrics can affect and increase significantly the diversity upon the 

datasets. Making use of various distance parameters apparently, it can be more suitable for 

inducing diversity however; some distance measures can experience a high dependence from the 

dataset.  

 Data preprocessing and projection are specifically used in (Breiman, 1996), and the 

employment of sub sampling in a data set is proposed in (Zimek et al, 2012). There are variants 

of algorithms that pertain to some families of algorithms yelding similar results. LOF (Breunig et 

al, 2000) and LoOP (Kriegel et al, 2009) can generate similar results. However, combining 

families of algorithms, local methods and global algorithm methods, can potentially generate and 

discover different kinds of outlier, thus obtaining an effective ensemble algorithm.  

 Using similarity measures requires choosing weights for outlier detection. It is shown 

experimentally by (Schubert, 2013) that considerable outcomes can be provided when using the 

union of all top-k ranked objects as initial outlier set. The experiments have provided evidence 

that unpruned ensembles made of a large number of detectors obtain a performance in between 

the average and the best ensemble member. Therefore, it is not recommended to use all the 

outlier detectors been proposed in the literature, but it is deemed appropriate to use only the ones, 

which can discover various outlying activities. 

 Usually, greedy methods are focused on the design of a good evaluation measure. There is 

little attention paid to the fundamental drawback of greedy methods; they can easily fall into the 

local optima caused by inadequate starting points. Regarding greedy ensemble selection 

problem, the initial sub ensemble is always empty in forward search. The first component added 

is selected according to an evaluation measure, while in backward search, the initial sub-

ensemble is the full original ensemble. Additionally, the first component removed is also chosen 

on the basis of an evaluation measure. However, these starting points are not guaranteed to be the 

appropriate ones. Moreover, in greedy methods, each step is a pure greedy step and never 

considered back. In forward search, in each step the algorithm greedily adds a new classifier into 

the sub-ensemble, and once a classifier has been added, the following steps will never consider 

removing it. This characteristic is not beneficial for the algorithm to jump out of the local 

optima, if the algorithm happens to fall into them.  
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5.4 Stochastic Local Search Methods     

Stochastic Local Search (SLS) are methods carried out to find solutions for combinatorial 

optimization problems (Hoos & Stützle, 2005). These methods have experienced an 

unprecedented attention because they resemble the way human conducts problem solving tasks, 

and more importantly, they inspired by human behavior. The SLS algorithms can perform well 

on hard problems; in addition, they are simple and can be implemented smoothly in a variety of 

optimization problems. SLS are known for their robustness, thus making them very appealing for 

real-world tasks. One other property that makes these SLS methods very preferable to the 

research community is alleviating and facilitating the explorative approach related to the 

algorithm design. This is the reason they are regarded as the most thriving approaches 

particularly in the artificial intelligence area. 

 In this section, we are going to discuss some of the most prominent approaches that pertain to 

the family of Stochastic Local Search. Therefore, we are justifying the reason why we want to 

combine the concepts of Stochastic Local Search with greedy ensemble approaches. 

 

5.4.1 Simulated Anneling 

Simulated Anneling was introduced for the first time from (Kirkpatrick et al, 1983). It is 

motivated by the real world phenomenon just like the annealing of the solids. Anneling is a 

physical process that occurs when a solid is melted and it is associated to cooling the solid very 

gradually, so that, it can be yielded in perfect crystals. In order to come up with a perfect crystal 

structure, it is recommended that the cooling process to be done very carefully and slowly. 

Therefore, the crystal should be modeled with the minimum of energy dubbed as the ground 

state.  

 The simulated anneling approach borrows some concepts from the physical process and 

implements them in the domain of stochastic local search.  The candidate component of the 

problem is related to the state of the physical system. The global solution is related to the ground 

state of the physical solid. This algorithm initializes from a random solution candidate. Then, a 

neighbor s is randomly chosen again. Subsequently, a criteria is determined corresponding to the 

temperature parameter.  One criterion is the probabilistic choice according to the Metropolis 

constraint, which consists of T parameter analogous with the temperature of the physical system. 

While cooling the solid, the temperature is tuned based on a given annealing schedule. Simulated 

Anneling can perform several criteria for termination such as: the acceptance ratio and accepted 

steps. The simulated anneling process is  deemed accomplished when the accepted ratio do not 

fall below a threshold, in other words, when there is no better candidate than the previous one. 

 

5.4.2 Tabu Search 

Tabu search is a common Stochastic Local Approach, which utilizes aspects of the previous 

search. In other words, rather than using random or probability techniques, it makes use of the 
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search procedure memory. Tabu Search addresses the problem of local optima differentially 

compared with other SLS methods. It performs the best improvement strategy for choosing the 

best solution neighbor of the actual candidate in every iterating step. This SLS method does not 

allow points to be visited for the second time. This method forbids and discards any search that 

can guide to previously visited candidates. 

 

5.4.3 Dynamic Local Search 

Dynamic Local Search (DSL) encompasses a different SLS method, which aims to escape the 

local optima. It modifies the evaluation function when a local optima has occurred in order to 

facilitate upcoming improvements. This algorithm relies on assigning penalty weights to 

individual components of the solutions.  The components weights conclude how much these 

component affect on the evaluation function estimation. When local search encounters any local 

optima, the penalty weight of this candidate solution is increased. This can bring to a 

deterioration of candidate‘s evaluation function. When it becomes larger than the value of 

evaluation function of the neighbors then, an improving move is performed. Under this concept, 

it can be established many local search methods, which are regarded as dynamic local searches. 

The key principle of this method is to discover local optima that can be changed dynamically. 

The altered evaluation is yielded from penalties set to the solution components.  

 Firstly, the penalty weights are determined to be zero and by each step, they can be 

incremented after each iterating process. The update procedure is of paramount importance to the 

DSL approach because it determines how efficient this approach can be. DSL methods differ 

from each other if the penalty update is conducted adding each of weights or by multiplication. 

The modification is normalized by a constant, which can take into consideration the values of the 

evaluation function. 

 

5.4.4 Iterated Local Search 

One of the easiest mechanisms for making iterative improvement and not being stuck in the local 

optima is the Iterative Local Search. The underlying principle of iterated local search is to use 

two kinds of stochastic local search procedure: a SLS for finding the local optima and the other 

to escape it in the most effective way possible. This method is introduced for the first time from 

(Lourenc et al, 2002). This SLS method can use interchangeably the two steps in order to 

undertake the navigation in the space of local optima when an evolution function is available. 
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Figure 5.1: The local optimum. Hoos and Stutzle, 2005) 

 

5.4.5 Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure   

Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) (Resende & Ribeiro, 1995)   is an 

iterative procedure made of two major steps namely, greedy construction and local search step. It 

initiates from an empty candidate solution and after every step adds the best solution, which is 

assumed the best solution due to the heuristic selection function. Moreover, the local search step 

performs investigation of the neighborhood until a local good solution is found from the 

algorithm. GRASP consists of an iterative method where its two phases are been iterated until a 

stopping factor appears to be accomplished. Finally, when the best solution or the best choice is 

taken, the other is discarded, and this decision cannot be revised. 

 GRASP encompasses a standard approach for figuring out high quality solutions.  It is a 

hybrid search method and outperforms the previous simple SLS methods. It starts with a greedy 

construction phase, which helps in finding the best candidate solution, and then when the 

perturbative local search phase reaches the local optimum, it is much more easily to escape it.  

This yields to higher-quality candidate to be disclosed.  The downside of greedy construction 

phase is to obtain candidate solutions with a low degree of diversity. GRASP attempts to 

alleviate this shortcoming by randomizing the construction method in order to yield a substantial 

variety of good starting points on behalf of perturbative local search step.  

 In this section, it is outlined the GRASP algorithm and described in detail. The first candidate 

solution s is obtained by utilizing the procedure of construction.  After having the first candidate, 

local search is performed in order to improve the candidate solution. In other words, the entire 

process is composed of two major procedures: the construction phase and the local search, which 

are iterated as far as a condition is accomplished. 

  If we compare the greedy heuristic approach with GRASP, we identify that GRASP does not 

require the solution to be the best with the maximal properties. On the contrary, it picks in 

random way components, which have been considered to be the best from all the highly ranked 

solutions components. This step constitutes the creation of the restricted candidate list (RCL). 
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After every construction step, RCL is created and is selected one component candidate from 

RCL by performing the randomization process. RCL can be obtained according to two major 

criteria: the cardinality restriction and the value restriction. In the cardinality restriction, the 

selection in RCL is made by choosing the k best ranked candidates. 

 

 
 

Algorithm 5.1: Algorithm outline of GRASP metaheuristics for optimization problems (Resende & 

Ribeiro, 1995)    

 

Algorithm 5.1: a) Pseudo Code of Construction Phase (Resende & Ribeiro, 1995)    
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Algorithm 5.1: b) Pseudo Code of Local Phase (Resende & Ribeiro, 1995)    

At every iteration of the construction phase, a set of candidates is created by all elements that can 

be incorporated into the partial solution. Next elements are added if they fall under the 

requirements of greedy evaluation function. Evaluating these elements leads to establishing of 

the restricted candidate list (RCL), which is composed of the best solution candidates. The 

greedy aspect in this phase relies when implementing the element in the solution resulting in the 

smallest incremental cost. After creating RCL, one element from RCL is selected randomly in 

order to be incorporated into the partial solution. Subsequently, the candidate list is updated and 

incremental costs are evaluated.  

 However, the construction phase can obtain candidate solutions that can be not be optimal, 

therefore, it is performed the second phase dubbed as local search aiming to enhance the 

solutions of the construction phase.  The underlying idea that associates the local search phase 

consists of an iterative procedure, which substitutes the actual solution with a better solution that 

can be found in current solution‘s neighborhood. This phase reaches the termination point when 

not discovering any better solution from neighbors.  In order for the local search to be effective, 

this procedure can depend from many components such as the neighborhood structure, 

neighborhood search techniques, fast evaluation of the cost function and the quality of starting 

points. 

 GRASP has gained a significant attention from various research communities because of its 

convenience in the implementing process. Two crucial parameters to be set before executing the 

procedure are the stopping criterion and the quality of elements that make up the restricted 

candidate list. The stopping criterion is defined from the number of iterations known as 

Max_Iteration. 

 

5.5 Analysis of Greedy Ensemble Outlier Detection Algorithm 

In order to make sense of what our approach consist of, it is crucial to explore in depth the 

greedy ensemble algorithm introduced from (Schubert, 2013). The author claimed that according 

to systematic experiments, this simple greedy ensemble appeared to perform pretty well. In 
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addition, he provided insights for future improvement of his approach. It is of benefit that 

advancement in this direction will yield to enhanced greedy ensemble methods. 

  Briefly, we are going to explain every step of greedy algorithm. First, it is selected a union K 

of data points from a set of individual outlier detectors. Moreover, it is created a target vector 

that assigns 1 for an object, which is in the K union of objects and 0 whether it does not belong 

to the union K of the top-k outliers. Moreover, the ensemble is initialized with the algorithm, 

which has the most similar output results with the target vector. After it has found out the best 

outlier detector for providing good accuracy, it is time to incorporate diversity.  

Diversity is induced by sorting the remained outlier detectors in the decreasing order of being 

less similar to the target vector. When the new algorithm is included in the list of detectors of 

greedy ensemble, testing and execution is performed in order to compare the results. If greedy 

ensemble together with the new added algorithm performs better, let‘s say, closer to the target 

vector, then, this algorithm is kept and the list is updated. Otherwise, the algorithm is discarded, 

and this decision will never be reconsidered. At each step of the algorithm, detectors are selected 

and then evaluated. If it is deemed appropriate to keep it, then the list goes reordered, else the 

detector is discarded. This procedure is conducted in order to find the best configuration of 

outlier detectors, whose results are closer to the target vector. This step underlies the greediness 

property of the approach. All the steps of greedy algorithm are reflected in the algorithm outline 

as below (Schubert, 2013): 
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Algorithm 5.2: Greedy Ensemble Construction Algorithm (Schubert, 2013) 

 

5.6 Randomizing Greedy Ensemble with GRASP 

This dissertation aims to combine GRASP procedure and to implement it in the heuristic greedy 

ensemble approach. Our strategy consists of modifying the heuristic greedy approach in order to 

to increase its level of diversity and detection rate. We had this idea based on the judgment that 

the best outlier results sometimes do not lead to the best outcomes. It happens that while 

searching for the best result, it may only find out just the local maximum data point, but not the 

global maximum of the whole dataset. Therefore, in order to escape the local maxima, we need 

to employ randomization techniques into the greedy ensemble approach. Moreover, we need to 

employ some randomness attributes in order to provide the best solution and to detect more 

positive outliers than the previous heuristic greedy ensemble. By carrying out randomization 

techniques, we make sure that the search will continue in a random starting point. We have 

conceptualized that this kind of methodology can lead to a substantial increase of diversity. 
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  In practice, we have induced randomization by modifying the pseudo code and incorporating 

GRASP procedure into the greedy ensemble algorithm. At the same time, we have implemented 

this adjustment in the code of greedy ensemble construction in ELKI Data Mining Framework. 

We have utilized Netbeans java interface IDE in order to modify the code. In java, the class of 

GraspEnsemble represents the randomization procedure 

 We set a probability ɑ, and according to this probability are going to be selected or to be 

chosen randomly the remaining outlier detectors. After selecting a random algorithm, we tested 

and ran the greedy ensemble with the new added detector. Empirical results showed that outputs 

are diversified and new kinds of outliers not discovered before were captured from our 

randomized greedy ensemble approach. Therefore, we foster that deploying randomization 

techniques in the greedy ensemble will contribute in identifying and capturing new malicious 

data points in various compromised systems. 

 

5.7 Design of Randomized Greedy Ensemble with GRASP 

The algorithm that we have designed is based on the greedy ensemble heuristic approach 

algorithm (Schubert, 2013). We have combined the pure greedy algorithm with GRASP 

procedure in order to increase diversity and obtain improved various outlier results. GRASP 

procedure has been integrated in the greedy ensemble algorithm; the existing algorithm has 

incorporated the simple function of random and it lacks having a deep randomization like 

GRASP procedure.  

The logic and the design are illustrated through the algorithm pseudo-code. We have dubbed 

this class as GraspEnsemble.java.  One parameter added from the GRASP perspective is the   

parameter, which is a value aiming to determine the probability that outlier detectors can be 

chosen. Based on the parameter, it is build upon the restricted candidate list (RCL). This list 

contains the best outlier detector results and can be updated repeatedly from the randomized 

GRASP procedure. After the list has been created, our algorithm can call the results of the 

procedure, which contains the results of detectors. Below in the algorithm 5.3, our strategy is 

described step by step by highlighting the part of the pseudo-code added and altered comparing 

to the previous greedy ensemble algorithm.  

In the beginning, our novel algorithm is similar to greedy ensemble approach. Therefore, our 

approach is initiated from a set I of single outlier algorithms results chosen for outlier detection 

purposes. The number n denotes the number of the algorithms. The size of the dataset is given 

along with the factor of  , which represents the ratio between the expected outliers with desired 

outlier rate.  Given this constraint, a parameter K is selected referring to the top-k data points of 

each instance of the I set of individual detectors results. Here, the criterion that must be met 

is:     . After stating these limitations, a target vector t is created with binary values where 

the vector assigns a 1 when items fall in the K-set and otherwise, it assigns 0 when the items do 

not pertain in the K-set of outliers. Based on the target vector, it is build also the weighted vector 
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denoted as   according to the distance measures that incorporate the weights respectively: 
 

    
       

 

 (     )
.  

First, the ensemble is equal to  . Afterward, the ensemble is initiated with the best outlier 

algorithm results, which are most similar to the target vector. This algorithm is supposed to be 

the best one based on its similar results with the target vector.  For every    , we compare the 

distances between the elements of   with the elements of   with the weights of elements of E (the 

set of ensemble) with the target vector  . Due to the fact E     , the distance (   ) is   .  

Therefore, the condition is fulfilled; the set E has the value of the best outlier detector:  * +. 

The current prediction of E is    :       where    denotes the results of the highest similar 

outlier detector with the target vector. 

The next step, which again is similar to greedy heuristic approach, is to order the remaining 

set of I in the decreasing order with the highest similarity with the already existing ensemble E = 

  . Since     , we initialize the   with the first element which experience the lowest level of 

similarity with the existing ensemble; let‘s say   . The current prediction will become      

        .  In this step, the result is yielded to take the outcome of the most similar algorithm 

to the target vector. Hence, if the condition      (          )      (         )  is verified the 

ensemble prediction becomes        and   *     +    * + . The next step consists of 

reordering the list according to the decreasing similarity of the set of I by comparing it with the 

existing ensemble aka   *     +. 

 In this phase of the algorithm, we introduce our idea of combining this pseudo code with 

GRASP procedure. The explanation of Greedy_Randomized_Construction (        )  starts 

with initializing a new set of solutions, which will represent the value that the procedure turns to 

the main program. The set of solutions is initialized with   . Another set to be initialized is the 

set of candidates. We initialize the set C of candidates with the set of outlier detectors results, 

hence: C ← I.     represents the incremental cost of incorporating the new element   in the set of 

solutions, which is currently building; respectively      is referred as the smallest incremental 

cost and the      as the largest incremental cost. We evaluate the incremental costs   ( ) for 

every    . The while loop is initiated when the     and the following criteria: 

         * ( )    +                (5.1) 

         * ( )    +               (5.2) 

 

Furthermore, we build a list called RCL (restricted candidate list) composed of elements where 

   . In addition, together with the RCL is associated along one key parameter of threshold 

denoted as   ranging from [0, 1]. The RCL is created from every feasible element pertaining to  

    , which can be incorporated in a partial solution as below: 

 

 ( )  ,           (         )-           (5.3) 
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In terms of   parameter, when    : we are dealing with a pure greedy ensemble which is 

looking for the best solution in every single step; while when     the ensemble is considered 

pure random; it searches for random solutions. The   parameter is responsible for determining 

the degree of greediness and randomness in our randomized greedy ensemble approach. 

Let‘s turn our attention to the explanation of our algorithm design. We select an element 

from the set of RCL in a random fashion. In this case, the solution becomes the value: 

                  * + .  The element selected randomly is removed from the RCL. 

Furthermore, the set of C is updated without the aforementioned element, where the solution 

takes the value of the element being removed. The next step consists of reevaluating the maximal 

costs of all the remaining elements or candidates in the   where  ( )   . 

The loop is iterated and repeated until the list of candidates   becomes empty:    . In the 

end of the loop, the procedure turns the solution value, the list of I, constructed in the form of the 

RCL. This is the construction of RCL list. After going through the procedure and the restricted 

candidate list, the main program continues at the line of the loop while. In this case, the value of 

   is initialized with the value obtained from the Greedy_ Randomized_ Procedure. Therefore, 

the value of   becomes: 

 

                               (        )                      (5.4) 

 

The   is initialized with the very first element of the RCL list, which result is obtained from the 

aforementioned procedure:    . Furthermore, the prediction is      * +  It is continually 

repeated the condition that if     ( )(   t) <     ( )(    t) is true, then the       . Moreover, 

the remained set of outlier detector results   is reordered according to the decreasing degree of 

similarity compared to the existing ensemble   . The loop is iterated until the moment the set of 

  gets empty:       . Additionally, the ensemble is completed with the results of outlier 

detectors. 

This is the last step, which represents the end of our novel approach aiming to increase 

diversity through inducing randomness by creating the restricted candidate list borrowed from 

the grasp perspective. 
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Data:   individual outlier detection results 

Data:   data set size 

Data:   expected / desired outlier rate 

Data:     ,   - 

Data:      

/* Compute preliminary outlier set:  

K :=        top-k(i) with k minimal such that |K|    ; 

/* Compute target and weight vectors:  

t := {tx := 1 if x   }; 

 :={ x   = 
 

    
  if x    otherwise  

 

 (     )
}; 

/* Initial ensemble - choose most similar result:  

 E :=  ; 

for       do 

 |  if       (   )       (   ) then   * +; 

end 

       

 /* Greedy ensemble construction:  

pE := current prediction of  ; 

sort   by decreasing diversity to  ; 

   remove first from  ; 

    prediction of E  {i}; 
 

if       (    )       (    ) then  

     E:= EU {i}; 

     pE:= pi; 

     /* Optional: update t, K  

          sort I by decreasing diversity to p; 

end 
 

while      do        

         Greedy_Randomized_Construction(α, Seed,I); 

         remove first from  ; 

         prediction of E  {i}; 
 

     if       (    )       (    ) then 

          E := EU {i}; 

          pE := pi; 
 

          /* Optional: update t, K  
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          sort I by decreasing diversity to p; 

      end 

end 
 

return E 

procedure Greedy_Randomized_Construction(α, Seed,I) 

   Solution ←  ; 

   Initialize the candidate set: C ← I; 

   Evaluate the incremental cost c(i) for all i   C; 

   while C     do 

      cmin ← min{c(i) | i   C}; 

      cmax ← max{c(i) | i   C}; 

     RCL ← {i   C | c(i) ≤ cmin + α(cmax − cmin)}; 

     Select an element s from the RCL at random; 

     Solution ← Solution   {s}; 

     Update the candidate set C; 

     Reevaluate the incremental costs c(i) for all i   C; 

 end; 

              return Solution; 

 end Greedy_Randomized_Construction 

Algorithm 5.3: Randomized Greedy Ensemble Construction Algorithm 

 

5.7 Summary 

This chapter encompassed the fundamental idea underlying the entire dissertation. It profoundly 

explained the logic and theoretical background upon which our idea is founded. 

 A key principle for constructing an ensemble with a certain performance is to make use of 

ensemble outlier detectors, which generate uncorrelated results. The difference between 

ensemble clustering techniques and ensemble for outlier detection relies design issues that 

ensemble method for outlier detection pose. Hence, it is considered cumbersome to arrange and 

to employ ensemble analysis for outlier detection purposes because of quality assessment for 

outlier detection frameworks, which is different because outlier detection models do not partition 

data, but instead they rank data. Therefore, the combination of outlier detection outcomes calls 

for different methods rather than partition schemes explored in ensemble clustering. 

 This chapter, after exploring some of the most compelling approaches of Stochastic Local 

Search (SLS), it focused specifically in GRASP approach pertaining to the group of Stochastic 

Local Search. GRASP algorithm is composed of two principal phases namely, the construction 
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phase and the local search phase. In order to make sense of what our approach consist of, this 

chapter has examined in depth the greedy ensemble approach and its algorithm outline.  Authors 

claimed that according to experiments, the simple greedy ensemble appeared to perform pretty 

well.  That approach lacked in terms of diversity, therefore, this chapter justified the motivation 

behind constructing an ensemble for outlier detection purposes by increasing its randomization 

and its diversity, as well. 

 The proposed framework is based on the combination of greedy ensemble algorithm with the 

randomization procedure GRASP borrowed from the Stochastic Local Search in order to 

increase the diversity of the algorithm by obtaining various outlier results.  One parameter that is 

included from GRASP perspective is the   parameter, which is a value that determines the 

probability of choosing an outlier detector. Due to this parameter  , it is built the restricted 

candidate list (RCL). This list contains the best outlier detector results. In addition, it can be 

updated repeatedly from the randomized grasp procedure. After the list has been created, it can 

be called the result into the main program, which constitutes the values of the outlier results of 

the detectors. The value obtained from the GRASP procedure can be altered due to the local 

search, hence can be found a better-diversified result. The pseudo code is implemented in Java 

language in ELKI data mining platform, which is specifically employed for outlier detection 

tasks.  
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Chapter 6 

Experimental Evaluation 

6.1 Overview 

This chapter is dedicated to the experimental phase we have carried out in order to make sense 

and to witness that the optimization incorporated into the greedy ensemble algorithm with by 

GRASP can yield to enhancement in terms of detection rate. Our experiments started with 

running the heuristic greedy ensemble and the next step was executing our novel randomized 

greedy ensemble by trying various outlier algorithms, in addition, matching and comparing 

results.  

 Finally, we have witnessed an increase in performance and detection rate from our novel 

algorithm when comparing to the greedy ensemble. We have utilized ELKI Data Mining 

Framework, which is open source software based in JAVA and very appropriate for the scope of 

our research. ELKI provides data indexing structure, thus achieving a substantial increase in the 

performance gain of algorithms. It is designed for comparing and evaluating various algorithms 

in terms of precision and recall. Furthermore, its scope is to enable fair benchmarking of a 

variety of data mining algorithms.  

 

6.2 Experimental Setting 

In the experimental phase, we have followed many various scenarios by incorporating various 

distance functions, algorithms and neighborhood sizes. Afterward, we have compared the results 

generated our random ensemble with the previous existing greedy ensemble. 

 

6.2.1 Distance Measures 

There are several of distance measures carried out for outlier detection purposes. One method to 

perform experiments in order to highlight the performance enhancement of a specific greedy 

ensemble is to run an experiment with various distance measures such as: Manhattan (L1) and 

Euclidian distance (L2). The Euclidean distance is one of the most fundamental members of 

Minkowski family of distance functions. Another distance metric that might be utilized for 

disclosing the improvement of our algorithm can be the cosine distance dubbed as invcos. 

 These distance measures can be incorporated as primary distances in order to constitute as a 

base for the estimation of the secondary similarities. Sincos distance can be employed as a first 

distance measure, and then, we can evaluate and put aside the performance of the second 

distance metric to make sense whether the attribute of accuracy is strengthened. Subsequently, 

several strategies of constructing distance metrics can be found based on the similarity measures. 

However, the way of constructing distance measures does not influence the ranking of top k-
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outliers. In addition, to deal with data experincing spatial temporal features, researchers have 

come up with more specific distance metrics for estimating the best match of the event. 

Moreover, there are distance metrics that are strong against data and can incorporate noise data. 

Hence, these metrics are not applicable for indexing methods.  

 In general, distance function norms and metrics are principles used extensively in statistics. 

A metric, a distance measure or a function is regarded as synonyms d: X      (Schubert, 

2013). When it comes to the norm, it is defined mathematically as d: X R.. Logically a norm 

can estimate how long a vector can be, while the distance function is the difference of lengths of 

the vector. Most of the distance functions on vector spaces are determined by a norm. Metrics 

and norms have almost the same attributes. The distance functions evoked by norms have some 

characteristic that are exploited in everyday use.  

 In the data mining field are used the pseudo metric on raw set of data. Therefore, any pseudo 

metric can evoke a measure on the equivalence classes, and this is more than enough. There are 

dissimilarity metrics that do not accomplish the inequality triangle (Vlachos et al, 2002). 

Subsequently, they are dubbed as distance functions. Nevertheless, the robust noise can go 

against the triangle inequality.  As a principle, a distance metric can be conceptualized as 

followes (Schubert, 2013): A distance function is a function d: X     that is non-negative 

and symmetric. 

 A pseudo metric is a distance function where X     that additionally satisfies the 

triangle inequality. While a norm is referred to a function d:     that can satisfy all the 

properties and can induce a homogenous metric. The Lp-Norms Minkowski is a category of 

norms that is composed of the most well known distance functions such as the Euclidean norm 

(L2) and the Manhattan norm L1. These distance measures are described by the relations below:  

                                                         (   )  (∑        
 

 )
 

 ⁄                                         (6.1) 

when the p parameter is taken as 2 and 1,  then there are provided the following formulas: 

(the Euclidean distance) 

                                 (   )  √∑ (     )                                                        (6.2) 

(Manhattan distance) 

                                                            (   )  √∑                                                  (6.3) 

 

These distance functions are induced by the   norm as below: 

                                                         (   )     (   )                                                   (6.4) 
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                                                   ( )  (∑    
 

  )
 

 ⁄                                       (6.5) 

The Lp(v) aims to measure the length of the vector v. The Euclidean distance function is 

associated with the root mean square, in contrary, the Manhattan metric is linked to the 

arithmetic mean.  However, when the Lp is smaller than 1, this metric will not comply with the 

triangle of inequality (Aggarwal et al, 2001), (François, 2007).      

 

6.2.2 Weighted Distance functions 

The Squared Euclidean Weighted Person Correlation is part of the Weighted Distance Functions 

such as the Minkowski family, which are created according to the implicit assumption that all the 

dimensions are composed by the same scale and magnitude. In many conditions, the dimensions 

may vary in a large scale. This is the key reason for rescaling the data in the preprocessing stage, 

meaning to gather the range or the variance. To rescale the data with a specific factor of     in 

every dimension i is the same as providing weights for the dimensions with Manhattan distance 

function: 

 

    (   )  (∑ (         
 

 )
 

 ⁄  (∑ ( 
 
        

 
 )

 
 ⁄            (6.6) 

 

It might happen that the axis can appear to be not linear scaled, and in addition, more 

fundamental and cumbersome transformations in the preprocessing procedure are required. Some 

of the most successful weighted distances are: 

 

                                                                     (   )  
∑         

∑       
  (6.7) 

 

                                                                         (   )  
∑         

∑     (      )
                   (6.8) 

 

                                               (x, y) = ∑
       

          
                                 (6.9) 

 

                                                    (   )   √
 

 
∑ (

       

          
)      (6.10)   

 

These distance functions can be accounted for weighted variations of the Manhattan distance 

measure. For delving more in depth in the distance functions, it can be consulted the book of 

(Deza, 2006). The distance function can be taken into consideration when is normalized based to 

the length of the vector in which is intersected. While the Canberra distance function can weight 

every dimension with the inverse of the absolute length, the Clark metric is close to Euclidean 

distance like Canberra metric can be similar to Manhattan distance. 
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6.2.3 Cumulative Density Function 

The cumulative density function (cdf) is a very critical component of the scaling mechanism. In 

every data object must be computed the cumulative density function; the most centered  data 

points have the value of 0, the data points in the middle position have a value of 0.5 and the data 

objects located in the edge  are regarded with a value of cdf  equal to 1.   

 We can analyze to what extent a specific outlier score is common by computing distributions. 

The output score is a score produced by the rescaling process and can be utilized in the statistical 

domain. It is of crucial benefit to scrutinize every mechanism in order to evaluate their strength 

and viability for outlier detection purpose.  

 

6.2.4 Jensen-Shannon divergence 

Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) (Fuglede and Flemming, 2004) is a measure used for 

probability distributions, which has a natural Bayesian interpretation.  It consists of a 

symmetrical and smoothing variant comparing to the most of the metrics of divergence in the 

statistical domain: 

 

  
  ( )    

  ( )  ,   -                                     (6.11) 

 

This divergence metric exhibits an increase in popularity. Endres and Schindelin, (2003) have 

published it for the first time. This metric measured convergence in the total variation. 

Furthermore, it has drawn a substantial attention due to interesting results and significant 

theoretical interpretations it generates. The point when the process starts is the observation that 

the   
 ( ) √    is isomorphic to subset of data dubbed as the Hilbert Space. The JSD 

divergence is determined by the incorporation of terms produced by the kernel on R+= [0, ] 

 

  (   )  
 

 
  

  

   
  

 

 
  

  

   
                                  (6.12) 

 

It characterizes the embedding of (R+,√  ) in the Hilbert space. In this case, it is generated a 
 

 
spiral.  A α-spiral in real Hilbert space has the following curve: 

|  (     )   (     ) |         (  )   (  )                             (6.13) 

 

When α = 0, α-spiral turns into helix (Kolmogorov, 1940). The spectral visualization of helix is 

closely related to the structural outcome.  One different perspective regarding the α-spiral can be 

viewed in negative definite kernels.  
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6.2.5 Pearson Distance Function 

Pearson‘s Distance constitutes a correlation distance according to the product-momentum 

correlation Pearson coefficient of two specific vectors randomly chosen. The Pearson distance 

ranges from [0, 2] and estimates the relations among two vectors. 

 

Pearson :(x,y)↦1−Corr(x,y)    (6.14)  

The Pearson correlation distance is determined from the Pearson correlation coefficient   r as 1-r. 

Therefore, when the correlation coefficient falls between [-1, 1], the probable values are deemed 

lying from [0, 2]. The distance between the two vectors will be close to 0. However, if their 

attributes values are correlated in a positive dimension, it will be near to the high edge. 

Regarding the uncorrelated attributes, the distance will be in between [0, 2]. This range is based 

on the weighted dimensions. The mathematical formula of Pearson Correlation measures the 

similarity in shape between two profiles: 

d= 1-r                                                   (6.15) 

where    r = Z(x) ∙Z(y)/n                             (6.16) 

 

And r is the product of the z-scores of the vectors x and y.  The z-score is estimated with the 

mean and its standard deviation from the X. 

 

6.2.6 The Pearson Squared Distance Metric 

The Pearson Squared Distance estimates the similarity in shape, and at the same time, it can 

detect the inverse relationships. The formula for the Pearson Squared distance is: 

d = 1- 2r     (6.17) 

where r is defined above as the Pearson Correlation coefficient 

In general, clustering algorithms can provide significant results by incorporating various distance 

measures. Nevertheless, K-Means algorithm that utilizes Pearson squared distance metric can be 

cumbersome to analyze because of creating centroid plots, which are not clear. Therefore, 

Pearson Square can categorize anti-correlated objects. 

 

 6.2.7 Weighted Pearson Correlation Coefficient  

The Pearson correlation distance encompasses a statistical metric of correlation denoted as linear 

dependence (Schubert, 2013). It is a very meaningful similarity measure for estimating scores 

that need to be calibrated and normalized. The original distance measure is unweighted. 

However, in order to utilize this metric for outlier detection tasks, it is of paramount importance 

to incorporate a weighted covariance, rather than an original covariance. To every object must be 
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assigned a weight and defined the set of all weights. The Weighted Pearson correlation is 

provided in the following relation: 

 

                                                                    (   )   
      (   ) 

  ( )  ( )
     (6.18) 

where the       (   )  denotes the weighted covariance  and     ( )= √    ( )   is the 

weighted standard deviation.  

 In order to provide the classical pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, it is 

practical to substitute the unweighted functions with the weighted ones. Weighted Pearson in 

comparison with Classical Pearson lies between the range of [-1, +1]. The major difference 

between the two variants of Pearson distance measure is that in the weighted one the negative 

correlation yielded in perfect manner     can be attractive for many cases and circumstances. 

On the other hand, the Pearson correlation is not a distance measure. This distance is not 

determined when the vector has the variance 0. In addition, when vectors are normalized by 

utilizing the z-score, it can be similar to the Euclidian distance.  The formula is adjusted as 

below: 

 

√∑ (     )  
    √∑   

 
    ∑      

  
∑     

 
  

= √    ∑      
 
  

          (6.19) 

=√  (   (   ))  

 

 

6.2.8 Kernel Density Estimates (KDE) 

Kernel Density Estimates (KDE) technique is a statistical methodology aiming to determine the 

density of a dataset by selecting one dimensional data sample X = fx1, fx2, fx3… and generally 

experiencing a normalization process: 

                                  ( )  
 

 
∑  (    

 
   )       * (    )     +  (6.20) 

 

where K is the kernel density estimates function that is based on the characteristic: 

 

                                                      ∫  ( )            
  

  
 ( )     (6.21) 

 

 

It may happen that the kernel must allow kernels with various bandwidth for each  hi and gets 

another function: 
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/      *
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/        (Terrell and Scott, 1992)    (6.22) 

 

 

The bandwidth, as a parameter, determines how smooth the density can be when having a small 

bandwidth that may produce more details.  

 
Figure 6.1: The KDE with the Gaussian kernel 

 

The main idea underlying kernel density estimation is making use of Gaussian kernels of 

distinguished width, thus, affecting the result. The overall density is provided from the average 

of single densities. In these cases, an issue arises related to determining the best kernel 

bandwidth. In some cases is too smoothed when it is chosen a large bandwidth. There are two 

categories of kernels: one with infinite support (Gaussian Kernel) and kernels with finite support. 

Infinite support kernel is much cleaner while finite support kernels can lead to computation that 

can be dramatically processed faster (Schubert, 2013) 

 

6.2.9 Evaluation Criteria 

One of the key roles of a distance function is to alleviate and help dividing similar data points.  

When it comes to the mechanism of obtaining similar objects, they relate to points that are 

produced from the same distribution or statistical process, while dissimilar data points are 

regarded as produced from inappropriate means. A particular distance function can be estimated 
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by utilizing the nearest neighbor ranking of all data objects according to a given research. 

Objects being at the top positions of ordered data fall into the same cluster.  

 From the distance function perspective, different dissimilarities functions have distinct 

variety of values. In order to determine the capability of the dissimilarity function, it is suggested 

to calculate Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. This measure has the role to 

compare the true positive rates with false positive rates. The ROC curve is related to the area 

under the curve (AUC). When we come up with an AUC with a value of 1.0, we deal with a 

perfect discrimination, in other words, all the related objects are ordered in front of the remaining 

data points. On the other hand, an AUC equal to 0.5 shows a total luck of discriminative 

capability. Moreover, an AUC less than 0.5 specifies that we are dealing with reversed ordering. 

Both, these two metrics the ROC and AUC comprise an overview for every data points being 

queried. When ROC and AUC are produced for every data point both metrics, it is possible to 

utilize the AUC mean value and the standard deviation in order to assign the quality for a 

specific distance measure. Nevertheless, it is expected to have a good discrimination of the 

points near the center of the cluster for many distance measures. In order to produce readable 

graphs, the ROC AUC values are based on their center value.  

 

6.2.10 ROC Curves  

One key drawback of most of the classical outlier detection approaches is utilizing strategies that 

neglect the current outlier scores. Some data points can be certainly outliers, some other may 

exhibit only some features of being outliers. The score as a factor aims to describe to what extent 

a data object can be regarded as outlier. The low score is assigned to the data points that are one 

hundred percent non- outlier. However, there are some other data points that can appear to have a 

specific level of outlier-ness. In addition, it can be found various kinds of outliers in the same 

dataset, which cannot be relevant.   

 One evaluation that can be utilized is the precision metric that observes only the first k 

outliers, where the k parameter is entitled for describing the number of known outliers. This 

number can be defined for a result R as: 

 

 Precision @k(R):=|Top-k(R)                           (6.23) 

 

This is a difficult way of evaluation because outliers happen to be in a rare fashion comparing to 

other data objects that follow the same mechanism. Subsequently, two consecutive outliers may 

happen to have the same score. In this circumstance, the problem that arises is how to order 

them. In particular, it does not make any difference because the error can happen at the start or at 

the end of the top-k elements. This can be alleviated by not only considering the parameter k, but 

also the area under the curve created by the precision characteristic dubbed as the average 

precision. 

 ROC-Receiver Operating Characteristic comprises a key evaluation method for assessing 

outlier detection methods.  This strategy has been carried out extensively from the data mining 
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research community (Spackman, 1989) and (Provost and Fawcett, 1997). ROC curve is 

generated by creating the characteristic and the relationship between false positive rates and true 

positive rates. The curve takes starts from the (0, 0) point and finishes at the point (1, 1) by 

processing all the positive and negative data. 

 ROC is deemed optimal when the ROC arc initiates at (0, 0) and goes to the (0, 1) and then 

follows up to the (1, 1). First, it starts with the positive instance and secondly with the negative 

instance. The worst case happens when ROC curvature indicates that the performance of the 

algorithm or the strategy is not appropriate. In this case, the corresponding ROC characteristic is 

close to the diagonal. This is based on the fact that true positive and false positive rates can 

experience a dramatic increase ranking order. Furthermore, for helping in estimating and making 

sense of the area under ROC, a factor or score called AUC is specified. If we are dealing with an 

ideal algorithm that has yielded all the outliers occurring in the first place, the score of AUC will 

definitively have a value of 1.0. Another random outcome can get the score of 0.5. On the other 

hand, results that seem to be under the threshold of 0.5 can cause problems in analyzing and 

comprehending this output. This occurrence can identify an issue that the mechanism for 

detecting outliers is not the appropriate one when data objects are ranked in the reverse order.  

Logically the AUC comprises an average arithmetical of the positive rates (Hanley and McNeil, 

1982). 

 

                
                    

    ( )
               *            ( )       ( )   (6.24) 

  0 other wise 

 

The AUC score specifies the likelihood of the object to be correctly ranked. Therefore, the result 

0.5 can be interpreted as random ordering. The ROC curve evaluation does not exploit the actual 

outlier scores, only the ranking generated from the scores of each data point. Subsequently, the 

problem that arises when data objects are assigned to the same score can be solved by processing 

simultaneously generated characteristic.    

 This assessment mechanism is perfectly appropriate for dealing with outlier detection tasks 

because of relying on true and false positives rates.  An outlier will exhibit a bigger step than 

inliers. ROC curves can be smooth when comprising a challenge to improve the prior ROC 

curves by considering scores (Klement et al, 2011). Schubert (2012) pointed out that this ROC 

can experience significant drawbacks in case when the point in the middle is not at the point 

(0.5). Therefore, this method is not applicable in some specific issues in the outlier detection 

area. 
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6.3 Experimental Results 

6.3.1 Experiment -1 Combining various scores and algorithms 

The first experiment conducted in order to investigate our novel approach is building the 

randomized greedy ensemble with GRASP procedure. This experiment is composed of two 

major phases namely: computing the ensemble members with various algorithms with different 

neighborhood size of k and building the ensemble by combining the results of individual 

algorithms into one output file. We have invoked and executed the greedy ensemble approach 

through command line, as it is more detailed and meaningful; thus, it is easier for configuring 

various parameters through batch files. 

 

6.3.1.1 Computing the ensemble members 

The first phase of our first experiment comprises computing the ensemble members. This part 

will calculate and build a mixed matrix by making use of ComputeKNNOutlierScores class, 

which is provided from ELKI java code and it is positioned in the package of greedy ensemble 

dubbed as de.lmu.ifi.dbs.elki.application.greedyensemble.  In this class, many mandatory or 

optional parameters can be found. For this experiment, the crucial parameters to be executed 

through the following batch file are given below. This experiment is executed through the 

command line: 

 

java -jar elki-0.6.5-SNAPSHOT.jar 

"de.lmu.ifi.dbs.elki.application.greedyensemble.ComputeKNNOutlierScores" -dbc.in "mouse.csv" ^ 

-startk 3 ^ 

-stepk 2 ^ 

-maxk 30 ^ 

-app.out "D:\doktoratura\DISSERATATION\Elki\elki\elki\target\tmp\mouse-results2.ascii" ^ 

-algorithm.distancefunction colorhistogram.HistogramIntersectionDistanceFunction ^ 

-db.index tree.spatial.rstarvariants.rstar.RStarTreeFactory ^ 

-verbose 

 

The dataset utilized in all our experiments is the mouse dataset disposed from ELKI website. 

This dataset is created and updated frequently. Furthermore, it encompass artificial tests cases 

that researchers have used in internal unit testing. Mouse dataset is created for experimental 

purposes and there are distinct mouse dataset for different algorithms. The output file generated 

from the first part of the experiment is composed of the algorithms‘ output per line: k-NN, k-

NN-Weighted, LOF, Simplified-LOF, LOOP, LDOF for respectively parameters of k=3, 5, 7, 9, 

11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29. This phase puts a score 0 or 1 for every data point and in 

the end a unified score for all the data points that are placed in the input file of the dataset. The 

aim of the first part of this experiment is to calculate and to make use of various outlier detection 

algorithms, which are based in the k-Nearest Neighbor concept such as the mechanisms: k-NN, 
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k-NN-Weighted, LOF, Simplified-LOF, LOOP, LDOF. The histogram intersection distance is 

chosen as the distance function parameter. This step is expected to take a lot of time, as it is 

determined to have a time complexity of   (     ) order of magnitude. 

  

6.3.1.2 Building the Randomized Greedy Ensemble algorithm 

In the second phase of our first experiment, we have utilized the output of the first part as an 

input dataset for the second part of the experiment and conducted similarity evaluation into it.  

The output of the previous part cannot be carried out for detecting outliers into the dataset. 

Therefore, the evaluation process and thorough comparisons will be undertaken from the main 

class of this project, GreedyEnsembleExperiment class. In this class, we have adjusted and 

altered the previous code by adding the new code into ELKI. We have changed the random 

sample procedure in this class and substituted with the GraspEnsemble class designed and 

written accordingly for this experiment. Therefore, we compare the results of the existing greedy 

ensemble with the results of our novel approach, which is created by incorporating the GRASP 

procedure into the GreedyEnsembleExperiment class. In the second part of the experiment, it is 

read and processed the output of the previous part of the experiment through running the 

following batch file: 

 

java-jarelki-0.6.5-SNAPSHOT.jar 

"de.lmu.ifi.dbs.elki.application.greedyensemble.GreedyEnsembleExperiment" ^ -dbc.in 

"D:\doktoratura\DISSERATATION\Elki\elki\elki\target\tmp\mouse-results2.ascii" ^ 

-dbc.filter "selection.ByLabelFilter" ^ 

-patternfilter.invert ^ 

-patternfilter.pattern ".*outliers" ^ 

-ensemble.measure EUCLIDEAN ^ 

-verbose 

  

 

In this step, an additional filter is added, which removes some attributes from the previous 

output. The preceding phase of the first experiment generates a dataset output that encloses two 

control scores: ―0‖ which denotes that the outlier-ness has a value of 0, in other words, the data 

object is not regarded as an outlier and ―1‖ when the data point is regarded as a full outlier. In 

this case, these scores do not express any degree of outlier-ness. Based on this process, all the 

data points can be outlier or can be non-outliers; hence, there are not any data points that can be 

regarded in between. Our randomized greedy ensemble approach is built with the following 

algorithm members:  

 

[KDEOS-07, K-NN-03, LOF-03 and LDOF-03] 
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Table 6.1: The results of the second step of building the ensemble obtained from the command line. 

 

Type of Ensemble ROC AUC 

Best individual  0.84  (LOF-09) 

Naïve   0.5 

Greedy 0.44 

Random 0.5 

Greedy to best -2.5 

Random Gain to Naive 0 

Greedy Gain to 

Random 

-0.10  

 

 

Our approach calculates for every outlier detector the true ROC AUC based on the outlier 

estimation. Furthermore, it compares all the values by generating the algorithm with the best 

ROC that in our case is the LOF with k = 9 and its respective ROC AUC = 0.8438. We highlight 

here that all these mechanisms are created from 11 algorithms, each of them is used 14 times 

because the algorithms started with k=3 and moved with a step of 2 till the maximum of the k, 

which is given 30 from the batch file. Therefore, each of the algorithms is estimated 14 times 

according to the values of k. Hence, 11 algorithms fold 14 k-values consist of 154 methods 

overall investigated and compared. Subsequently, our randomized greedy ensemble has selected 

only four of them, the ones that have created the best configuration from the restricted candidate 

list obtained from the GRASP procedure. 

 The LOF-09 (Local Outlier Factor) has outperformed the other methods on the mouse dataset 

according to its ROC AUC value. Hence, it has been regarded from our randomized greedy 

ensemble as the best single method. 

 When comparing the random ensemble with greedy approach, it resulted that our random 

ensemble has slightly improved over the greedy ensemble in terms of ROC AUC. Greedy 

ensemble performs poorer than the naïve and random ensemble.  

In order to visualize this result, it have compared these methods by combining them and utilizing 

the VisualizePaiwiseGainMatrix class, which is a class added in the directory of addons and 

batik. This class can perform visualization only by having the visualization package and elki-

batik-visualization-0.6.5-SNAPSHOT.jar. In order to visualize the outcome of this experiment, 

we have performed the following batch file: 
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java -jar elki-batik-visualization-0.6.5-SNAPSHOT.jar 

"de.lmu.ifi.dbs.elki.application.greedyensemble.VisualizePairwiseGainMatrix" ^ -dbc.in 

"c:\results\mouse-results2.ascii" ^ 

-verbose 

 

The visualization will occur in the elki-batik-visualization. jar. Furthermore, we have provided 

the address of the class invoked for this task, whilst as an input dataset we have taken the result 

file from the first step of the experiment Computing K-NN Outliers Scores. Performing this 

batch file in the command line will lead to generating a visualization window that finds the 

pairwise gain from the combination of two methods. It is demonstrated with various colors the 

result of combinations. The green color refers to an improvement in performance than the two 

individual outlier detectors run separately while red color area shows that this combination is 

significantly worse than each method performed individually. 

 Based on the figure 6.2, we have reached in conclusion that an enhancement in performance 

has been achieved from the combination among the pair of algorithms respectively:  ODIN with 

Simplified-LOF and ODIN with INFLO. These combinations have obtained better results in 

terms of ROC AUC comparing to the results of individual algorithms. 

 Another combination between pairs drawing our attention is between LOF with a low value 

of neighborhood k with KNN and KNNW. These combinations yield a green color into the 

visualization depiction. We can witness that this table of pairwise combinations is symmetrical. 

Furthermore, the LOF variants with small value of k seem to have positive combination even 

with Simplified LOF, LDOF and INFLO. If we increase the value of k for example in a range of 

k=[10-30], it will generate a poor performance when comparing to the performances of 

individual algorithms. 

 

 
Figure-6.2: The gain of methods when combining pairs with different algorithm with various 

parameters k 
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6. 3.2 Experiment Nr 2: Combining various algorithms with the same size of k  

In this second experiment, we have built the ensemble with various algorithms, but with the 

same size of neighborhood for k=3, k=10, k=30. We will witness in this section which algorithm 

will outperform the others and which combination is regarded as the best based on ROC AUC. 

When changing the neighborhood size, we expect to have different results for each of k values. 

 

a) combining various algorithm with same parameter (size k=3)  

 

In this experiment, we can notice substantial difference in results when compared to the results 

of using various neighborhood sizes. If we use a small value of k equal to three, the randomized 

ensemble will perform better when is constructed from four algorithms, as below: 

 

[KDEOS-3, KNN-3, LOOP-3, ODIN-3] 

 

After performing the initial estimation of outliers, the experiment carries out the computation of 

ROC AUC values for every outlier detector that has taken part for building the ensemble. Our 

approach has chosen only four algorithms out of 11 methods. This combination has resulted in a 

better performance in terms of ROC AUC. In this experiment, the ensemble is initialized with 

the KDEOS-03 algorithm. Furthermore, the best single outlier detector with the best value of 

ROC AUC is selected the KNN-03 equal to 1. 

 

Table 6.2: The command line results when building the randomized ensemble with fix 

neighborhood size k=3 

 

Type of Ensemble ROC AUC 

Best Individual  1  (KNN-3) 

Naïve   0.008 

Greedy 0.74 

Random 0.008 

Greedy to best -0.3 

Random Gain to 

Naive 

0 

Greedy Gain to 

Random 

0.73  

 

 

The naïve ensemble (ensemble built from all the 11 methods) from this configuration has 

resulted in a value of AUC = 0.008, while the greedy ensemble has an AUC=0.73. The results of 
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greedy ensemble show that it performs worse than the best single algorithm KNN; however, the 

greedy ensemble exhibits a better performance than the naïve ensemble. 

 In this experiment, the random ensemble shows deterioration in the performance with an 

AUC 0.008. In this scenario, the greedy ensemble performs better than the random ensemble. 

Based on the visualization window created from the VisualizePaiwiseGainMatrix class, we can 

make sense and investigate the combination of pairs of various algorithms. In the figure 6.3, it is 

demonstrated that positive gains can be obtained by combining the pair of [KDEOS-03 and 

LDOF-03] or the pair generated from [KDEOS-03 and LDF-03]. 

 

 
Figure-6.3: The gain of methods when combining pairs with  various algorithms with the same 

parameter k=3 

 

b) combining various algorithms with same parameter (size k = 10) 

 

In this experiment, we have kept the same configuration except we have changed the value of the 

neighborhood size with k =10. The scope of this experiment is to investigate whether or not there 

is any enhancement in performance from the previous experiments, and in additions, whether 

increasing the value of k can be of benefit. The pool of algorithms is the same; we have 11 

algorithms with the same value of k=10. We aim to discover how the randomized greedy 

ensemble approach will be constructed and how it will perform. The ensemble is constructed 

with only two algorithms: 

 

[KDEOS-10 and KNN-10] 
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The best single algorithm in terms of ROC AUC has resulted to be LOF-10 (ROC AUC = 0.84). 

The AUC of the greedy ensemble in this case is 0.41. It is evident that a greedy ensemble 

composed of algorithms with the same parameter k yields in a poor performance comparing to 

the best single algorithm. When it comes to the random ensemble performance, which is 

constructed from the restricted candidate list returned from the GraspEnsemble class, it provides 

an AUC equal to 0.5 and a positive gain over the greedy ensemble with +0.16. 

 

Table 6.3: The results of the algorithms when building the ensemble with k=10 

 

Type of Ensemble ROC AUC 

Best Individual   0.84 (LOF-10) 

Naïve   0.5 

Greedy 0.41 

Random 0.5 

Greedy to best -2.71 

Random Gain to Naive 0 

Greedy Gain to Random -0.16  

 

 

Regarding the visualization process, we have utilized as the previous experiments the 

VisualizePaiwiseGainMatrix by carrying out   the following batch file command: 

 

java -jar elki-batik-visualization-0.6.5-SNAPSHOT.jar 

"de.lmu.ifi.dbs.elki.application.greedyensemble.VisualizePairwiseGainMatrix" ^ -dbc.in 

"c:\results\mouse-results2.ascii" ^ 

-verbose 
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Figure-6.4: The gain of methods when combining pairs with algorithms with the same parameter 

k=10 

The visualization window that opens after executing the aforementioned command is depicted in 

the figure 6.4. According to the graph, we might say that we obtain a positive combination of 

algorithm respectively: SimplifiedLOF -10 with ODIN-10).  

 Overall, in this experiment where the algorithms have the same k=10, combining them in 

pairs does not yield in a substantial performance improvement comparing to the performance 

that the algorithms could exhibit if they are run individually through the dataset.  

 

c) combining various algorithm with the same parameter (size k=30) 

 

This experiment is designed in the same way as the previous ones, however, the parameter of the 

algorithms is changed into k = 30. We will investigate whether is of benefit to our research to 

create a randomized ensemble of algorithms with the same parameter k=30 and compare the with 

the results when the parameter was k=3, 10. 
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Table 6.4: The results when building the ensemble with parameter k=30 

  

Type of Ensemble ROC AUC 

Best Individual 0.97 (LOF-30) 

Naïve   0.5 

Greedy 0.44 

Random 0.5 

Greedy to best -17.03 

Random Gain to Naive 0 

Greedy Gain to Random -0.1  

 

 

The table 6.4 shows the results when building the randomized ensemble with the same kinds of 

eleven algorithms with fixed parameter k= 30 from the command line. In this scenario, the 

ensemble is constructed from a combination of three algorithms, as below: 

 

[KDEOS-30, KNN-30, KNNW-30] 

 

 It results that the best individual algorithm is LOF-30 based on its ROC AUC = 0.97. When it 

comes to the performance of greedy ensemble in this case, it has AUC=0.44. It is obvious that 

the greedy ensemble does overcome the performance of the best single algorithm. 

 Regarding the random ensemble, it has yielded with a respective AUC= 0.5 and we can 

significantly discern that our random ensemble performs slightly better than greedy ensemble 

with a value of gain = 0.1. 

 In conclusion, we point out that the configuration of three algorithms with parameter size of 

30 can come up with better performance than the greedy approach.  

Another crucial part of this experiment encompasses the visualization of pairwise combinations 

of algorithms. In the figure 6.5, it is illustrated a map with the best combinations from the 

algorithms based on the color of the area that each combination has generated.  
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Figure-6.5: The gain of methods in combining pairs with algorithms with the same parameter 

k=30 

We can clearly discern from this scenario that one positive combination is created between 

[ODIN-30 and SimpfiedLOF-30]. Another enhanced combination is built from the pair of 

[ODIN-30 and INFLO-30]. The other combinations cannot outperform the single outlier 

detectors. Furthermore, we can foster that this visualization window is symmetrical; the green 

color not only is associated with the pair [ODIN-30 and SimplifiedLOF-30], but we have the 

same result when we exchange places of the combination [SimplifiedLOF-ODIN]. The same 

logic applies for the pair ODIN-INFLO and INFLO-ODIN. 

 

 

6.3.3 Experiment 3:   Combing LOF algorithms with varying  neighborhood size k with 

the same distance function Manhattan ( L1 metric) 

 

In the third experiment, we have managed to build a randomized ensemble from LOF algorithms 

adjusted with various sizes of k=2, 3, 4….30 with the same Manhattan distance function.  Below 

we are providing the batch file configured for this specific experiment: 

 

java -jar elki-0.6.5-SNAPSHOT.jar 

"de.lmu.ifi.dbs.elki.application.greedyensemble.ComputeKNNOutlierScores" -dbc.in "mouse.csv" ^ 

-startk 2 ^ 

-stepk 1 ^ 

-maxk 30 ^ 
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-app.out "c:\results\mouse-results2.ascii" ^ 

-algorithm.distancefunction minkowski.ManhattanDistanceFunction ^ 

-db.index tree.spatial.rstarvariants.rstar.RStarTreeFactory ^ 

-disable LOF ^ 

-verbose 

 

The output of the first step of this experiment contains one algorithm LOF output per line for 

every parameter k. This phase has carried out the LOF algorithm for multiple parameters of k. 

When it comes to distance function, we have chosen the minkovski.Manhattan distance function 

regarded as the L1 metric of minkovsky family. 

 The second step is performed similar to the second step of previous experiments. It consists 

of building the ensemble where as input file is utilized the output generated from 

ComputeKNNOutlierScores class. 

 

Table 6.5: The results when building the ensemble with the same algorithm with varying k and the 

same L1 metric distance function 

 

Type of Ensemble ROC AUC 

 

Best Individual 1 (LOF-12) 

Naïve   1 

Greedy 1 

Random 1 

Greedy to best 0 

Random Gain to Naive 0 

Greedy Gain to Random 0 

 

 

Table 6.5 provides the results and the values of our randomized ensemble built with LOF 

algorithms differing only from their parameter sizes. From this table, we can make sense that the 

best single method computed individually is the LOF-12 with a maximum ROC AUC = 1.  The 

Naïve ensemble created from combining all the methods arbitrarily (combining 29 method 

because we have 29 various parameters from 2 till 30) resulted in AUC = 1.  

 When it comes to our random ensemble, it has the AUC = 1. In conclusion, in this 

experiment we can emphasize that combing the same algorithm with various parameters does not 

yield in a beneficial result to the randomized ensemble. Our approach performs better when it 

created from various algorithms. This conclusion is reinforced even from the visualization part of 

the experiment illustrated in the figure 6.6. 
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Figure-6.6: The gain of methods when combining LOFpairs with varying parameter (k=2…30) 

and same L1 metric. 

 

Based on the visualization window, we can infer that the combination of the pairs do not obtain 

any improvement. Red color zones are associated to pairs‘ combination regarded as detrimental. 

We cannot discern any green area specifying any enhancement from combining these methods 

with each other.  The randomized ensemble did not function properly for this scenario and it lead 

to intangible outcome. Combing LOF with lower scores and LOF with higher scores can yield to 

a better result because it can foster the diversity attribute.  

 After investigating this experiment with LOF algorithm, we have explored and tested the 

same experiment with other outlier detection algorithms. The best outcome has resulted from 

utilizing the LOOP algorithm, which has yielded in a positive output for our randomized outlier 

detection ensemble. We have performed the same script file except the fact that we have changed 

the algorithm from LOF to LOOP. Consecutively, we have attained some meaningful results 

from combining LOOP algorithms with varying parameter of k=2…30. Our ensemble is built 

from 8 algorithms from the same type as follows: 

 

[LOOP-04; LOOP-02; LOOP-05; LOOP-07; LOOP-09; LOOP-11; LOOP-13; LOOP-19] 
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Table 6.6: The results of building the ensemble with the same LOOP algorithm executed with 

varying k and the same distance function L1 metric 

 

Type of Ensemble ROC AUC 

Best single   1 (LOOP-20) 

Naïve   0.9981 

Greedy 0.9965 

Random 0.9981 

Greedy to best -0.01 

Random Gain to Naive 0 

Greedy Gain to Random -0.66  

 

When executed individually, the best algorithm that has exhibited the higher ROC AUC score is 

the LOOP-20 with a respective ROC AUC=1. Regarding the naïve ensemble, it has 

demonstrated worse performance than the best single method in terms of AUC=0.9981. When 

investigating greedy ensemble, it can be clearly discern that the greedy ensemble performs worse 

than the best algorithm in term of AUC=0.9965. Our random ensemble appears to have a better 

ROCAUC =0.9981 than the existing greedy approach. 

 Overall, we can summarize that the three scenarios namely, the naïve ensemble, the greedy 

ensemble and our randomized ensemble cannot outperform the single best algorithm in terms 

ROC AUC. However, our random ensemble has resulted in a slight improvement of performance 

comparing to greedy ensemble. 

 
Figure-6.7: The gain of methods when combining pairs with LOOP algorithms with varying 

parameter (k=2…30) and same L1 metric. 
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Another mechanism for testing the result of this specific scenario is visualizing the outcome by 

making use of VisulizePaiwiseGainMatrix class. In the figure 6.7 is illustrated the relationship 

between LOOP algorithm pairs. Due to the results of the illustration scheme, we can infer that 

some successful combinations are far better than the individual methods. For example, some 

positive mixtures are created, as below: 

 

[LOOP-30 with LOOP-15]; [LOOP-30 with LOOP-16]; [LOOP-30 with LOOP-17]; [LOOP-30 

with LOOP-18]; and [LOOP-30 with LOOP-19] 

 

We can significantly discern that combinations between higher parameter algorithms with 

average parameter algorithms can lead to considerable improvements of performance. All the 

aforementioned combinations are filled with green colors, while the remained combination have 

red or black color which can refer to worse performance and unprofitable combined methods. 

 

6.3.4 Experiment 4: Combining the distance measures  with the same algorithm LOF 

k=10 

 

In this specific experiment, we attempt to build a randomized ensemble by running various LOF 

variants with different distance functions in the following order: LOF-10 

minkowski.EuclideanDistanceFunction, LOF-10 minkowski.ManhattanDistanceFunction, LOF-

10 CanberraDistanceFunction, LOF-10 ClarkDistanceFunction, LOF-10 

CosineDistanceFunction and LOF-10 JensenShannonDivergenceDistanceFunction. 

Table 6.7: The results of building the ensemble with LOF algorithms with same parameter k=10 executed 

with varying distance functions 

 

Type of Ensemble ROC AUC 

Best Individual 1 (EuclideanDistance.Function) 

Naïve 0.998 

Greedy 0.999 

Random 0.998 

Greedy to best -0.001 

Random Gain to 

Naive 

0 

Greedy Gain to 

Random 

0.85 
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We have managed to run fundamentally each of the algorithms with different distance measure 

separately, and then, we have combined the results in only one file. Subsequently, we have 

utilized this combined file as an input dataset for the batch file of the second phase. Based on 

table 6.7, we can deduce that there is little synergy when utilizing multiple distance measures. 

This scenario does not lead to significant improvement and we notice little difference from the 

results. 

 The best single method is determined LOF-10 when using the Euclidean distance function 

because of its result with ROC AUC = 1. The naïve ensemble experiences a good performance in 

terms of AUC =0.99. On the other hand, the greedy ensemble approach shows good value of 

AUC=0.99. Nevertheless, its AUC value is lower than the single best method. When it comes to 

the performance of our randomized ensemble, we can discern that it performs worse than greedy 

ensemble because it has a negative gain; AUC values with gain =-0.85. 

 Overall, we can emphasize that carrying out various distance functions does not yield in 

positive results related to our novel randomized method. In addition, the single results appear to 

be significantly correlated. 

 
 

Figure-6.8: The gain of methods when combining pairs with same LOF  algorithms  and paramter 

k=10 with varying distance functions. 

 

The next part of the experiment, which is visualizing the results, demonstrates again that 

combining pairs of the same algorithm LOF with the same neighborhood size k=10 and various 

distance functions does not come up with  enhanced methods.  Due to the illustration of pairs‘ 

relationship combined with each other, we cannot distinguish any green area, which can infer 
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any improvement. All the illustrative area is filled with red and black colors, thus pointing out 

that these combinations are not beneficial. 

 From our experiments, we have witnessed that when combining different distance functions, 

the results are similar and do not obtain any gain in the performance of the algorithm. The 

combinations do not exhibit any improvement; the best individual outlier detection algorithm 

outperforms the results yielded from mixing various distance functions. 

 

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have described and illustrated the experimental phase aimed to verify and 

validate the optimization in performance that greedy ensemble randomized with GRASP can 

incorporate.  We have exploited ELKI data mining framework, which is an open-source software 

written in JAVA for testing various combinations of algorithms when building the randomized 

ensemble. This data-mining platform is significantly appropriate for comparing, matching results 

of our findings, and more importantly enabling data indexing for increasing the gain in 

performance of algorithms.  

 We have conducted experimental testing and provided fair benchmarking of our results. 

Before conducting these experiments, we have provided some crucial scientific concepts 

regarding various parameters and attributes that are of paramount importance in order to have a 

complete understanding and interpretation of our results. 

 The distance function encompasses a way for measuring the distance between data points and 

their neighbors. One key role of distance functions is to alleviate and help dividing data points, 

which are deemed similar.  When it comes to the mechanism that obtains similar objects, they 

relates to points produced from the same distribution or statistical process, while dissimilar data 

points are produced from inappropriate means. A particular distance function can be estimated 

by utilizing the nearest neighbor ranking of all data objects. The most popular distance functions 

are Manhattan (L1) and Euclidean distance (L2). Other distance functions such as: Canberra, 

Clark, Person distance function, the Pearson Squared Distance Metric, Jensen-Shannon 

divergence, etc are thoroughly explained in this chapter  

 We have compared the ensemble algorithm based on the specific evaluation criteria dubbed 

as ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic), which compares the true positive rate with the false 

positive rate. This metric is related to the area under ROC curve denoted as AUC. AUC is 

associated to the likelihood of the object to be ranked.  

 The first experiment that we have conducted is building the randomized greedy ensemble 

with various algorithms and various neighborhood sizes. This experiment is composed of two 

major phases namely: computing the ensemble members with various algorithms with different 

size of k and building the ensemble by combining the results of individual algorithms into one 

output. We have invoked the greedy ensemble approach through the command line because it 

enables facilities in incorporating several various parameters through batch files. In order to 

build the ensemble, a pool of 154 variants is generated from combining 11 algorithms with 14-k. 
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In this experiment, we have compared with each other the ensemble mechanisms namely: naïve, 

greedy and random and all these scenarios are compared with the best single algorithm in term of 

AUC.  

 The second experiment combines various algorithms with same k and is divided in three sub-

experiments based on the fixed k used. When k=3, greedy ensemble exhibits a better 

performance than the random ensemble, which provides a detrimental performance. When k=10, 

greedy ensemble results in a poor performance comparing to the best single algorithm. When it 

comes to the random ensemble performance, it provides positive gain over greedy ensemble. The 

best results from the second experiment are obtained in the third sub-experiment where the 

random ensemble exhibits a slight improvement in performance than greedy ensemble. 

 The third experiment consists of a combination of LOF algorithms with varying 

neighborhood size-k with the same distance function Manhattan (L1 metric). We can summarize 

that combing the same LOF algorithm with various parameter does not yield in a beneficial 

result to the randomized ensemble. Our approach performs better when is created from 

combining various algorithms. However, when we perform this experiment with the LOOP 

algorithm, it demonstrates positive gain for our randomized outlier detection comparing to 

greedy ensemble. 

 In the forth experiment, we attempt to build a randomized ensemble by running various LOF 

variants with different distance functions. We have run essentially each of the algorithms with 

different distance measure separately, and then we have combined the results in only one file. 

Based on command line‘s results, we can infer that there is little synergy when utilizing multiple 

distance measures. According to the last experiment, we have witnessed that when building an 

ensemble by combining different distance functions, the results are similar and we do not obtain 

any gain in the performance of the algorithm in terms of diversity.  

 Below, we have summarized our findings in a table in which is emphasized that our random 

ensemble appears to perform better than greedy ensemble when conducting experiments with 

various neighborhood size k and higher values of k. Finally, we conclude that our random 

algorithm performs slightly better in exp-1, exp-2 b) and c), and exp-3. 
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Table 6.8:  Summarization of the experiments results 

 

Number  

of Experiments  

Greedy Gain to Random  

 

ROC AUC 

1. Varying K and various algorithms -0.10 

2. Combining 

various 

algorithms with 

the same k 

a)      K=3  0.73 

 b)     K=10  -0,16 

c)       K=30  -0.1 

3. Combing LOOP algorithms with varying  

neighborhood size k with the same ( L1 

metric 

-0.66 

4.  Combining  distance measures  with the 

same algorithm LOF k=10 

0.85 
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Chapter 7  

Conclusion 

 

7.1 Critical Assessment 

The area of outlier detection has been vastly elaborated; therefore, it consists of many directions 

to be focused in future research. Due to time constraints this research work has to meet, we could 

not explore some scaling techniques or scrutinize more in depth high dimensional algorithms 

used for acceleration purposes. During the implementation phase, we faced obstacles in 

incorporating GRASP into greedy ensemble algorithm. Adapting the grasp procedure for outlier 

detection task appeared to be very intricate. The visualization process has also taken a 

considerable amount of time because of the ongoing change in ELKI source code, which is 

always subject to everyday adjustments and arrangements by upgrading in new releases. 

 For the aforementioned reasons, we have chosen one sub-direction of outlier detection 

methods; building an ensemble over greedy heuristic approach that could embody the most 

popular outlier detectors formulated from previous research studies. We have thoroughly 

investigated the greedy approach and have identified some flaws this scenario has posed.  

 Greedy ensemble has been structured based on two crucial components: accuracy and 

diversity. We have chosen to delve more in depth into the diversity aspect, as it was deemed to 

need further reinforcements and adjustments by the literature. Incorporating GRASP randomized 

procedure in this scenario has provided strong evidence that this algorithm can capture diverse 

outliers. In addition, in some circumstances has confirmed our initial idea; better results and 

optimized performance can be achieved comparing to greedy ensemble. The shortcoming of 

greedy ensemble tackled from this dissertation is to always search for the best method. 

Sometimes greedy ensemble can skip very significant outliers that must be certainly detected. 

Improving diversity with the help of GRASP has alleviated this drawback. 

 Our randomized ensemble approach has demonstrated to achieve positive results when it is 

built from combining various algorithms with various neighborhood size of k. There are cases 

when our randomized approach performs better than greedy ensemble; nevertheless, it faces 

difficulty in overcoming the best single algorithm that can be chosen in terms of AUC. 

Furthermore, when mixing the same types of algorithms with various distance functions, there is 

no evidence of any improvement in the performance of our random ensemble. Even though 

random ensemble demonstrates in some experiments a slight improvement over greedy 

ensemble, the difference in results is in small amounts. Hence, other outlier detection techniques 

can be incorporated to better improve the outcome when using the same type algorithm. 

  One key issue that has emerged throughout this research consists of experiencing some delay 

in running large datasets when the random ensemble is built from a considerable pool of 
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algorithms and various sizes of k. In this particular case, high dimensional algorithms or other 

techniques of escaping the curse of dimensionality must be formulated. 

 Overall, our strategy has enhanced the greedy ensemble detection mechanism in terms of 

diversity, thus, capturing diverse outliers in every upcoming execution. We believe that we have 

substantially accomplished the diversity aspect of the greedy ensemble approach; however, there 

are gaps that might be filled in terms of scaling, data indexing, higher dimensionality algorithms 

etc. These above issues are going to be addressed in our future work and upcoming research 

papers. 

 

7.2 Contribution of this Dissertation 

This dissertation introduced to the body of knowledge a novel algorithm composed of greedy 

heuristic ensemble with GRASP optimization procedure. To our best knowledge, this algorithm 

has not been developed in any other paper or published in any research work.  This fact 

reinforces the originality of our work.  

 First, our piece of work provided a clear overview of the literature background. We have 

narrowed down our research from the intrusion detection systems, which can be combined with 

machine learning methods to the outlier detection area. From the area of identifying outliers, we 

have further narrowed down our research to the density-based approaches, which is one direction 

that has not experienced many developments recently. This is the key reason why we have 

chosen this path. 

 In the family of density-based approaches, the most popular algorithm appeared to be the 

LOF algorithm. In this dissertation, we have scrutinized in depth the most well-known LOF 

variants. Additionally, we have followed the idea of building an ensemble combined with these 

algorithms in order to generate more diverse results than the previous mechanism currently 

existing in the literature. 

 This piece of research provided novel findings and considerable enhancement of the previous 

greedy ensemble algorithm in terms of diversity. Our algorithm does not aim only to find the 

best outlier result, but even to provide diversified results by detecting outliers that greedy 

ensemble could not detect. These diverse outliers may be of paramount importance to the domain 

or the problem which is investigated. 

 We have come up with a novel algorithm of greedy ensemble and implemented algorithm 

code in java programming language. The novel project was built and executed successfully. We 

have added the new code into the ELKI source code.  Furthermore, through ELKI data mining 

framework, we have carried out experiments aiming to alter the diversity of the ensemble 

algorithm by changing the distance functions and by changing the neighborhood size. Based on 

obtained results, we have come up with significant conclusions on behalf of our novel algorithm. 

 Experiments are conducted by invoking ELKI from the command line and obtaining visual 

results in which we are able to compare the important attribute as ROC AUC measure. Our 

algorithm appeared to perform better than its predecessor greedy ensemble approach in terms of 
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diversity. Our random ensemble has resulted in slight improvements over greedy ensemble when 

conducting experiments with various neighborhood size-k and higher k-values. We have 

concluded that the random algorithm performs slightly better respectively, in exp-1, exp-2 

respectively part b) and c), and exp-3. 

 

7.3 Direction for Future Research 

This section illustrates some interesting and meaningful research directions that can serve as 

useful scenarios for the research community in outlier detection field. Below, There are 

identified some future gaps that might be addressed in the future: 

 Our randomized greedy approach has appeared to suffer from the curse of dimensionality; in 

large datasets, it did not perform quite well when it comes to performance and detection rate. The 

time in which this algorithm performs is a quite a considerable amount of time. It is suggested to 

be overcome this shortcoming by utilizing various techniques of data indexing or delving more 

in depth in algorithms that alleviate the curse of dimensionality. 

 One direction that we had not the opportunity to explore because of time constraints was to 

implement this algorithm in an IDS scenario of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET). Due to the 

fact that these networks are very susceptible to various threats, implementing an intrusion 

detection system, which will work by incorporating our randomized greedy ensemble might be 

of interest to a the large community of research. Researchers will have to observe how this 

algorithm will behave and how it will perform for detecting intrusions into the network.  

 One special direction that might draw lots of attention is to create a greedy ensemble with 

distance based algorithms or clustering algorithms. Furthermore, it could be witnessed the 

difference in results comparing to our recent randomized greedy ensemble algorithm. 

 In terms of GRASP procedure, in this research we have taken GRASP as it was from the 

existing literature and combined with the greedy ensemble. However, in the future work we can 

study and see its abilities to be combined in various fields that can be networking, routing 

protocols or fraud detection. LOF algorithm can be combined with GRASP procedure and 

attention-grabbing results can be analyzed. Other density based-outlier algorithms can be 

combined with GRASP in order to find the best and more effective GRASP combination. 

 One direction that might be undertaken in the future is to perform experiments with real 

world datasets from security companies, which can provide logs and datasets of various systems 

hacked. It can be tested how accurate and diverse results may be  when using our randomized 

greedy ensemble. 

 Combining heuristic greedy ensemble instead of GRASP, with another procedure of 

Stochastic Local Search methods that can be Tabu Search, Simulated annealing, Dynamic 

Search, is another appealing direction that might be followed in the future. Consecutively, 

experimental results can be compared and whether or not we have come up with a better 

algorithm than the random greedy ensemble. 
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7.4 Summary 

Outlier detection is a field that has been explored in recent years; it has started with Local Outlier 

Factor and other successor variants of this algorithm. 

 This dissertation has attempted to incorporate a stochastic local procedure as GRASP in the 

greedy heuristic scenario for optimizing diversity. 

 We have designed a novel class dubbed as GraspEnsemble into the ELKI source code and 

hope that our effort will be included in the upcoming ELKI release version. However, ELKI   is 

an open source code platform that needs to be further upgraded, and we expect that our algorithm 

will be exposed to various changes in the future. 

 This dissertation made a noteworthy effort to build a randomized ensemble mechanism, 

which combines various algorithms, and at the same time has confirmed positive results in 

enhancing the greedy ensemble performance. Moreover, our method can be utilized successfully 

in many intrusion detection systems. 

 It is hoped that this novel research work will constitute a significant step towards the outlier 

detection domain in capturing meaningful outliers, thus, helping in making sense of what is 

occurring and safeguarding our computer systems. 
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